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Preface
Since the third wave of democratization, policies have become more women-friendly.
However, variations between countries persist or have increased. In this thesis, explanations
are found for these differences between countries in WFPs since the third wave of
democratization using the Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP). This thesis
contributes to the existing literature by introducing a theoretical framework that
acknowledges global trends on WFPs in both developing and developed countries since the
third wave of democratization. Multiple hypotheses about the differences are tested, derived
from rational choice, cultural and structural research approaches. Applying a panel data
multilevel analysis, the results indicate that the nature of the differences is threefold, and each
paradigm has explanatory power. However, the rational choice perspective turns out to
explain most of the differences between countries. Subsequently, the results indicate that
there are differences in the explanatory power of the paradigms when considering specific
policy areas and levels of WFPs. This suggests that even specific contextual differences
between countries offer compelling results for the level of WFPs and that some contextual
conditions have a greater impact on one policy area compared to another.
Keywords: women-friendly policy, panel data multilevel, structure, culture, rational choice
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1. Introduction
Together with other women, Azucena Villaflor protested against the government on the Plaza
de Mayo in Buenos Aires on April 30th, 1977 (Partnoy, 2007). Argentina’s military
authoritarian government did not implement women-friendly policies (WFPs), affecting
women in their day-to-day lives. Although the protesting women had different backgrounds
and “used traditional notions of motherhood as the pivot of their protest” (Waylen, 2007, p.
56), their situation shared a common unconventional way of influencing public opinion:
engendering organized public protests (Partnoy, 2007; Pitkin, 1967). The protest of the
mothers on the Plaza de Mayo is a classic example of including a gender perspective to the
protest. It represented the start of both the third wave of democratization (Huntington, 1991)
and the opening of “a series of locks (…) towards the core of the political system, upwards
towards the central arena of decision-making” (Rokkan & Campbell, 2009, p. 79).
The third wave of democratization marks one of the most dramatic and important
studied developments in comparative politics (Huntington, 1991). During the third wave of
democratization, a sharp global increase in democracies spread over the world (Huntington,
1991). Just as Argentina experienced a democratization process in which women for the first
time got the opportunity to break institutional barriers (Rokkan & Campbell, 2009), many
countries experienced institutional changes resulting from the third wave of democratization
from 1989 onwards. Lots of opportunities emerged for women as old regimes were replaced
by new, more democratic regimes (Waylen, 2007). For women, thresholds like incorporation
and representation were unlocked, which used to be typically masculine with minimal
possibilities for women to influence the process. Therefore, the third wave of democratization
not only caused regime changes, but women were now able to become political actors. That
is, influencing political institutions and – most importantly – influencing society by making
WFPs. Hence, the process of decision-making becomes engendered in many countries since
women are integrated into society that benefits and shapes the socioeconomic, cultural, and
institutional position (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
However, the third wave of democratization did not prove to be beneficial for women
in every country. While Scandinavian countries are championed because of implementing
advanced WFPs like equal pay for women, most Middle Eastern countries are way behind in
the normative perception of gender-equality (Charrad, 2001; Raaum, 2005). Structural
institutions like education and economic development could explain why some countries and
regions are lagging behind. Also, there is still a number of countries in which cultural
differences cause that women suffer from gender-based violence (Weldon, 2002), a genderwage gap (Nisic, 2017), constraints for educational access (Inglehart & Norris, 2003), or poor
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political rights (Htun & Weldon, 2010). For example, between African countries, there are
large differences in the number of women in parliaments (Goetz, 1998). The persisting of
disparities between countries are not just a lack of institutional power in developing countries,
as some African countries have more female representatives and more equality between
women and men (World Economic Forum, 2017). There are differences between developed
countries in WFPs as well. That is, Canada’s administration is equally distributed between
women and men (Chartrand, 2015), while in the Netherlands only a third of the cabinet
members are women, most of them holding a junior position (Hoeks, 2017). Although there
has been a global increase in policies that are women-friendly, differences between countries
and regions in level and type of policy persist, affecting women in their day-to-day lives.
It remains puzzling what common factors account for these variances. While the
relevant literature on the differences between countries in women’s empowerment is vast and
ever-growing, research on WFPs is primarily based on single case studies (Celis, 2006;
Curtin, 2008; Kissau, Lutz, & Rosset, 2012). The literature on WFPs lacks a global theoretical
framework in order to provide global explanations. Therefore, this research will examine the
conditions for the emergence of WFPs since the third wave of democratization. Additionally,
insights are provided in why some determinants are less important in certain countries and
regions while other factors influence specific policy areas. Most scholars studying WFPs used
structural, cultural and rational choice assumptions for explaining the level of WFPs in a
certain country, either developed or developing. Research has focused on these three major
paradigms to uncover for why whether or not policy has taken a gender perspective.
However, most studies include only a certain policy (Htun & Weldon, 2010; Minkenberg,
2003; Sawer, 2012) or a specific region (Charrad, 2001; Goetz, 1998; Verge, 2013), lacking a
global perspective on a broad range of WFPs. Since most research is conducted through case
studies, it not only lacks comparability, the literature on developing countries has focused
more on basic WFPs while the literature on developed countries has focused more on
advanced WFPs. Therefore, this research bridges the gap between case studies on WFPs in
developed and WFPs in developing countries.
Underlying decisions are based on questions as: does one start at indicating the
structure, does one look at culture, or does one focus on the actor when explaining events?
There does not seem to be a definitive answer for which ‘ideal type’ has the strongest
explanatory power (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). Consequentially, enabled by the
combination of the three paradigms, this research uses an eclectic approach to explain global
trends since the third wave of democratization (Sil, 2016). In this way, this research addresses
the structure or culture in which the actor is embedded as a starting point, but the actor that is
placed within a structure or culture is also taken into account. Subsequently, the assumptions
14

from the theoretical approaches allow for expectations for the differences between countries
and regions in WFPs. By applying structural, cultural, and rational choice approaches to
socioeconomic, cultural and institutional factors, respectively, this research adds to the
existing literature. Based on these determinants, a deeper analysis of the explanatory power of
each paradigm is provided of the socioeconomic, cultural and institutional conditions after the
third wave of democratization. Hence, the following research question is addressed:
What explains cross-national differences between countries in WFPs between 1989 and
2010?
To provide a profound understanding of what aspects of countries are most important to
explain the differences between countries and which theories are better able to develop an
answer the following sub-questions are addressed:
1. To what extent can the effect of socioeconomic factors on WFPs differences between
countries be explained by the structural paradigm from 1989 until 2010?
2. To what extent can the effect of cultural factors on WFPs differences between countries
be explained by the cultural paradigm from 1989 until 2010?
3. To what extent can the effect of institutional factors on WFPs differences between
countries be explained by the rational choice paradigm from 1989 until 2010?

1.1.

Outline

After the introduction, a theoretical framework is provided with the most important concepts
and theories. In this discussion of concepts and theory, a definition of what is understood by
the concept of WFPs is provided. The context of countries is set out as well determining to
what extent policy is able to be women-friendly. Also, the dominant paradigms are discussed
and compared to indicate the differences in their explanatory power. Based on the paradigms,
determinants are derived measuring the socioeconomic, the cultural, and the institutional
context. Moreover, chapter 3 elaborates on the method used by introducing the research
approach and the data collection approach. Additionally, the selection of cases and theory is
operationalized into variables that are tested in hypotheses derived from the theoretical
framework. Furthermore, the modeling approach and the model building process are
explained. The fourth chapter consists of the analysis of the effects and the hypotheses are
tested. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and a discussion on the limitations and implications for
further research are provided.
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2. Theoretical Framework
In the theoretical foundation, the concept of a women-friendly policy (WFP) and the
inseparable controversy are discussed. Furthermore, to understand the explanatory power of
the three clusters of determinants, the accompanied paradigms are reviewed. A framework of
three groups of hypotheses is constructed to formulate predictions about the relationship
between socioeconomic, cultural, and institutional aspects of countries and WFPs. In addition,
for every paradigm, hypotheses are formulated on the relationship between the same aspects
of countries and different levels of WFPs and its crucial policy areas. The hypotheses are
formulated in clear statements that are tested in chapter 4. Finally, the conceptual model is
presented with an overview of the hypotheses.

2.1.

Women-Friendly Policies

Before women unlocked the first institutional barriers to making policies women-friendly
(Rokkan & Campbell, 2009), they mobilized outside the decision-making institutions
(Waylen, 2007), as women were prevented from influencing decision-making processes.
Protests or mass mobilization outside the sphere of the parliament can influence the decisionmaking process too, yet it is more difficult to influence policy (Waylen, 2007). After the third
wave of democratization however, WFPs have emerged in many countries as there seems to
be an increasing acceptance of the idea that women should be represented in conventional
politics too (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Waylen, 2007). The thresholds broke down and
women were able to vote, run for office in political institutions, and initiate WFPs. In the
contemporary political process of countries that embrace a progressive discourse, the role of
women has changed (Waylen, 2007). However, there are also countries in which women still
face institutional or cultural barriers and WFPs have not yet been initiated. Feminist political
scientists have thoroughly argued that for a democracy to be inclusive and fully democratic,
all people – or groups of people – need to be equally represented (Waylen, 2007). If women
are present in political institutions, it is indicated as a signifier of recognition, justice, and
inclusion (Mackay, 2004). Once gender is acknowledged as an identity inside the dominant
political institutions, policy can include a perspective that incorporates this identity.

2.1.1.

Women-Friendly Policy as a Contested Concept

A women-friendly policy is an ambiguous concept and can come in a diverse set of conditions
(Caiazza, 2004; Keiser, Wilkins, Meier, & Holland, 2002; Reynolds, 1999). A WFP is
concerned “with the relationship between objective and subjective interests, as well as with
the interconnections between gender and social disparities related to class, religion, and
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ethnicity” (Raaum, 2005, p. 877). Women’s interests are a sense of responsibility to devote
attention to women, giving them priority and make the gap between female parliamentarians
and female voters as small as possible (Celis, 2006). Feminist scholars have been using
multiple terms for “government actions which promote women’s status in the society and
equality between man and woman” (Ertan, 2012, p. 3). This research will use a definition of
WFPs that allows for the measurement of this complex concept by combining conditions used
by scholars specialized in gender and policy-making. A women-friendly policy is a
government initiated action (Ertan, 2012) that takes into account the gender perspective
(Franceschet, Krook, & Piscopo, 2012; Mackay, 2004; Thomas, 1994; Waylen, 2007) and
responds to women’s issues that women face in their day-to-day life (Bird, 2005; Caiazza,
2004; Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Rizvi & Nishtar, 2008) aiming to improve the societal,
economic, or political situation (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Sawer, Tremblay, & Trimble,
2006). Intuitively, identifying women’s issues might not be a problem. However, intuition
only may never be the foundation on which policies are to be made women-friendly (Keiser et
al., 2002).
A WFP not being an aim itself; a women-friendly state can be the outcome when all
these policy areas are addressed by actual policies (Hernes, 1987). The feminist inspired
approach of a so-called ideal society can be achieved with WFPs. In this women-friendly
state, women are recognized and “have a natural relationship to their children, their work and
public life…a women-friendly state would not force harder choices on women than on men or
permit unjust treatment on the basis of gender. In a women-friendly state women will
continue to have children, yet there will also be other roads to self-realization open to them.
In such a state women will not have to choose futures that demand greater sacrifices from
them than are expected of men” (Hernes, 1987, p. 15). However, a women-friendly state will
take long before it will become reality.
Scholars have identified the most essential areas that should be changed to create a
women-friendly state. These policy areas cover: health (Rizvi & Nishtar, 2008; United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division, 2015), status and
role (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Rueschemeyer, 2004; United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division, 2015), employment (Inglehart & Norris,
2003; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division,
2015; Waylen, 2007), and empowerment (Bird, 2005; Inglehart & Norris, 2003; InterParliamentary Union, 2016; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs &
Statistics Division, 2015). The insights and examples of these policy areas will now be
discussed.
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As the concept of a WFP is complex, the distinction between WFPs that focus on
basic issues for women versus other WFPs focusing on advanced issues for women has only
be tested in case studies and multiple times in the United States meaning global evidence is
lacking (Cowell-Meyers & Langbein, 2013). When comparing countries, it is obvious that
there are differences between what kinds of WFPs are taken into account in the legislation.
While in some countries basic WFPs are accepted and women are advocating for advanced
WFPs too, in other countries even basic WFPs are not present (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
Therefore, is interesting to take into account the dependent factors for both basic and
advanced WFPs.
The policy area of health focuses on physical, mental, reproductive wellbeing of
women (Reynolds, 1999). These WFPs cover issues such as basic rights on family planning
(Donnay, 2000) and the combatting of violence against women and advanced policies like
abortion and international trafficking of women (Caiazza, 2004; Cowell-Meyers & Langbein,
2013). Policies on abortion and international trafficking are more likely to adopt a gender
perspective in a later stage of development when basic rights are taken care of (Caiazza,
2004; Wang, 2013). By promoting basic women-friendly health services, active voluntary
family planning increases maternal survival (Donnay, 2000). The same trend is observed for
policies regarding violence against women. That is, before the third wave of democratization,
violence against women was not considered to be a topic for public discussion; it was an issue
to be solved in the private sphere (Habermas & Rehg, 2001). As of yet, in some countries
where women experience domestic violence, there are hardly policies acknowledging these
problems and combatting the violence with legal features (Weldon, 2002). In other countries,
the problem is not that crucial because of existing legislation that can sentence people
committing these crimes (Weldon, 2002). Furthermore, other women’s issues that are
considered advanced and are institutionalized into WFPs cover trafficking of people, and
abortion. That is, women are more likely to be human trafficking victims than men (Watts &
Zimmerman, 2002). Therefore, policies that are women-friendly explicitly make human
trafficking and sex trafficking illegal. Moreover, the absence of advanced policies dealing
with rights on cultural matters like abortion is partly explained by the religious foundation in
a country (Minkenberg, 2003). In countries that seem to respect religious authorities, there are
no policies on abortion, or only policies approving abortion to save a woman’s life (Ferree,
2003; Minkenberg, 2003).
The policy area of status and role focus on resources, the role in society and the
relative power status compared to men of women (Reynolds, 1999). WFPs that focus on the
status and role of women are more based on the position of women in the long term. In
contrast with policies that impact the health conditions of women, policies on status and role
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might be less practical and include indirect measures. These WFPs cover issues such as basic
rights on inheritance, ownership rights, and the possibility to be head of a family to advanced
policies like property regimes and the joint titling of married women (Caiazza, 2004; CowellMeyers & Langbein, 2013). Policies on property regimes and joint titling of married women
are advanced policies since basic policies are needed first before these policies are able to be
implemented (Deere & León de Leal, 2001). In many developing countries, there is a lower
legal age before women can marry (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Differences between married
and unmarried women are intense in some countries with a more traditional property regime
type (Rocheleau & Edmunds, 1997). Over time in some countries, WFPs enabled that women
are able to own land and are fairly inherited. Yet, in other countries, only boys receive land
owned by the family. Although women’s status and role in society are explained by
differences in culture and traditions, culture does not provide a full sufficient picture.
Therefore, it is still unclear what impacts women’s status most dramatically (Inglehart &
Norris, 2003). Since research has not found additional determining factors of either a
socioeconomic or institutional nature, it remains puzzling what can explain differences
(Caiazza, 2004; Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
The policy area of employment focuses on the job market, reward inequality, and
additional services needed for women. These WFPs cover issues such as basic rights on the
capacity to have a paid job outside of the home and to sign a contract to advanced policies on
maternal leave, the length of the leave, the wage during the leave and breastfeed possibilities
(Caiazza, 2004). Policies on maternal leave – including the length and the wage during the
leave – and breastfeed possibilities are more likely to adopt a gender perspective in a later
stage of development when basic rights, like having a paid job outside the home are taken
care of. It seems obvious that women should first be allowed to have a paid job before
policies that will make their working lives easier are engendered (Harrison, 2018). In
developed countries, women increasingly choose career and education over family matters at
a young age (Castles, 2003). Policies that generate maternity leave paid arrangements to
stimulate women to keep working after giving birth (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Assuming
these policies to be women-friendly, the attitude towards gender roles provides a closer match
to the ideal and institutions should acknowledge women’s interests in the workforce (Caiazza,
2004; Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Sawer et al., 2006; Waylen, 2007). In developing countries,
childcare and household work are women’s prior responsibilities as there are fewer WFPs that
enable women to work part-time or deal with childcare (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). However,
there are also differences between developing countries as well as – and perhaps even greater
– differences between developed countries.
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The policy area of empowerment focuses on the constitutional rights, legal rights, and
representation of women. These WFPs range from issues such as basic constitutional rights
like equality and anti-discrimination articles to advanced policies like customary laws and
religious laws embedded in regulations as a valid source and gender quotas (Beckwith &
Cowell-Meyers, 2007; Caiazza, 2004). Another basic empowerment issue that is not
recognized in every country yet is the capacity to begin legal proceedings without permission
from the partner or to open a bank account. Customary and religious laws are advanced
policies as they are hard to change and since basic policies are needed first before these
policies are able to be implemented (Reynolds, 1999). As women are less likely to be in a
high socioeconomic position than men, filing a divorce or a legal case is difficult. WFPs have
helped here to advocate campaigns to create awareness of the importance to change women’s
perspective and potential. In addition, the intensively studied concept of gender quotas has in
some countries resulted in more women representatives and some WFPs (Burnet, 2011).
Women’s presence in parliaments is closely related to having more WFPs (Caiazza, 2004).
However, gender quotas are also controversial as in some countries with gender quotas,
women get lower seats in the party and are responsible for just a certain set of problems,
leaving men to decide what needs to be done on issues that impact women as well (Bacchi,
2006). The principle of equality does not have to be adjusted by government interference,
whereas in other countries, quotas do work to improve women’s cultural meaning of their role
in society (Burnet, 2011). A quota is a specific policy helping women, especially in
developing countries where women are greatly underrepresented in parliament.
To be sure, the definition of a WFP meets the following conditions. First, a
governmental institution should initiate the policy, as it needs to apply to all citizens in a
country. Second, the policy should take into account the gender perspective. Third, the policy
should respond to issues that women face in their day-to-day life like health, status and role in
society, employment, and empowerment. Third and most importantly, in the long term, WFPs
should improve women’s societal, economic and political status and role.

2.1.2.

Controversies of Women-Friendly Policies

So far, this research has defined what a WFP is. However, just as there does not exist
something like ‘one women’s movement’, there is no one kind of type of women’s issues;
WFPs are a controversial concept (Reynolds, 1999). Different women have different issues as
women are diverse and have multiple interests.
For instance, not all women’s issues have a feminist perspective. Masculine politics
in Middle Eastern countries focus on the labor force and its interests (Moghadam, 2006).
Iranian women are not engaging in debates over maternal policies or other work-related issues
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as they are unable to make a difference (Moghadam, 2006). In Iran, the advocated WFPs
emphasizes to “reform of family law in order that family relations are made more equitable
and that women’s economic and political participation is enhanced” (Moghadam, 2006, p.
104). Additionally, women work in the Moroccan export of textile and clothing (Charrad,
2009). In contrast with oil-poor neighboring country Morocco, Algeria has a high oil
production, which is a typical industry where few women work. This leaves women in the
textile and clothing sector unemployed in this sector. Therefore, Algeria is witnessing “a
decrease in female labor force participation and political involvement” (Charrad, 2009, p.
549). The level of professionalism of active women’s organizations and the adhering to the
status quo by the Algerian government has blocked women from adopting a feminist
perspective in their arguments (Charrad, 2009). WFPs in these countries have, therefore, do
not address other subjects than basic issues like work and family issues.
Another controversy with the concept of WFPs is the aim of the policy. In Norway
for instance, women are still underrepresented in business and parliament, yet they have
gained significantly in power in their fight for equality (Matland, 1993). Institutional
determinants that affect the initiation of WFPs are flexible as it can be easily changed by
policy-makers (Matland, 1993). Therefore, WFPs help to change institutional arrangements to
work toward gender equality and a women-friendly state. However, the Norwegian party
leaders are still perceived to be the most important members of a party and individual
candidates receive less attention (Matland, 1993). Therefore, it is harder for ordinary female
candidates to influence the election results to produce a preferred election result when males
are leaders (Matland, 1993). The obvious problem here is that a WFPs might not be necessary
as gender equality in a women-friendly state is the aim of WFPs, and WFPs itself is not the
aim. A WFP is not focused on women per se; it should rather emphasize the fact that women
are part of the social group with their own interest, issues and causes that should be addressed
in legislation (Sawer et al., 2006).
The critique that the WFPs would become an aim itself is important to highlight.
Every time a WFP is initiated one should take into consideration that it is a way to reach ends,
which is a women-friendly state. The definition of WFPs will always be subject to discussion
(Reynolds, 1999). However, in the definition used in this research, a WFP takes into account
multiple policy areas, addresses both basic WFPs and advanced WFPs, and includes policies
that improve the day-to-day lives of women as well as long-term issues. Therefore, the gender
perspective is taken into account in these specific policies, while acknowledging women to be
diverse having multiple interests. As the discussion on the relevance of the concept of WFPs
indicates, the concept is complex and complicated to measure. Measuring a WFP might be
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controversial, but there are guidelines provided in the literature to analyze the cross-national
differences in WFPs over time (Caiazza, 2004; Lipset & Rokkan, 1967; Reynolds, 1999).

2.2.

Theoretical Foundation: Between Structure, Culture and
Rational Choice

As discussed by Lichbach and Zuckerman (2009), there are three theoretical ‘ideal types’:
rational choice, culture, and structure. Each paradigm has a set of theoretical assumptions and
theoretical choices that comparative political scientists make in their way to explain the world
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). This section discusses for why major research traditions in
comparative politics have fallen back on rational choice, culture, and structure and why these
paradigms are so important in explaining causal mechanisms between the concept that is to be
explained and the explanatory determinants. Inherently in the theoretical assumptions of the
ideal types lies the explanatory power of the context in which WFPs vary between countries.
Therefore, this research examines how the three theoretical ideal types are applied and how
their assumptions help understand to what extent differences between countries are explained
by the accompanied determinants.

2.2.1.

Structural Paradigm

The structural paradigm argues that formal organizations and class relations formulate
combined interests, which are able to put constraints on individual freedom and behavior
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). The structure of the state has a significant influence on the
way states organizes socioeconomic institutions. For instance, most developed countries have
established capitalism and freedom of thought as the basis of their structure, while other states
have a different structure in which the political and social action is organized (Lichbach &
Zuckerman, 2009). The structural paradigm is most significant when used to explain
socioeconomic factors. The women’s position in these structures and the extent to which
WFPs is implemented depends on the kind of state structures. Liberal state institutions are
structured in such a way that they lead to different political institutions having a different
agenda than traditional state institutions (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). This structuring of
historical institutions explains a great deal of the levels of WFPs per country. Since the fall of
the Soviet Union, Western countries have transformed into postmodern countries with a
special position for the state (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). The structural paradigm not
only considers the formal institutions within the state but also political action outside ‘the
political’. Therefore, a dominant structure can both obstruct and encourage a climate for
WFPs. States act in a system in which the biggest power can decide the destiny of an entire
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region. In an increasingly globalized world, national policy has to deal with regional
standards in which economic standards are equalized between countries. In this international
structure, ‘Europe’ or the United States of America dominates preferences for developed
countries, while regional or former colonial powers draft the structure for many developing
countries (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). As contemporary politics indicates today, historical
structures do not change rapidly. Great economic powers constructed a global network in
which they remain great economic powers. Therefore, it is important to include this paradigm
in this study and see what the explanatory power of structure is for socioeconomic variables.

2.2.2.

Cultural Paradigm

There are obvious gaps left behind by the structural paradigm that could be filled by the
cultural paradigm (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). Culture is a central concept in
anthropology as it emphasizes social organization, beliefs, women’s role in society and ways
of life. The cultural perspective is useful as it indicates how the meaning of an individual’s
identity can explain why certain actions are made. The cultural paradigm is most significant
when used to explain cultural factors. Many of the actions of actors are incorporated in the
historical base of the structural paradigm, which seems to make culture irrelevant. However,
the paradigm of culture is of significant importance as it “provides a framework for
organizing people’s daily worlds, locating the self and others in them, making sense of the
actions and interpreting the motives of others, for grounding an analysis of interests, for
linking identities to political action, and for predisposing people and groups towards some
actions and away from others” (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009, p. 134). As structure does not
grasp the full understanding of actions, culture can explain diverse societies with a different
meaning of values (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). For example, women’s position as a
group in society is identified as a cultural minority. When representatives advocate for WFPs,
they do so because of the desire to improve women’s position and change the identity of
traditional household women into more progressive women to provide them equal chances in
life (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997).
The cultural perspective is useful as both the implementation and the failure to
implement WFPs take place within the cultural context of “a historically transmitted pattern
of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic
forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about
and attitudes toward life” (Geertz, 1973, p. 89). By organizing and defining shared identities
into groups, culture imposes political and societal order in the daily lives of people. As
cultures differ to a great extent of each other, there is no solid cultural approach in which the
cultural paradigm is measured. The context of a region or country matters for the culture it
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has and the internal conflicts it may cause (Posner, 2004). Individual and collective actions
are filtered through the reigning culture in a country. Most countries have their own culture
but it does not mean that the identity or beliefs and values are shared by every individual in
the country (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). This explains why women advocate against their
current position in society. Furthermore, as culture formulates symbols and rituals, the
capacity to construct WFPs or to address cultural issues depends on the cultural interpretation
of the mainstream public opinion and identity (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997).
However, there is criticism of the method of the cultural paradigm. In contrast to the
structural paradigm, the cultural paradigm is far less developed and it is hard to measure
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Without taking a closer look at the context of a case or
country, the significance of the presence or absence of WFPs cannot be explained yet. This
‘strong’ view of culture takes into account what it means to be a woman and what it means to
represent women. By linking this individual identity to other individuals, a collective identity
emerges and is used in cultural analyses to understand politics in advanced domains
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Culturalists have troubles with their capacity to apply their
paradigm to general categories as their nuanced and detailed study of cases cannot be
generalized (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Also, cultures have no clear boundaries and it
cannot include all values in a direct way. Therefore, culture may not always be the direct
cause of an effect. Culture rather decreases the realm in which actors can act freely. However,
cultural analyses are important as it shed light on parts the structural paradigm does not
consider. Women’s movements and the change of political institutions hide some cultural
insights explaining their behavior that is ignored by the structural paradigm (Lichbach &
Zuckerman, 2009). Therefore, it is interesting to indicate what cultural explanations can
unmask the development of WFPs in a country (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). The cultural
paradigm explains the cultural veil that adjusts the behavior of politicians and institutions in
some way that it is accepted by the ruling cultural standards and practices. Therefore, it can
explain differences in the development of WFP between cultures in countries. However, the
most important paradigm is the rational choice paradigm, beginning with the actor placed
within the structure and culture instead of the other way around, and will be discussed now.

2.2.3.

Rational Choice Paradigm

The rational choice paradigm is one of the leading paradigms in comparative political science.
Key assumptions for the rational choice paradigm are rationality, constraint, strategic
interaction and the aim for an equilibrium outcome (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Lichbach
and Zuckerman (1997, p. 20) argue that the rational choice paradigm reveals “how intentional
and rational actors generate collective outcomes and aggregate behavior”. Actors try to
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maximize their advantage by reasoning the best possible outcomes (Lichbach & Zuckerman,
1997). Political regimes try to maximize their power by calculating the input that will result in
the most optimal output. However, the output could be unintentional and socially irrational
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Rationalists tend to value methodological individualism and
strategic interaction higher than other well-known methods in cultural and structural
paradigms like fieldwork, observation, and statistics (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). All
individual choices from rational individuals are aggregated into one paradigm of rational
choice. Hence, rational choice offers microfoundations of processes on the macro level until
equilibrium is found in which no rational actor is able to develop into a better situation. This
kind of rational choice analysis is called the thin version and is commonly used in empirical
social science.
Applying rational choice theory to the concept of a WFP can provide a powerful
explanation on the macro-level. Rational actors such as the government or political parties try
to maximize their interests. Not only parties but also individual politicians seek reelection and
are therefore maximizing their seats and votes. For instance, the top of the ANC in South
Africa was able to select female politicians which gave them the opportunity to select women
“who would toe the party line, allowing leaders to centralize their power while reinforcing the
perception that the ANC was committed to women’s equality” (Franceschet et al., 2012, p.
17). Therefore, while the ANC’s less authentic effort to include more women was awarded by
winning elections, women continued to be unable to adopt WFP in South Africa (Walsh,
2012), resulting in continuing lack of recognition of citizenship, and poor access to social
benefits for women (Hassim, 2006).
The rational choice paradigm plays the most significant role when used to explain
institutional factors. A thin variant of the rational choice theory is easier to measure as
women’s preferences produce observable intentions that are aggregated and taken into
account (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Although it is assumed that actors that obstruct
WFPs for the same rational reasons as advocates of WFPs support them, the strategic
interaction with other actors is crucial. Those opponents have other preferences, which are
taken into account by all other actors in a parliament. While the thicker rational choice
paradigm could explain in more cases the level of WFPs, it continues to have pitfalls in
comparative politics (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). In rational choice theory, there tends to
be a covering law approach (e.g. Hempel (1974)), which neglects detail for logic and nuance
to produce a generalizable outcome (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). By oversimplifying the
empirical world into positivist measurable concepts, the potential of greater explanatory
power is not fulfilled. The other paradigms fill the gaps left by the rational choice paradigm.
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Multiple models are tested in the analysis, each of them including variables of
socioeconomic, cultural, or institutional nature. The theoretical foundation for each model is
found in the structural, cultural and rational choice paradigm. In the following section,
socioeconomic variables are connected to the structural paradigm. Cultural variables are
connected to the cultural paradigm and institutional variables are connected to the rational
choice paradigm.

2.3.

Theoretical Approach

In this section, the three paradigms are applied to the socioeconomic, cultural and institutional
factors that are expected to explain differences between countries and regions in WFPs.
Additionally, the effects of the independent factors on basic and advanced WFPs are
discussed. In some countries, WFPs focus on basic women’s issues, while in other countries
were basic women’s issues are taken care of, advanced women’s issues are addressed. To
acknowledge this difference in the analysis, WFPs are divided into basic and advanced levels.
Moreover, there are multiple policy areas in which policies can be made women-friendly. As
highlighted in section 2.1.1 of this theoretical framework, women’s interests are diverse and
range between multiple areas. Once implemented, women benefit from WFPs in almost every
policy field. To understand all the aspects of WFPs, policy areas are singled out and tested
with the drawn hypotheses that theoretically make the most sense to test the effect on the
certain policy field. While the effect of a certain group of factors might be of significant
importance for complete WFPs, different aspects of WFPs are vulnerable to changes in some
factors, while others do not affect the level of WFPs at all.
Starting by discussing the socioeconomic differences between countries and regions
explained by the structural paradigm, hypotheses are formulated on the effect of
socioeconomic factors on WFPs. Additionally, the expectations of the effect of
socioeconomic factors on both different levels of WFPs and policy areas are formulated in
hypotheses. Second, cultural differences between countries and regions explained by the
cultural paradigm are discussed and hypotheses are formulated on the effect of cultural factors
on WFPs. Moreover, the expectations of the effect of cultural factors on both levels of WFPs
and policy areas are formulated in hypotheses. Finally, institutional differences between
countries and regions explained by the rational choice perspective are discussed. Hypotheses
are formulated not only on the effect of institutional factors on WFPs in general but also on
the two levels of WFPs and different policy areas.
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2.3.1.

Socioeconomic Differences Explained by the Structural Paradigm

Socioeconomic determinants are explained best by the structural paradigm as it is concerned
with the behavior of regimes in states, explains the economic power of a country and the
distribution of resources (Katznelson, 1997; Sil, 2016). The structure of the state, economy
and civil society has a significant influence on the way citizens behave and countries are
organized. People within these states follow the rules of the structure (Steinmo, Thelen, &
Longstreth, 1992). Especially the structure of large scale processes within the economy in a
country are important for shaping an constraining the possibility to make policy womenfriendly (Keiser et al., 2002). A country’s welfare and development can explain the progress
of WFPs in that same country as financial security moves the attention from survival to new
aspects of life (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Developed state institutions impute a critical public
that has political rights and is able to self-organize. What follows will emphasize the most
important socioeconomic factors that explain the differences between countries in WFPs.
Economic development and steady economic growth contribute to stability in a
country (McAllister & Studlar, 2002). The process of transforming the economic structure
from an agrarian society towards a developed society provides new opportunities and
challenges. Both women and men have to get used to transformed class relations and the
organizing of formal institutions (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). On the one hand, the
opportunities enable women to be employed outside of the home. On the other hand, the
challenges are seen in the new situation in which women can be as good, or even better, in
doing a certain job than men (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). These changes ask for policies that
fit with these new roles of women in society and in the economy. Also, technological progress
simplifies women’s traditional tasks in the household to a greater extent in developed
countries compared to developing countries (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). In some countries, the
given structural conditions are more likely to correlate with WFPs than in others. By making
a gender inclusive economy, women can have an impact on policy dealing with the chances
of women in the economy. In countries in transition from a developing to a developed
country, women are more likely to gain economic power than in a traditional society with an
agrarian economy with a lower income per capita. However, women can also continue to
struggle to influence policy and make it women-friendly. These differences are key to the
capacity of policy to become women-friendly. The hypothesis that is deduced from
differences in the economic development of a country is:
The higher developed the economy is, the more policies affecting women are women-friendly
(H1.1)
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The generally accepted argument claims that women’s living conditions improve when the
economy is in good shape (Raaum, 2005). However, over half of the world’s population has
not yet entered this subsequent phase of structural change (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). In these
countries, the economy is not as developed and women do not actively participate in the
economy (Inglehart & Norris, 2003), while men are the traditional breadwinners outside their
home (Braithwaite & Europäische Kommission, 2006). In these countries, stabilizing the
economy and developing economic institutions is the aim of the country (Ertan, 2012).
Moreover, if people earn less, their time is used primarily for survival. Therefore, people with
a low income do not have the time, resources and often knowledge and skills to act in public
life and to improve their situation (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). The change from survival to a
good living condition can come about once the income per capita in a country increases
(Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Therefore, women’s living conditions are more likely to be
affected by basic policies including a gender perspective than advanced policies. In developed
countries, although the given structural institutions are encouraging for some policies to
include a gender perspective, hierarchy and class relations can still be problematic (Inglehart
& Norris, 2003). In both developing and developed countries, women are not fulfilling their
full potential. However, in countries with a developed economic structure, additional
structural factors might be necessary to enhance more advanced policies to take into account a
gender perspective. Therefore, economic development has a greater impact on basic policies
affecting women than advanced women-friendly policies. Hence, the following hypothesis is
deduced:
A higher economic development has a greater positive impact on basic women-friendly
policies than on advanced women-friendly policies (H1.2)
In addition to the economic development of a country, men in both developed and developing
countries can earn all resources. According to a United Nations (UN) report, economic
equality is as important as economic development in a country (United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division, 2015). The extent to which the national
income is distributed is important for the economic equality in a country (Inglehart & Norris,
2003). If a small group of people that has a high status in the hierarchy provides for most of
the income within an economy, a large group of people is vulnerable as they are less capable
of influence the political process. Moreover, when the distribution of resources is unequal,
women as an economic minority are systematically less capable of providing financial
resources for themselves (Deere & Doss, 2006). In an unequal society, women are more likely
to miss their equal part of economic development (Braithwaite & Europäische Kommission,
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2006). Therefore, women can live in a country with a higher income per capita without
profiting from this socioeconomic condition. The structural paradigm not only addresses the
economic structure, it also emphasizes the distribution of resources due to hierarchy and
networks (Sil, 2016). Policies are taking into account a gender perspective once resources are
more equally distributed in a country (Matland, 1993; Raaum, 2005).
Women’s issues that are advocated for once there is a more equal distribution of
resources include, for example, the opening of a bank account and the capacity to earn a
similar salary as men. Countries in which “citizens have fundamental security of their
livelihood and secular principles are adopted are more likely to support gender equality than
developing countries with poor income distribution” (Ertan, 2012, p. 11). Women are less
likely to be unequally rewarded for their employment and are able to organize, mobilize and
represent themselves in politics (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Structural equality between
classes, gender, and identities proves to allow resources to be distributed more equally (Sil,
2016). Therefore, policies affecting women will take into account a gender perspective once
the economic structure acknowledges that the distribution of resources is equal. Thus, the
following hypothesis is deduced:
The more equal the distribution of resources, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly (H1.3)
An economic structure that allows for resources to be distributed equally is an aim too
ambitious for women in many developing countries. In countries where wealth is less equally
distributed, women do not share to the same extent in wealth as men (Deere & Doss, 2006).
Once there is a high economic inequality of resources, the probability of not having a
socioeconomic system with a representation of minorities is increased (Inglehart & Norris,
2003). Also, in countries with a slowly growing, less developed economy, there is more
inequality in the distribution of resources. In these countries, women are not lifted out of the
survival mode, which increases the structure of a traditional society, harming basic and
especially advanced women-friendly policies (Inglehart & Norris, 2003)
In developed countries with a strong economy, inequality might become a concern for
women or the economy in general (Persson & Tabellini, 1994). When the structure of a
country allows for a distribution of resources that is more equal, women have a greater chance
to be a stakeholder of the wealth, which makes them able to substantively represent
themselves, and the initiation of a collective outcome for women like WFPs. However, once
women are able to represent themselves and be a stakeholder of the wealth in a country,
advanced policy in that very country is more likely to have achieved a certain level of
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women-friendliness (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). For instance, Nordic countries have
developed economies and an institutionalized structure in which policies include a gender
perspective (Raaum, 2005). In these countries, the aim of implementing advanced women’s
issues is a reasonable aim to advocate. Therefore, in contrast with the expectation that
economic development has a greater impact on basic policies affecting women that are
women-friendly (hypothesis 1.2), a more equal distribution of resources in a country is more
likely to lead to more advanced policies affecting women to be women-friendly since in these
countries, basic WFPs are ‘taken care of’. Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
A more equal distribution of resources has a greater positive impact on advanced womenfriendly policies than on basic women-friendly policies (H1.4)
The economic development and the distribution of resources among working individuals are
important socioeconomic conditions. Although there are large differences between countries
in women’s participation in the workforce, all countries experience increasing shares of
working women. Once it pays to work for women, they are more likely to participate in the
economy (Raaum, 2005; Threlfall, 2007). Ideally, once women are included in the working
force, the professional workforce can be expanded with at least as many women as men in a
variety of professions (Kenworthy & Malami, 1999). This “universal breadwinner model”
aims to turn women into citizen workers like men (Borchorst & Siim, 2008, p. 211) in order
to change the institutional structure in which the symbolic relationship of women (Keiser et
al., 2002). Once women’s economic conditions improve due to paid employment,
involvement in advanced milieus are possible (Ertan, 2012; Tremblay, 2007). Political actors
embedded in institutional organizations recruit politicians in these environments, increasing
the probability that women end up in decision-making positions. Consequently, hierarchical
control at the top of the structure is influenced by women, making it possible to advocate for
policy that includes women’s issues with a gender perspective (Keiser et al., 2002).
One of those issues is the inequality in payment between different genders for the
same job (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). The gender wage gap is more obvious in countries
where both males and females work similar jobs, which makes it even clearer that the gap is
gender-based. Although women have made progress in many countries by holding high
positions in companies, the economic structure can limit this progress by the so-called glass
ceiling (Barreto, Ryan, & Schmitt, 2009; Inglehart & Norris, 2003). The structural paradigm
explains this socioeconomic factor by emphasizing the social hierarchy within organizations
(Sil, 2016). This glass ceiling persists as higher positions in organizations and companies are
offered to men rather than women and subtle cultural constraints are still present slowing
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down women’s advancement. Since women in developing countries still act in traditional
roles, they are called ‘rule-following’ actors as the state’s structure determines individual
behavior (Sil, 2016). When there is just one breadwinner in a family, it is most likely that this
is the male (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
Once women work, additional advanced women’s issues emerge. For instance, parttime employment, childcare for working mothers and maternity protection like some
companies in Colombia have taken, strengthen women’s fallback position (FriedemannSánchez, 2006). Therefore, some countries have shown progress and proved that WFP help to
improve women’s situation. However, these Colombian companies provide unskilled jobs for
women, as they lack the opportunity in the higher educated labor market (FriedemannSánchez, 2006). It means a start of the change in class-relations that eventually can take
Colombian women to a higher status in the social hierarchy. However, a full switch from
traditional aggregate behavior to modern measurements takes time. Since in some countries
women’s issues are most likely to be focused on the basic needs of an independent income,
unskilled jobs, and access to education, the women’s problems in countries where women
participate in the economy will have a broader and more advanced range (Celis, 2009).
Therefore, although women are increasingly accepted in the same workplaces as men but are
still confronted with constraints asking for specific policies addressing women’s issues.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The more women participate in the economy, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly (H1.5)
The structure of a state, economy and civil society influences WFPs on many levels.
However, the political context might be one of the most important macro-level aspects of the
structure of a country for women. The quality of a political system matters, since the better
political rights in a system are protected, the more inclusive and legitimized a system is
(Mansbridge, 1999). Institutional structures that protect the political rights of citizens play a
key role in the implementation of WFPs.
The quality of the protection of political rights not only differs in quality but also in
the ideology of the ruling regime. For instance, authoritarian regimes, totalitarian regimes or
military, one-party regimes, such as found in Latin America differ in their degree of pluralism
but are less likely to implement policies that takes into account a gender perspective (Jones,
1998; Partnoy, 2007). The role played by the ideology of the regime, it’s political leader, and
the extent to which people are mobilized to be part of the political process are all important
for the level of protection of political rights (Linz & Stepan, 1996). A political system
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dominated by limited political rights creates a structure in which women have little ability to
make policy women-friendly (Devlin & Elgie, 2008). Yet, in other countries in which there is
no clear state’s structure, it might be more difficult to measure the protection of political
rights in these grey zone countries (Waylen, 2007).
In contrast with countries where political rights are not protected, there are many
countries in which women have political rights and are able to implement policies that are
women-friendly. When citizens’ lawful political rights are protected, political agents act in a
fair institutional structure (Diamond, 1999; Phillips, 1995; Waylen, 2007). As a result of the
interaction of institutions, a shape in which political rights are protected can influence how
policies are made and who can influence the decision-making process (Katznelson, 1997;
Keiser et al., 2002). In countries where political rights are protected, citizens are able to
participate in free and fair elections. The candidates that turn out to win elections actually rule
with their political parties in a competitive system. The opposition has real power and can
disagree with the government’s decisions (Dahl, 1971). Also, the interests of minority groups,
such as women, are well represented in the political arena. When political rights are protected,
gender as an identity creates a “sameness” (Douglas, 1986, p. 59) between women that is able
to construct working institutions that advocate for women (Keiser et al., 2002; Pitkin, 1967).
According to Larry Diamond, citizens are equal and there should be a nondiscriminatory
judicial institution that protects the rights of groups and individuals within these groups
(1999). Deduced from the literature based on examples from all over the world, the following
hypothesis is formulated:
The better developed the political rights, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly (H1.6)
As was already mentioned, the structure of civil society is able to influence policy as it
determines the playing field of women (Katznelson, 1997). In addition to the protection of
political rights, the level of educational attainment might be one of the factors with the
greatest power in explaining the differences between countries in WFPs (Galobardes, 2006;
Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Women should have the knowledge to advocate for their interests.
Therefore, the structural institutionalization of educational attainment is an important factor in
both developed and developing countries (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). When more women are
literate and complete a study, they are more conscious of their socioeconomic and the historic
role of identity. Also, since education is completed in the adulthood phase of a woman’s life,
it is strongly influenced by the contextual characteristics of a woman (Galobardes, 2006).
Consequently, women’s education reflects the overall socioeconomic structure in a country
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(Threlfall, 2007). If a society lacks proper primary education or other tools that can help
women fulfill their full potential, they fall back into their traditional responsibilities of
childcare while not completing school education (Sawer et al., 2006). On the other hand, if
female education is expanded, political activism is influenced also as most necessary skills
that help people make sense of politics are learned through education (Inglehart & Norris,
2003). Together with the need for literacy and access to mass media, education is one of the
most important foundations of political activism (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Once women
have attained an educational institution for several years in agrarian countries, a structure is
built in which women are better “able to defend their potential land rights more successfully”
(Deere & Doss, 2006, p. 11). In these countries, unequal property rights are more likely to be
challenged by women.
Better educational attainment enables more women to become actors that advocate
for WFPs as their education and knowledge are similar to their male colleagues (Ringrose,
2007; Sawer et al., 2006). These women will act for themselves and try to challenge the status
quo. Women are mobilized to ‘act for’ women and address women’s issues regarding their
health, status and role in society, their employment, and political empowerment to change the
distribution of income and power (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Including highly educated
women in the parliament that do not fit the traditional gender patron leads to a greater
likelihood of the construction of WFP (Sawer et al., 2006). In other countries with low levels
of literacy and education, women are more likely to be in a traditional role. In these societies,
it is harder for them to transform the structure of their society from a traditional to a secular
dimension, which lowers the inequality in resources. Important to note is the differences
between years of education. While having attained an educational institution for two or three
years implies that someone only finished primary school and is able to ‘lift’ women out of
their traditional role, having attained an education institution for eight or more years indicates
higher education which is important for political activism (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Sawer et
al., 2006). Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The better women are educated, the more policies affecting women are women-friendly
(H1.7)
Socioeconomic factors determine the most important features of a country and society in the
structure of the state, economy and civil society. Individual behavior within the institutional
milieu is explained by factors like the development of the economy, the distribution of
resources, economic participation, political rights, and educational attainment. Together, these
factors represent the socioeconomic position of women. Therefore, these factors determine a
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great part of the differences between countries in complete WFPs as the socioeconomic
position consists of a broad range of determinants. However, the socioeconomic position of
women might explain the greatest part of policies that affect women’s employment issues in
particular (McAllister & Studlar, 2002). The employment policies are influenced by the
dynamic interaction of socioeconomic factors. For instance, policies that are concerned with
women’s issues like a paid job outside the home are closely connected with women’s
economic participation. Moreover, signing a contract is easier for women when a certain level
of education is completed. Furthermore, advanced issues like maternity leave, wage, and
breastfeed possibilities are of concern once it pays to have a job and resources are distributed
equally. Therefore, WFPs are partly based on the employment issues and this research expects
that the socioeconomic position of women explained by the structural paradigm has a specific
influence on WFPs regarding employment issues. Differences between countries in
employment policies are especially explained by the structural paradigm. Therefore, the
following hypothesis is deduced:
The better developed the socioeconomic position of women, the more employment policies
affecting women are women-friendly (H1.8)
Additionally, WFPs are partly based on the status and role issues. While employment issues
are compelling to study in the short-term, issues of the status and role of women are rather
concerned with the long-term position of women in society. The status and role of women are
vulnerable to the structure of class relations and hierarchy in a country (Lorimer, 1954). An
encouraging socioeconomic position would include a liberal state structure with a strong and
fair economy in which educated women participate. Also, the distribution of resources should
be rather equal and women should have political rights. As WFPs eventually attempt to
improve the status and role of women in the economy and society, the socioeconomic position
affects policies that deal with the status and role of women. This research expects that the
structural paradigm is able to explain differences in WFPs concerned with the status and role
of women as hierarchy has changed over time, historical structures explain the position of
women, and the interaction of economic institutions determines slowly changing processes
like inheritance and symbolic roles within the family. Therefore, the following hypothesis is
deduced:
The better developed the socioeconomic position of women, the more status and role policies
affecting women are women-friendly (H1.9)
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Although the country’s structure can explain a great deal of the differences between countries
in WFPs socioeconomic actors are not the only factors that determine these differences.
Essentially, structural institutions and historical interactions between civil society and the
state might be a result of culture. In fact, cultural factors might be intertwined with structural
factors. As this research is interested in a deeper understanding of differences in WFPs
between countries, delving deeper is necessary to go beyond the structural level of the
economy and society. Cultural aspects of a country can explain a different part of the
differences between countries in WFPs. Therefore, addressing the cultural paradigm; cultural
determinants will now be discussed.

2.3.2.

Cultural Differences Explained by the Cultural Paradigm

As discussed in section 2.2.3, both economic and societal context have an impact on WFPs in
a country. Some actions that cannot be explained by the structural paradigm make the concept
of culture relevant to take into account in this research. Therefore, the effect of the cultural
context of a country is examined. As the cultural framework in a country stresses the
identification of an individual; citizens, parties, and politicians are limited in their behavior in
the daily life (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Cultural determinants are explained best by the
cultural paradigm as this paradigms deal with the historical context and attitudes towards
identities (Geertz, 1973; Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Public opinion floats behind the veil
of culture in which small differences can have a significant impact on WFPs. The
comparative advantage of cultural explanations lies in the fact that an identity is one of the
most important aspects of groups to mobilize and organize protests and events alike
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). It is important to note that although the cultural effects in a
country tend to have an indirect effect, the cultural paradigm can predict different aspects of
differences between countries in WFPs. The following section will emphasize the most
important factors that explain these differences.
The concepts of identity, groups, and motivation form the basis for political action
based on culture (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). When a culture is open to interpretation,
values can change, and women have a chance to influence policy to make in women-friendly.
Therefore, culture is useful as it indicates how social roles and gender equality can explain
why certain actions are made. Gender equality is an important concept that is explained by the
cultural paradigm as cultural attitudes towards gender equality can result in WFPs (Inglehart
& Norris, 2003). As a society and its culture modernize, the status and role of women become
more equal to men that have consequences for policy-making processes. Definitions of gender
equality have been advanced over the years by academics. Htun and Weldon constructed a
proper definition including societal, economic, and political aspects (2010). They define
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gender equality as “an ideal condition in which all men and all women have similar
opportunities to participate in politics, the economy, and society; their roles are equally
valued; neither suffer from gender-based disadvantage; and both are considered free and
autonomous beings with dignity and rights” (2010, p. 213). The ideal of gender equality is not
reflected in reality. However, Inglehart and Norris find that there is a rising tide of social
value change towards gender equality (2003). The extent to which a society is considering
genders to be equal has an impact on women’s role, possibilities, and health. In some
countries, both women and men tend to be more convinced that there is a role for women
outside of the home (Norris & Inglehart, 2001).
There are multiple ways to enforce gender equality and to come to women’s full
integration in politics and paid employment (Borchorst & Siim, 2008). In some countries,
women have mobilized and organized themselves, which has caused a shift towards more
gender equality in management boards and political power (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). These
changes in values and women’s role in societies have fuelled the transformation of society to
be more progressive. Consequently, policy became more women-friendly (Inglehart & Norris,
2003). When representatives advocate for WFPs, they do so because they identify as an
individual that is part of a collective identity (Ross, 2000). Consequently, the representative
wants to improve the position and change the collective identity of traditional household
women into more progressive women as it provides them equal chances in life (Lichbach &
Zuckerman, 1997). In rather developed societies, younger generations have different opinions
on gender equality than older generations, which is a positive development for women in the
future (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). However, in these countries, a marginal increase in gender
equality might not directly result in more policies to be women-friendly (IMF, 2016). The
ongoing reinforcement of gender equality forms the foundation of a women-friendly state in
which all policy is women-friendly. In these countries, women enjoy an “indigenous tradition
of gender equality in public policy and have led the way in the development of gender
mainstreaming” (Braithwaite & Europäische Kommission, 2006, p. 19).
In contrast with these developments in which women experience increasing
possibilities in their lives, some countries still have a reigning culture in which women’s
possibilities are limited and gender roles are pre-determined by traditions, habits, and symbols
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). The cultural paradigm is valuable to explain why in these
countries the rising tide does not yield results to the same extent (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
The cultural context of a historical division of labor tasks embodied in traditions and symbols
causes that there is not equal power between women and men (Geertz, 1973). In some
countries, women continue to be relatively convinced to remain in the traditional role that
they used to have (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). At the same time, as a result of the traditional
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roles of men, the ‘male breadwinner model’ triumphs over the universal breadwinner model
in which gender equality and inclusion form the foundation of symbolic roles (Fraser, 1997).
The extent to which a country has changed from a country in which genders are not equal to a
country in which genders are equal affects WFPs. Therefore; the following hypothesis is
deduced:
The more inequality between women and men, the fewer policies affecting women are womenfriendly (H2.1)
The process of changing a culture or the role of women is slow and steady, resulting in
indirect relationships with WFPs. The “rising tide” is part of a larger process that takes
decades to evolve (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Therefore, although progress is made in many
countries, the status and role of women are still unequal compared to the status and role of
men (IMF, 2016). Traditional norms canalize public opinion and obstruct speedy progress in
the transformation of society. Therefore, in developing countries, the process towards gender
equality is even slower and policymakers are not concerned (yet) with advanced policies, but
rather with basic rights and policies for women. In these countries, the center of attention of
policy to be made women-friendly lies in more practical policies that improve women’s lives
(Caldwell & Caldwell, 1987; Goetz, 1998). Consequently, political consequences are that the
traditional roles of women become less important, improving advanced policies affecting
women’s issues.
In developed countries, in which basic WFP are taken care of most of the time
(Inglehart & Norris, 2003), the level of equality between genders might be a better predictor
for policies concerning advanced women’s issues. Differences between countries in advanced
WFPs are better explained by gender inequality as these advanced “modern” states, like Spain
and Sweden, are concerned with gender equality issues like women’s equality and equal
opportunities (Kvist & Peterson, 2010). Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
More inequality between women and men has a greater negative impact on advanced policies
than on basic women-friendly policies (H2.2)
As the process towards gender equality is slow, minor improvements for women can result in
significant progress of WFPs. A change in the cultural attitude towards the role of women in
society affects practical women’s issues as well. One specific feature that is linked to the
process towards gender equality in a country is women’s health issues. When a culture is
based on traditional values with a strong division of tasks between women and men, health
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conditions are worse for women and fewer policies are women-friendly. Once again, in
traditional societies, the status quo is not challenged, and women’s mobilization cannot grow
into a substantive representation of women to improve health conditions. In these countries,
survival and security are the basic priorities. Well-being, health, and other post-materialist
conditions are less important (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). As traditions and symbols can be
harsh on people’s (and especially women’s) health, a general public opinion that allows for
bad health conditions is not encouraging for WFPs (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). It is expected
that bad health conditions for women are a result of a more traditional society (Bawah,
Akweongo, Simmons, & Phillips, 1999). In return, a traditional society represented by
unhealthy conditions for women that limits their possibilities and strengthens the image of
women as caretakers are expected to have a negative relationship with WFPs (Kvist &
Peterson, 2010).
Examples of health conditions are the maternal mortality and the fertility rate. As the
UN and World Health Organization (WHO) have determined in addition to life expectancy
(Wilkinson & Pickett, 2006), maternal mortality and the fertility rate are two of the most
important health conditions for women, this research will focus on these determining factors
(United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division, 2015). A
high maternal mortality ratio is a negative health condition for women, as women are more
likely to die when giving birth to a child. Also, a high fertility rate is a negative health
condition for women as a high fertility rate indicates that per woman, more children are being
born. When more children are being born per woman, less time remains for work or other
purposes in life. When more children are being born per woman, she is also more likely to
stay at home as she needs to care for the children. As mentioned earlier by Hernes (1987), in a
women-friendly state, women will still be mothers to children. However, the health conditions
of women might not be affected. When the veil of culture is not as thick, and women can
decide for themselves whether they want children and if they do so, how much they want,
health conditions are better for women. On the other hand, the mode traditional the health
conditions, culture determines the level of WFPs. Hence, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The more traditional the health conditions for women, the fewer policies affecting women are
women-friendly (H2.3)
In contrast with gender equality that determines differences between countries in advanced
WFPs to a large extent, the fertility rate in a country hinders WFPs once again (Caldwell &
Caldwell, 1987; Castles, 2003). Especially in developing countries in which a high fertility
rate is more common, policies that protect the basic needs of women are less likely to be
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implemented. In addition to the fertility rate, high maternal mortality is a problem that is still
present in developing countries (Donnay, 2000). The bad health conditions in these countries
demonstrate a direct relationship with traditional societies (Donnay, 2000; Krug, Mercy,
Dahlberg, & Zwi, 2002). Research has shown that especially for basic issues like domestic
violence (Krug et al., 2002) and family planning (Bawah et al., 1999), a traditional society is
an obstructing factor. In these countries, the need for a gender perspective on these issues has
a higher priority than the aim of a gender equal society. However, the cultural paradigm
provides an explanation for the reason why public opinion is canalized through traditional and
religious channels since a culture is a framework in which the actions and motives of actors
can be interpreted (Ross, 2000). Furthermore, developing economies based on a traditional
structure are not a good basis for the implementation of WFPs. The reigning political actors
are so dominant that imposed WFPs receive backslash from both members of the national
parliament and the society. Here, the discourse is dominated by conservative politics and
religious authorities that advocate for traditional roles in the family (Braithwaite &
Europäische Kommission, 2006). Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
More traditional health conditions have a greater negative impact on basic women-friendly
policies than on advanced women-friendly (H2.4)
In addition to the expectation that health conditions have a greater impact on basic WFPs
compared to advanced WFPs, the overall cultural position of women in a country is expected
to impact both basic and advanced health policies as well. WFPs are partly based on health
issues. Most relationships between cultural determinants and WFPs are regarded as indirect as
a dominant culture causes a society to be more traditional (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).
However, the relationship between cultural conditions and health policies affecting women
might be the most direct relationship that the cultural paradigm is able to predict (Krug et al.,
2002; Rizvi & Nishtar, 2008). When health policies do not take into account a gender
perspective, women will suffer from a high fertility rate and a high maternal mortality. Both
indicators result in a low life expectancy (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2006). As health issues are
greatly affected by the culture of a country, a stronger position of women despite a traditional
culture might result in more health policies that affect women being women-friendly. Women
in societies in developing countries might want to focus on women-friendly policy that
specifically addresses their health condition before (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1987; Lorimer,
1954). Although culture is expected to have a significant negative impact on all WFPs in
general, the cultural paradigm is expected to explain differences between countries in the
policy area concerned with health issues to a greater extent. Differences between countries in
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health policies are especially explained by the cultural paradigm. Therefore, the following
hypothesis is deduced:
The more traditional the cultural conditions for women, the fewer health policies affecting
women are women-friendly (H2.5)
In addition to the labeling of values in society and the process towards gender equality,
individual and collective actions are filtered through the reigning culture in a country
(Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997). Perhaps the greatest factor that paves the way for the
reigning culture to come to fruition is in the form of religion. One might argue that some
religions are harsher on WFP than others (Reynolds, 1999). Especially in Islamic cultures,
both women and men, young and old are likely to stay in the traditional role which they used
to fulfill as of their culture and habits (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Paxton, 1997). Other
religions canalize the public opinion on women’s role in society too, although to a lesser
extent. Whereas countries with a majority of Protestants have a more open culture that
welcomes challenging policies that are women-friendly, Catholic, Orthodox and Islamic
cultures have a more traditional discourse on women’s role in society (Paxton, 1997; Raaum,
2005; Willeford, 2016). What stands out is that religious traditions, rituals, and symbols are a
great part of the culture in a country (Bawah et al., 1999). It explains why women advocate
against this traditional position in society and proponent of the construction of WFPs. The
influence of religious authorities on daily life limits women’s possibilities in employment or
in politics (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Therefore, instead of estimating the type of religion, the
impact of religious authorities is a better factor to evaluate the effect of religion on WFPs.
A dominant religion in a country is accompanied with a certain attitude towards life
that hinders WFPs. The dominance of religion and the religious restriction by the government
in daily life determine whether policies can be women-friendly. Although human
development fuels more egalitarian views toward women in almost every country, religion is
a hinder to this process (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). If the dominance of religion is high and
religious authorities dominate public opinion, associations and other aspects of daily life,
values of people are canalized into the prescribed opinions and norms of the religious
authority (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). In cultures where religion still canalizes public opinion,
the status quo is not challenged (Welzel, Inglehart, & Deutsch, 2005). Consequently, freedom
of thought and freedom of divergent opinions is limited. Traditional organizations mobilize
their support in such a way that political organization remains traditional and challengers are
silenced (Ross, 2000).
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In countries where the influence of religion is limited, female representatives are
more likely not to only focus on typical traditional women’s interests but also on ‘advanced’
interests like social protection and public ownership as policies affect women on a daily basis
(Inglehart & Norris, 2003). The influence of religion determines the pace of cultural change
since the third wave of democratization (Inglehart & Norris, 2003; Norris & Inglehart, 2001).
Before the third wave of democratization started, women used to have a more traditional view
of their role and the role of men. In developed countries, this changed with respect to the
dominance of religion. Women tend to be more in favor of “government intervention in social
protection and public ownership” as their identity is represented (Inglehart & Norris, 2003, p.
161). However, in other countries, the reigning religion has a notable impact on people’s daily
lives. Hence, the following hypothesis is formulated:
The more dominant the impact of religion, the fewer policies affecting women are womenfriendly (H2.6)
Cultural factors are closely linked to the cultural paradigm as factors like group behavior,
religion and identity determine differences in women-friendly policy (Ross, 2000). Moreover,
the context in which politics occurs is framed by the reigning culture (Ross, 2000).
Consequently, the differences between countries with a strong religious base and countries
without a strong religion as the prescribed value-setter are likely to diverge when studying
WFPs in countries. Although the cultural paradigm focuses on fieldwork and is a qualitative
method, the cultural paradigm provides useful boundaries in which countries are categorized
and actions take place (Ross, 2000).
The assumptions of the cultural paradigm are eminently suitable to explain the impact
of cultural factors on status and role WFPs as the status and role of women change slowly
over time. Individual behavior is explained by factors like the progress towards a genderequal society, women’s health conditions being closely linked with the role that women fulfill
in society. The same factors would be included to describe discouraging cultural conditions
for women: gender inequality, bad health conditions for women and a substantive impact of
religion on society. Since WFPs are partly based on the status and role issues, the status and
role of women is especially vulnerable to the culture in a country since cultural attitudes
change in such a steady pace from a traditional state to modern state (Inglehart & Norris,
2003; Lorimer, 1954). This research expects that the cultural paradigm is able to explain
differences in WFPs concerned with the status and role of women as political actors operate
within the cultural reality, which limits the possibilities for women, and collective identities
explain the position of women in society. Furthermore, the action and motives of traditional
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religious authorities determine slowly changing processes on inheritance policy and symbolic
roles within the family. Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The more traditional the cultural conditions for women, the fewer status and role policies
affecting women are women-friendly (H2.7)
Although the culture of a country can explain a great deal of the differences between
countries in WFPs, cultural elements are not the only factors that determine these differences.
In addition to socioeconomic and cultural factors, this research is interested in the agents and
institutions that eventually implement WFPs. As women are able to challenge the status quo,
the institutional background of these actors needs to be discussed. The processes in which the
actor operates within the socioeconomic and cultural context of countries are discussed.
Institutional factors determine how women affect the policy-making process to make WFPs.
Therefore, the next section will discuss institutional determinants to explain persisting
differences between countries in WFPs.

2.3.3.

Institutional Differences Explained by the Rational Choice Paradigm

This section addresses the institutional factors that determine the differences between
countries in WFPs. As highlighted in section 2.2.3, the rational choice paradigm argues that
actors will make strategic decisions to get to the best possible outcome. Therefore,
institutional differences between countries are best explained by the rational choice paradigm
when actors are rational and they “generate collective outcomes and aggregate behavior that
are often social suboptimal and personally undesirable” (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 1997, p.
117). Socioeconomic and cultural factors limit the playing field for actors within institutions.
As the rational choice paradigm argues, however, actors within the institutional context either
allow or impede the actual process of advocating for and the implementing of WFPs (Keiser
et al., 2002). The institutional context is often seen as the final step to be taken to implement
WFPs (Sawer, 2012). Therefore, the choices of actors within institutions are key for women.
This section will discuss why actors that are likely to implement WFPs include social
democratic left-wing (SDLW) parties and women representatives, especially if they form a
critical mass.
According to the rational choice paradigm, women themselves are self-interested in
order to improve their status and role in society (Keiser et al., 2002). The comparative
advantage of rational choice explanations lies in the fact that parties and politicians seek to
strive for power and therefore need to balance between a self-interested agenda leading to seat
maximization and the upholding of party values. All actors involved in decision-making
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processes base their choices on all available information. Therefore, institutional determinants
are important for the understanding of differences between countries in WFPs.
Women are able to represent their constituency in all kind of institutional contexts.
However, at least three of the four thresholds need to be realized to have women representing
women (Rokkan & Campbell, 2009). Before feminist scholars argued that women were not
actively included in Western models of ‘the citizen’, scholars on democracy used one type of
citizen that was “a white, male, heterosexual father…of the upper middle class” (Tremblay,
2000, p. 340). Women were not directly included in the citizenry but not indirectly excluded
also (Tremblay, 2000). To initiate and achieve WFPs, women need to be classified as citizens
and be able to run for office and vote (Raaum, 2005) and women need to be able to be
physically present in parliament (Pitkin, 1967). To support opportunities for all, WFPs are
vital for an inclusive society to be achieved (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Since the third wave
of democratization, there is a rising tide towards gender equality and today, almost in every
country, women are allowed to vote and to run for office (Bacchi, 2006; Inglehart & Norris,
2003). This access to the political arena has triggered the rational choice perspective to be an
even better explanatory factor of why women are rational actors. Due to conflicting agendas
between politicians within the parliament, women can still face barriers “in reaching highstatus positions in the field of politics, and their effectiveness is therefore limited” (Miguel,
2012, p. 104).
A great part of the literature on WFPs has focused on the rational actions of women
representatives (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers, 2007; Bratton & Ray, 2002). Despite these
conflicting agendas holding women back, collective bargaining within institutions will lead to
the strategic interaction of women (Lichbach & Zuckerman, 2009). In order to maximize the
probability of winning a seat, women are expected to represent women substantively (Celis,
2006). Substantive representation means that women ‘act for’ women (Pitkin, 1967). When
women are present, they will advocate for WFPs, as policies that include a gender perspective
will improve the societal and economic position of women. Therefore, once women have a
seat in the parliament, WFPs are implemented when there are enough votes in favor (Sawer,
2012). Apart from the socioeconomic and cultural context of a country, descriptive
representation is the clearest condition for policy to be made women-friendly (Holli & Wass,
2009). Citizens tend to vote for their own gender – ceteris paribus – due to baseline gender
preference (Holli & Wass, 2009; Sanbonmatsu, 2003). This expectation is similar to that of
Celis (2006) and Koning (2009). They find support for this hypothesis in different countries.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
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The stronger the power of women in parliament, the more policies affecting women are
women-friendly (H3.1)
In addition to the expectation that having more women in parliament leading to more WFPs, a
certain number of seats taken by women can lead to reaching higher positions, increasing the
effectiveness of representatives (Miguel, 2012). When a large number of women are in
parliament, a so-called critical mass is created. Institutional reforms like quota can help
women to get elected in office to form a critical mass (Bacchi, 2006; Raaum, 2005; Sawer et
al., 2006; Welzel et al., 2005). The critical mass thesis assumes that once women constitute a
critical mass, their capacity to both enhance women’s representation ratios and to implement
advanced WFPs will increase (Raaum, 2005). Not only is this critical mass important for the
improvement of the status of women, the acceptance of the critical mass as “one of the group”
(Sawer et al., 2006, p. 19) makes it easier for small minorities to integrate into the dominant
norms of the majority.
When women do not form a critical mass, women might face barriers and be further
constrained in their actions due to the minority status and as a result of conflicting agendas
between parties and politicians. Consequentially, the WFPs no not include advanced issues.
However, when a critical mass is formed – and thereby normalizing women’s representation –
women might be able to advocate for advanced WFPs setting new agendas or change
leadership style (Grey, 2002). As rational actors, achieving a critical mass of women affects
women’s legislative priorities, increasing advanced WFPs (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers,
2007). Moreover, when women form a critical mass in parliament, women are a useful ally
for electoral and political goals for parties (Sawer et al., 2006). Once women form a critical
mass, it lies in the self-interested assumption that women will implement advanced WFPs
now they are in power. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated:
A critical mass of women in parliament has a greater positive impact on advanced womenfriendly policies than on basic women-friendly policies (H3.2)
Once women can vote, run for office, and even form a critical mass, rival and friendly actors
in the institutional bodies and the constituency become relevant. The strength of parties and
the system of parties affect the capacity to implement WFPs. The adoption of WFP is affected
by the institutional position of parties and the inter-party dynamics (Ertan, 2012). Assuming
that parties have power in most democracies, social democratic left-wing parties are generally
more open to measures to include women in the political arena as it corresponds with the
ideology of social equality (Franceschet et al., 2012). Even though in some countries cultural
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and socioeconomic indicators would suggest that women have a traditional role and are not
represented in parliament, the presence of the left-wing parties in the parliament enables an
improvement of women’s representation (Verge, 2013). Social democratic left-wing parties,
rather than radical leftist parties that want to overthrow the political system like communist or
anarchistic parties, are more likely to have female representatives that act for women in
parliament (Ertan, 2012; Sawer, 2012). As has been argued in earlier in this section and is in
line with hypothesis 3.1, female representatives will act for women by advocating for WFPs.
The combination of the representatives that have a seat in parliament for social democratic
left-wing parties and the ideology that these parties adhere will lead to policy that includes a
gender perspective (Caul, 1999). Therefore, as social democratic left-wing parties are rational
actors that strategically interact within the current political system, women have a greater
chance to make policy women-friendly when social democratic left-wing parties have more
significant power in parliament. Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The stronger the power of social democratic left-wing parties, the more policies affecting
women are women-friendly (H3.3)
A critique on the expectation formulated in hypothesis 3.3 could be that because of social
democratic left-wing parties are rational actors generating collective outcomes (Lichbach &
Zuckerman, 1997), the result for women might be suboptimal since the political agenda of a
social democratic left-wing party is different from the political agenda of women (Inglehart &
Norris, 2003). Social-democratic left-wing parties do not follow a conservative agenda.
However, in non-democracies with traditional values, women tend to be conservative too,
sometimes even more so than men (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Social democratic parties have
other interests also that might be conflicting. Therefore, the agenda of social democratic leftwing parties differs from that of women.
However, a social democratic left-wing party as defined in this research always
adheres to equalitarian values. Basic WFPs have a better chance to be implemented in
countries with strong social democratic left-wing parties as there is party leadership that is
more likely to adopt policies that are women-friendly (Davidson-Schmich, 2006; Ertan, 2012;
Krook, 2009). Therefore, when such a party has greater power than other traditional parties, at
least basic WFPs are implemented. In fact, if parliaments lack female representatives, a social
democratic left-wing party is a more reliable partner for implementing basic WFPs than other
parties. Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
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Strong social democratic left-wing parties have a greater positive impact on basic womenfriendly policies than on advanced women-friendly policies (H3.4)
Institutional factors determine the most important features of the power of actors within a
country. The rational choice paradigm explains the behavior of actors, like women
representatives (and when they form a critical mass) and social democratic left-wing parties,
within the process of interactional interactions. When these factors are combined, they
represent the institutional position of women. Therefore, these factors determine a great part
of the differences between countries in complete WFPs as the institutional position consists of
the most important determinants that are explained by the rational choice paradigm. However,
the institutional position of women might explain the greatest part of policies that affect
women’s empower issues in particular (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers, 2007; Sawer, 2012). The
institutional position is stronger when women represent women, especially when they form a
critical mass. Additionally, social democratic left-wing parties should have a significant
amount of seats to contribute to the optimal institutional positions of women in a country.
The empowerment policies are influenced by the self-interest of actors that interact
within the political institutions. For instance, policies that are concerned with women’s issues
like a guaranteed equality for the law and policies that punish gender discrimination are easier
to implement when social-democratic parties in power. Additionally, it is easier to improve
both customary laws and religious laws representing a traditional legal foundation when there
are more women in parliament that can turn down these policies. Moreover, when a critical
mass is present in parliament, advanced policy priorities like gender quotas are more likely to
be discussed and advocated for. Therefore, WFPs are partly based on the empowerment issues
and this research expects that the institutional position of women explained by the rational
choice paradigm has a specific influence on WFPs regarding employment issues. Differences
between countries in empowerment policies are especially explained by the rational choice
paradigm. Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The stronger the institutional position of women, the more empowerment policies affecting
women are women-friendly (H3.5)
Additionally, WFPs are partly based on the status and role issues. While empowerment issues
are compelling to study, issues of the status and role of women are rather concerned with the
long-term position of women in society. The status and role of women are vulnerable to the
strategic interaction of actors in institutions (Inglehart & Norris, 2003). As it is the eventual
aim of rational actors to construct policies that improve their own position, WFPs need to
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have a positive effect on the societal and political status and role of women as well. An
encouraging institutional environment for women would include institutions that are used by
rational actors to maximize women’s status and role (Weingast, 1998). An optimal outcome
of strategic interaction is that the status of women is improved. This research expects that the
rational choice paradigm is able to explain differences in WFPs. When there is an inclusive
constitution that enforces equality and punishes discrimination and abolishes customary and
religious laws, the status and role of women improve in the long term. When women have a
strong institutional position, their interest is served as the rational choice paradigm argues that
women will act for women to build a women-friendly state (Hernes, 1987; Pitkin, 1967).
Therefore, the following hypothesis is deduced:
The stronger the institutional position of women, the more status and role policies affecting
women are women-friendly (H3.6)
As all hypotheses have been formulated, this research will now turn to the conceptual
framework in which the paradigms, variables groups and the dependent variable and its
components are structured in a setup, as it is studied. Moreover, before methods are discussed
in chapter 3, an overview of all hypotheses is presented.

2.4.

Conceptual Model and Hypotheses

The research question proposes a relationship between socioeconomic, cultural, and
institutional determinants and WFPs. The conceptual model is provided in Figure 2.1 to stress
the relationship between the concept of a WFP and the independent determinants, explained
by their respective paradigms.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Model
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An overview of the formulated hypothesis derived from the theoretical framework will follow
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of Hypotheses and Underlying Theories

Structure
1.1 The higher developed the economy, the more policies affecting women are women-friendly
1.2 A higher economic development has a greater positive impact on basic women-friendly
policies than on advanced women-friendly policies
1.3 The more equal the distribution of resources, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly
1.4 A more equal distribution of resources has a greater positive impact on advanced womenfriendly policies than on basic women-friendly policies
1.5 The more women participate in the economy, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly
1.6 The better developed the political rights, the more policies affecting women are womenfriendly
1.7 The better women are educated, the more policies affecting women are women-friendly
1.8 The better developed the socioeconomic position of women, the more employment policies
affecting women are women-friendly
1.9 The better developed the socioeconomic position of women, the more status and role policies
affecting women are women-friendly
Culture
2.1 The more inequality between women and men, the fewer policies affecting women are
women-friendly
2.2 More inequality between women and men has a greater negative impact on advanced policies
than on basic women-friendly policies
2.3 The more traditional the health conditions for women, the fewer policies affecting women are
women-friendly
2.4 More traditional health conditions have a greater negative impact on basic women-friendly
policies than on advanced women-friendly
2.5 The more traditional the cultural conditions for women, the fewer health policies affecting
women are women-friendly
2.6 The more dominant the impact of religion, the fewer policies affecting women are womenfriendly
2.7 The more traditional the cultural conditions for women, the fewer status and role policies
affecting women are women-friendly
Rational Choice
3.1 The stronger the power of women in parliament, the more policies affecting women are
women-friendly
3.2 A critical mass of women in parliament has a greater positive impact on advanced womenfriendly policies than on basic women-friendly policies
3.3 The stronger the power of social democratic left-wing parties, the more policies affecting
women are women-friendly
3.4 Strong social democratic left-wing parties have a greater positive impact on basic womenfriendly policies than on advanced women-friendly policies
3.5 The stronger the institutional position of women, the more empowerment policies affecting
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3.6

women are women-friendly
The stronger the institutional position of women, the more status and role policies affecting
women are women-friendly
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3. Methods
This chapter will discuss the research methods used in this research. First, panel data as a
research approach is discussed while highlighting all advantages and disadvantages. Then, the
selection of cases resulting in the Dataset of Women-Friendly Policy (DWFP) is structured.
Furthermore, all variables used in the DWFP are operationalized and a summary of
descriptive statistics of the data is drawn to familiarize with the data. Finally, the modeling
approach and the model building are discussed.

3.1.

Panel Data as a Research Approach

The objective of this thesis is to explain the differences between countries and regions in
WFPs. Many research approaches could be used to fulfill the objective of this research.
Multiple case studies have been conducted on individual countries in which WFPs were
evaluated. However, using multiple case studies limits the possibilities, as one cannot
compare the countries with one another over time. Also, qualitative studies do not allow for
formal hypotheses tests. It is also possible to use a Time-Series Cross-Sectional (TSCS)
method as the data is pooled. However, the number of countries is greater than the number of
time periods. Due to the desire to explain the high complexity of human behavior of multiple
units over time, panel data models have become increasingly popular in social sciences
(Hsiao, 2003). To grasp the complexity of the concept of a WFP that is studied in this
research, a comprehensive method is necessary to explain the varying levels of WFPs.
Therefore, a panel data quantitative analysis is used in this research. As the real political
world is complex, panel data covers reality to a greater extent as the method itself allows for
more complexity. Advantages of panel data are the increased number of observations
compared t time series. The number of countries (N) is multiplied by the number of time
periods (T). This increases the number of cases significantly compared to other methods in
which just N or T is observed. Consequently, one can make inferences about multiple
countries over multiple time periods as the effect of the time-dimension can be modeled.
There are also some disadvantages of using panel data. Intra-class correlation tends to
be an important issue. The consequence is that with panel data, like in this study, there is a
need to deal with intra-class correlation. The problem of intra-class correlation can be
observed when values of the dependent variable are similar within the countries included in
this analysis, or the dependent variable is similar between years included in this analysis
(Podestà, 2002). Therefore, both coefficients and standard errors may be biased (Podestà,
2002). Consequently, it leads to an increase in the probability of making a type 1 error
indicating that a causal relationship is found while there is no causal relationship. The
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coefficients provide a false positive, which indicates a premature rejection of the null
hypothesis. Furthermore, data can be serial correlated, indicating that values are dependent
from one year to another. Moreover, data could be heteroscedastic because when the residual
associated with the dependent variable is not normally distributed or not producing constant
variance. However, the complexity of the world is better captured in complex models, as is
the case in panel data multilevel modes. In the end, the assumptions are important; as the
conclusions of this research are as strong as the foundation the assumptions are based on. To
account for all these (dis)advantages of panel data multilevel, it is important to understand the
data and the structure of the data, which is discussed in the following section.

3.2.

Data

To study the differences between countries in WFPs, a unique dataset is used: DWFP. The
dataset was compiled for the sole purpose of this research. This comprehensive source of
information contains all relevant variables that are used to answer the research question. The
DWFP helps to explain the differences in WFPs that have a socioeconomic, cultural, and
institutional nature by including a broad variety of variables. The data in DWFP is derived
from multiple sources. In the operationalization part of this research, the methodological
choices are discussed and a brief overview of all the sources is provided. A detailed
description of the data is displayed in the codebook in Appendix 1.

3.2.1.

Structure of the Data

The structure of the data is important to understand before turning to any statistical methods.
The data in DWFP is pooled multilevel with three levels. The longitudinal nature of the data
means that the same units of analysis are observed over multiple time periods. This research
will examine 100 countries over 22 years. Therefore, the data has 22 points in time (years)
nested in clusters (countries) (Field, 2013). As the structural paradigm and cultural paradigm
provide assumptions that are better tested at a regional level, differences between countries
within regions are important to take into account. Therefore, a third level is added in which
countries can be seen as nested in regions. Once the region level is examined, differences in
WFPs between regions are explained as well.

3.3.

Case Selection

Small differences between countries can potentially have a significant impact resulting in
great variation of the level of WFPs between countries. As this research aims to conduct a
worldwide comparative analysis, no country is excluded beforehand. Therefore, to clarify
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what determines the differences, and to what extent these variables determine WFPs, as many
countries as practical limitations will allow are included in this analysis. However, as is the
case with most large-N quantitative studies, missing data results in limitations for the
analysis, as discussed in section 3.4.3 on missing data.
For theoretical reasons, this research starts in 1989 as the first year in which data is
collected. In the year 1989, the Berlin Wall was taken down, which marks the start of the
third wave of democratization. Also, just before 1989, Hernes published the influential piece
on “the women-friendly state” (1987). The last year included in the DWFP is 2010 due to
methodological reasons and data limitations for the dependent and independent variables. As
a result, 100 countries are selected and included in the analysis as shown in Appendix 2.
Since this research aims to provide new insights on a global level, Appendix 3 displays the
adequately covering of regions in the analysis. Every part of the world is included in the
DWFP. Next, Appendix 4 presents boxplots of the level of WFPs of all countries between
1989 and 2010. As shown in this appendix, the number of outliers is relatively low and almost
all of the boxes range between points 3 and 2. This not only indicates that the data from the
DWFP makes sense to use, WFPs have different levels in all countries making it even more
interesting to discover explanations for the variance. Finally, this conclusion is strengthened
by Appendix 5, displaying graphs of the change of WFPs in all included countries from 1989
to 2010.

3.4.

Operationalization

This section is concerned with the operationalization of the variables used in this analysis.
First, the dependent variable is operationalized. Second, the independent variables are
operationalized. Third, missing values are discussed together with possible solutions applied
in this study. The variables are displayed in bold.

3.4.1.

Dependent Variable

In this section, the dependent variable and all its components are operationalized1. The
dependent variable used in this research is complex as it is complicated to measure WFPs
(Reynolds, 1999). However, as both datasets are concerned with basic women’s issues as well
as advanced women’s issues on all policy areas important for women, the DWFP is assumed
to be a valid estimator of WFPs worldwide. Moreover, there are guidelines supported by
international organizations and 189 countries that participated in the Fourth World

1

For a complete overview of the coding decisions and procedure see Appendix 1.
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Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995 (Caiazza, 2004). Based on these guidelines, the
complex dependent variable is measured in multiple ways, addressing the research questions
from different angles to explain the full picture. For methodological reasons, it is only
possible to combine multiple datasets into one dependent variable if it is plausible to combine
the data and construct a dependent variable in which all data can be measured together. Most
of the data for this variable is derived from the Historical Data: 50 years of Women’s Legal
Rights Dataset, conducted by the World Bank (Women, Business and the Law, 2018). Most
data for the policy area of employment is taken from the International Labour Organization
(ILO) (2018). Most data for the policy area of health is taken from the Global Database of
Violence Against Women (2018).
For the separate policy areas, the country’s scores are summed for the legislation and
policies concerned with the very policy area. For instance, if a country has all the policies
considered women-friendly, a country received the full score on the health area. In cases
where a policy or legislation is present or not, a “1” or a “0” is assigned, meaning that a
policy is women-friendly, or a policy is no women-friendly, respectively. In other cases
where a WFP can take different measures, there is room between a “1” and a “0”. Therefore,
some countries are given partial credit for policies implemented addressing a women’s issue
to some extent but do not cover the full potential of the women’s issue. Prior research
examined that the laws and policies dealing with women’s issues are summed (Caiazza,
2004). Following this example, the complete wfp variable is constructed by aggregating the
four policy areas including 24 policies in total. As mentioned in the theoretical framework,
for a policy to be women-friendly, it should be concerned with the most critical interests for
women (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs & Statistics Division,
2015). The complete wfp variable has 2182 observations and is transformed into a logged
variable. The mean of this dependent variable is 2.728858 with a standard deviation of
.284754. It ranges from a minimum of 1.31452 to a maximum of 3.1394.
In addition to the complete WFPs dependent variable, the differences between
countries are examined with an additional perspective by dividing it into basic WFPs and
advanced WFPs. The basic wfp variable is deduced from a thin definition of WFPs in which
only women’s essential needs are taken into account that could also be the case in developing
countries (Cowell-Meyers & Langbein, 2013). The basic wfp variable has 2182 observations
and is transformed into a logged variable. The mean of this dependent variable is 2.274309
with a standard deviation of .3623241. The basic wfp variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to
a maximum of 2.564949.
The advanced wfp variable is deduced from a thick definition of WFPs in which
more progressive and sophisticated WFPs are measured (Cowell-Meyers & Langbein, 2013).
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These advanced WFPs are more in line with post material values and will not be present in
most countries. The advanced wfp variable has 2182 observations and is transformed into a
logged variable. The mean of this dependent variable is 1.651066 with a standard deviation of
.4362384. The wfp variable ranges from a minimum of 0.3314597 to a maximum of 2.33602.
In addition to testing basic and advanced WFPs, this research will also divide the
complete WFP variable into different policy areas in which a policy can be women-friendly.
Differences between countries are based on several policy areas. The four indicators of WFPs
are based on the indicators of health, status and role, employment, and empowerment.
The health policies variable is measured by policies on women’s trafficking,
domestic violence, family planning, and abortion. These policies are representative of
women’s health circumstances in countries as studied in previous research (Tolbert &
Steuernagel, 2001). As every policy has the same weight, the health indicator can be
compared between countries to measure global differences in WFPs. These policies form the
core of the framework of WFPs committed to improving women’s health (Tolbert &
Steuernagel, 2001). The health policies variable has 2182 observations and is transformed
into a logged variable. The mean of this dependent variable is 0.5461041 with a standard
deviation of .5799547. The health policies variable ranges from a minimum of -1.9449112 to a
maximum of 1.386294.
The status role policies variable contains policies improving women’s capacity, their
status in society and their role in both society and family. It does so by including policies on
inheritance, equality in the property for married and unmarried women, and the capacity to be
head of a family. While in some countries inheritance is not an issue, it is a problem in other
countries, like Uganda (Wang, 2013). In even more countries, there is a great difference in
rights between married and unmarried women (Powley, 2005). In some countries, married
women seem to be unjustified to make decisions independent from their husband (Caiazza,
2004; Lahelma, Arber, Kivelä, & Roos, 2002), while in other countries the status of both
married and unmarried women have been improved since the third wave of democratization
(Burnet, 2011). These policies committed to improving women’s status and role in society
form one of the four cornerstones of the framework to measure WFPs. The policies should be
seen in a broader spectrum. However, this research assumes that these policies are
representative of women’s status and role in a country. Theoretically, this scale variable can
run from “0” to “7”. The status role policies variable has 2182 observations and is the only
component of the dependent variable that is not transformed into a logged variable. The mean

2

The minimum has a negative value as a result of the logarithmic transformation.
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of this dependent variable is 4.796338 with a standard deviation of 1.83271. The status role
policies variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 7.
The employ policies variable contains the measurements on whether there are
policies on paid maternity leave and facilitation for breastfeeding breaks at work. Basic rights,
like the capacity to sign a contract or to get a paid job while being married, are also included.
Additionally, employment is included to understand and explain global variation in WFPs.
Policies concerned with women’s employment are measured in multiple ways (Lahelma et al.,
2002). However, policies that both improve women’s capacity to have a paid job and once
they have a paid job, have good circumstances in the workplace (Harrison, 2018), capture
women’s status of employment in a country (Caiazza, 2004). These policies form the core of
the framework of WFPs committed to improving women’s employment. Therefore, this
research assumes that the global differences between countries in WFPs on employment are
explained on the basis of the policies included. The employ policies variable has 2182
observations and is transformed into a logged variable. The mean of this dependent variable is
1.403606 with a standard deviation of .3110826. The employ policies variable ranges from a
minimum of -0.28768213 to a maximum of 1.791759.
The empower policies variable is measured by policies aiming to improve the
political rights of women. It also includes the nature of the constitution and the protection
from discrimination, customary and religious laws. Moreover, women’s capacity to open a
bank account and to initiate legal proceedings without the permission of their husband is
included (Women, Business and the Law, 2018). There is global variation in the constitution
of every country addressing the basic possibilities of the empowerment of women. The
constitution can be based on customary and religious laws, making it more vulnerable to laws
that are not women-friendly. Also, financial empowerment and legal empowerment are
included to address the concept of women’s empowerment thoroughly. It is important to
include these kinds of indicators in the dependent variable to explain the global variation
between countries in WFPs because these policies form the core of the framework of WFPs
committed to improving women’s empowerment. The empower policies variable has 2182
observations and is transformed into a logged variable. The mean of this dependent variable is
1.548709 with a standard deviation of .2636579. The empower policies variable ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.89762. An overview of the descriptive statistics of the
dependent variable and its components are presented in Table 3.1.

3
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics of Dependent Variable
Variable
|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
---------------------------------------------------------------------------country |
2200
50.5
28.87263
1
100
year |
2200
1999.5
6.345731
1989
2010
region |
2200
9.34
5.357
1
18
complete wfp |
2182
2.728858
.284754 1.31453
3.1394
basic wfp |
2182
2.274309
.3623241
0 2.564949
advanced wfp |
2182
1.651066
.4362384
.3315
2.3360
health policies |
2182
.5461041
.5799547 -1.9449
1.38629
trafficking |
2182
.2557287
.43637
0
1
domestic violence |
2182
.3162236
.4651079
0
1
family planning |
2182
.8815307
.2713811
0
1
abortion |
2182
.5238941
.3499411
0
1
status role policies |
2182
4.796338
1.83271
0
7
spouse inheritance |
2182
.7254812
.4463738
0
1
children inheritance |
2182
.7346471
.4416221
0
1
property regime |
2182
.3522502
.3450988
0
1
unmarried |
2182
.9628781
.1891038
0
1
married |
2182
.8368469
.36959
0
1
joint titling |
2182
.4757104
.4995241
0
1
head of family |
2182
.7085243
.4545463
0
1
employ policies |
2182
1.403606
.3110826 -.28768
1.79176
paid job |
2182
.8107241
.3918174
0
1
sign contract |
2182
.928506
.2577074
0
1
leave length |
2182
.4208295
.2574082
0
1
leave wage |
2182
.8815307
.2485637
0
1
breastfeed at work |
2182
.7546609
.4250539
0
1
facilitate breastfeed |
2182
.4461503
.3004831
0
1
empower policies |
2182
1.548709
.2636579
0
1.89762
equality |
2182
.9307974
.2538565
0
1
discrimination |
2182
.504583
.5000936
0
1
customary law |
2182
.6480293
.4776944
0
1
religious law |
2182
.8111824
.3914534
0
1
quota type |
2182
.0989093
.2263905
0
1
legal proceeding |
2182
.931714
.2522938
0
1
bank account |
2182
.9216315
.2688121
0
1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.4.2.

Independent Variables

In this section, all independent variables are operationalized4. As discussed in the theoretical
framework, independent variables are divided into three groups: socioeconomic, cultural, and
institutional. First, the socioeconomic variables are reviewed, then the cultural variables are
discussed and third, the institutional variables are examined.
The gdp variable is measured as the share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per
capita in current US dollars. The data is taken from the World Bank and the National
Accounts data from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(2018b). The gdp variable has 2184 observations and is transformed into a logged variable.

4

For a complete overview of the coding decisions and procedure see Appendix 1.
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The mean of this independent variable is 7.456825 with a standard deviation of 1.612267. The
gdp variable ranges from a minimum of 4.174563 to a maximum of 11.48255.
The gini variable measures the distribution of national income and is a proxy for
measuring the distribution of resources in a country. The gini index is the instrument to
measure this socioeconomic variable. The gini is “0” if everyone had the same income while
it would be “100” all the income is owned by a single person. The data is a combination of
multiple datasets constructed by Frederick Solt and is called the Standardized World Income
Inequality Database (2018). The gini variable has 1973 observations with a mean of 40.04739
and a standard deviation of 8.509816. This independent variable ranges from a minimum of
22.2 to a maximum of 60.9.
The participation variable measures the economic participation of women in an
economy. The variable is measured as a share of the total women population aged 15 years or
older. Women economically active are considered participants. All women supplying labor
for the production of goods and services during a specific period in time are included in the
variable. The data is derived from the ILO (2018). The participation variable has 2092
observations with a mean of 51.54679 and a standard deviation of 17.74328. This
independent variable ranges from a minimum of 9.827567 to a maximum of 87.74724.
The pol rights variable measures the quality of the electoral process, political
pluralism and participation, and the functions of governments. The protection of political
rights is measured by the inverse of the well-known variable from the data from the dataset of
Pippa Norris (2009). The pol rights variable can theoretically run from “1” to “7”, with “1”
indicating no protection of political rights at all, while “7” indicates that political rights are
well protected. The pol rights variable has 2182 observations with a mean of 4.253896 and a
standard deviation of 2.060896. This independent variable ranges from a minimum of 1 to a
maximum of 7.
The education variable measures the average years of schooling of women aged 25
years or older. The education variable is logged and is measured every five years. The data is
derived from the Barro-Lee Education Attainment Dataset (Barro & Lee, 2013). The
education variable has 2012 observations with a mean of 1.514919 and a standard deviation
of 0.8010351. This independent variable ranges from a minimum of -2.302585 5 to a
maximum of 2.598235.
The gender inequality variable provides an index on how big the general gap is
between women and men in a country. The gender inequality index generally ranges from “0”

5

The minimum has a negative value as a result of the logarithmic transformation.
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to “1”, in which higher numbers signifying more inequality. The data is deducted from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) (2016). The gender inequality variable has 1814
observations with a mean of 0.4790678 and a standard deviation of 0.1966981. This
independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0.0416792 to a maximum of 0.8280454.
The mortality variable is another cultural variable estimating the maternal mortality
per 100000 live births. The data is taken from the World Bank (2018c). Values are equal or
greater than 0. The variable is transformed into a natural logarithm and has a mean of
4.790424. The mortality variable has 2092 observations and is transformed into a logged
variable. The mean of this independent variable is 4.790424 with a standard deviation of
1.639597. The mortality variable ranges from a minimum of 1.386294 to a maximum of
7.972466.
The fertility variable calculates the total births per woman. The data is deducted from
the World Bank (2018a). Values are greater than “0”. The variable is transformed into a
natural logarithm and has a mean of 1.157262. The fertility variable has 2182 observations
and is transformed into a logged variable. The mean of this independent variable is 1.157262
with a standard deviation of 0.5349886. The fertility variable ranges from a minimum of
0.0732505 to a maximum of 2.15246. Together with maternal mortality, the fertility rate is a
proxy for measuring the health condition of women in this research.
The dominance variable measures the extent to which religion is has a dominant role
in society. The data is derived from the Religion And State (RAS) Project (2018). The
variable is measured in twofold including diverse laws and policies influencing the
dominance of the position of religions in the county. It includes religious education, religious
courts, religious precepts, funding of religion, religious monopolies, the canalization of public
opinion, and religious restrictions for women. The dominance variable ranges from “0” to
“51” where a higher value indicates that religion is more dominant in society. The dominance
variable has 2182 observations with a mean of 8.172777 and a standard deviation of
6.425957. This independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 33.
The restrictions variable measures the religious restriction by the government in
daily life. The data is also derived from the Religion and State Project: RAS Dataset (2018).
This variable ranges from “0” to 5 in which “0” indicates that there are no restrictions from
the government on religion while 5 indicates that all (other than the state) religion are illegal.
The value “1” indicates that there are unequal benefits for different religions. The value “2”
indicates that there are practical limitations. The value “3” indicates that there are legal
limitations. The value “4” indicates that some religions are illegal. The restrictions variable
has 2182 observations with a mean of 1.895509 and a standard deviation of 1.379781. This
independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4.
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The representation variable measures the percentage of seats in parliament taken by
women. The data is derived from Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) (2016). This variable
ranges from “0” to “100”, with the value “0” indicating that no woman has a seat in
parliament. The value “100” indicates that all seats in parliament are assigned to women.
When a country has a bicameral system, the lower house is taken. The representation variable
has 2159 observations with a mean of 12.6207 and a standard deviation of 9.687761. This
independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 56.3.
The critical mass variable is a dummy variable and distinguishes between countries
with and without a critical mass of women in parliament. A critical mass is indicated when
the percentage of seats that is assigned to women is equal to or greater than 30%. The data is
also taken from IPU (2016). When a parliament does not have a critical mass of women, the
value “0” is assigned. When a parliament has a critical mass, the value “1” is assigned. The
critical mass variable has 2159 observations with a mean of 0.0764243 and a standard
deviation of 0.2657373. This independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum of 1.
The social dem party variable measures the strength of social democratic left-wing
political parties in a country in terms of seats. The derived is taken from Broad Left (2006).
An overview of the selected social democratic left-wing parties is displayed in Appendix 6.
The value “0” indicates that no social democratic left-wing party has a seat. The value “100”
indicates that social democratic left-wing parties take all seats. The social dem party variable
has 2133 observations with a mean of 27.0864 and a standard deviation of 27.39143. This
independent variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. A summary of the
statistics of the independent variables is presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables
Variable
|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp |
2184
7.456825
1.612267
4.174563
11.48255
gini |
1973
40.04739
8.509816
22.2
60.9
participation |
2092
51.54679
17.74328
9.827567
87.74724
pol rights |
2182
4.253896
2.060896
1
7
education |
2012
1.514919
.8010351 -2.302585
2.598235
gender inequality |
1814
.4790678
.1966981
.0416792
.8280454
mortality |
2092
4.790424
1.639597
1.386294
7.972466
fertility |
2182
1.157262
.5349886
.0732505
2.15246
dominance |
2182
8.172777
6.425957
0
33
restrictions |
2182
1.895509
1.379781
0
4
representation |
2159
12.6207
9.687761
0
56.3
critical mass |
2159
.0764243
.2657373
0
1
social dem party |
2133
27.0864
27.39143
0
100
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3.4.3.

Missing Data

Due to the nature of both the variables used and the objective to construct a worldwide
analysis, some data are missing. The impact of missing data is severe in quantitative analysis
and should be accounted for as biased estimates of parameters decrease the statistical power.
Also, missing data increases standard error leading to a weakening of the generalizability of
the findings of the study (Dong & Peng, 2013). While data for most developing countries is
collected yearly, data for African or Middle Eastern countries is scarce6. Also, some variables
are only measured every five years, leaving gaps with missing data in the four other years this
research includes in the analysis7. Furthermore, there are cases where countries did not exist
until a certain year or had a dramatic change in the political system or geographical size
resulting in variable validations problems8.
Several methods can be used to overcome the troubles of missing data to prevent
biasing the analysis, while as much data as possible should be preserved in a plausible way
(Dong & Peng, 2013). It is important to notice that not every missing value is filled in.
Therefore, the management of missing data is a trade-off (Bennett, 2001). One of the most
used methods is linear interpolation, indicating that a value that lies inside of the original
values in the dataset is ‘filled in’. In this method, the value between existing value points is
created on the basis of the first and last value that is known. By using this method, the
assumption of a curve being linear must hold as well. Only then, a line can be made between
years that are not directly consecutively. With plausible theoretical arguments, it is possible to
fill in the missing data with linear interpolation9. For instance, the educational attainment and
gender inequality are expected to increase in a steady linear pace.
A second method to deal with the missing data is the nearest neighbor method
(Junninen, Niska, Tuppurainen, Ruuskanen, & Kolehmainen, 2004). This method is used
when assuming that the variable does not change that often over time. For instance, although
the complete WFP variable changes over time, the status and role of women do not change
that substantively over time. Moreover, some WFPs are implemented in year !" and are still
implement in year !# and onwards. By applying both methods as shown in Appendix 7, many
variables have fewer missing variables.
Unfortunately, the above-discussed methods are not able to deal with all issues. That
is, some variables already had more missing values, thereby increasing the possibility that not

6

For instance: South Africa and Swaziland.
For instance: the education variable.
8
For instance: Ukraine, Yemen, Russia, Tajikistan, Germany, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and
Belarus.
' )'
9
Formula for interpolating data: $ − $" = ( * (- − -" )
7

+( )+*
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all missing values are filled in with one of the discussed methods. Other variables did not
have a theoretical ground to fill in the missing values. Therefore, some variables still have
missing data. As all variables are discussed in this operationalization, this research will now
turn to the modeling approach.

3.5.

Modeling Approach

The data in the DWFP dataset is pooled with different time-points formulated in years. The
score of a variable that a country has in a particular year depends partly on the country itself
as well as the region in which the country is located. The hierarchical DWFP data is nested in
countries, and countries are nested within regions. The region level is the highest (level 3), the
country level is in the middle (level 2), and the year level is the lowest (level 1). The data
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Structure of the Data

It is important to notice that there is ‘between variation’ and ‘within variation’ in the units.
This research aims to measure and explain the variance between and within countries.
Multilevel modeling is preferred over fixed effects modeling that takes only between variance
into account (Field, 2013). Bell and Jones (2015) argue that there are three significant
arguments in favor of multilevel modeling. First, multilevel effects have greater flexibility.
Second, the multilevel models are able to generalize to a greater extent by modeling context.
Third, multilevel models include variables only feasible at the higher level, making the
models more complex and a better reflection of reality. Multilevel modeling creates the
correct standard errors and efficiently weights the contribution of both the between and within
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variation to generate the estimated effect based on the residual variances within and between.
Hence, giving the best estimate of the data. As presented in Figure 3.1, a simple OLS
regression model would not be appropriate for the multilevel structure of the data in this
research. A regression model that does not take into account multilevel structured data would
look like Equation 3.1:
Equation 3.1: OLS Regression

/0 = 23 + 50
If this equation would have been chosen for the analysis, most of the assumptions would have
been violated (Allison, 1999). WFPs in a country in a certain year are somewhat dependent on
the WFPs in the same country in the previous year. Therefore, the observations are related to
each other within each country, indicating that intra-class correlation is present. Therefore, a
simple Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression would bias the standard error downwards,
resulting in a p-value that is too low. Consequently, this can result in a premature rejection of
the null hypothesis, as a too low p-value results in a too high t-value (Bell & Jones, 2015).
Therefore, a quantitative method that is able to deal with the multilevel structure of
the data is used. In contrast with 23 in Equation 3.1, in DWFP, 23 is random as it is structured
according to the hierarchy. In other words, the observed value is dependent on the country in
which the value is observed and the very region this country is located in. The same
assumptions are true for the partitioned error as under an OLS regression being independence,
linearity, normality, and homoscedasticity (Field, 2013), which are highlighted in section
3.5.1.
In Equation 3.2, the strength of a multilevel model is clear. Following the example of
Pòdesta (2002), the mean score of a specific country and a random component that is both
different for every year and every country is equal to the observed value within a year within
a specific country.
Equation 3.2: Simple Multilevel Model

/06 = 236 + 560
The flexible structure of this model allows estimation of varying relationships between
countries over time. Additionally, it indicates that in this kind of model, the standard errors on
the coefficient 236 are not downwardly biased, reducing the risk of getting a type 1 error.
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In Equation 3.3, the 236 coefficient depends on the deviation from every country’s
mean from the total mean and the grand mean, which is equal to the mean of all country
means.
Equation 3.3: Country Mean in Multilevel Model

236 = /33 + 736
Once again following the example of Pòdesta (2002), the two formulas combined provide the
following formula in Equation 3.4:
Equation 3.4: Two-Level Multilevel Model

/06 = /33 + 736 + 560
In Equation 3.4, the /33 is the overall mean and the 736 is the effect of the country. The effect
of the country is assumed to be a random effect, indicating that every country has both a
random slope and a different intercept with the y-axis. Therefore, the effect of the country is
an estimate, which is the variance of the mean of each country around /33 . As a result of the
data being clustered, the overall mean is the mean of the mean of each country, instead of the
mean of all cases in the dataset.
To increase the explanatory power and complexity of this analysis, the region level
(level 3) is added. Having an error term at three levels provides a strong basis for testing
effects over time, testing country-level variables, but also for testing variables that might be
the same for a whole region (Snijders, 2011). As can be seen in Equation 3.5, the /333 now
includes the region level. In this equation, /860 stands for the outcome for country i in region r
in year t. Furthermore, /333 is the intercept and represents the grand mean of the regions. In
this notation, the first zero is the region mean, the second zero is the country mean and the
third zero is the observation. Moreover, 2 represents the slope of region-level coefficients and
-680 is the slope of region-level predictors. The 9 represents the slope of country-level
coefficients and :80 represents the country-level predictors. Finally, ;8 is the region-level
random effect, 768 is the country-level random effect, and 560 is the residual error term.
Equation 3.5: Three-Level Multilevel Model

/068 = /333 + 2-860 + 9:80 + ;8 + 768 + 560
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As discussed earlier, a multilevel model has some drawbacks and needs more assumptions to
hold to be unbiased. The aim is to explain differences in WFPs with the independent variables
between countries. Therefore, the variance between countries is the most important feature of
this study. The third wave of democratization might have had a greater socioeconomic,
cultural, and institutional impact for some regions, legitimizing the use of region as a third
level. Therefore, multilevel modeling is the only way to estimate the hypotheses not only
interested in the variance between countries but also in the within variance. This research will
now turn to the assumptions that need to hold.

3.5.1.

Assumptions and Robustness Checks

As multilevel models are an extension of a simple linear model, all classical assumptions
apply (Field, 2013). These checks are necessary as multiple problems could emerge.
Moreover, the assumptions need to hold true. There are several classical assumptions that
need to be addressed before regression models can be conducted (Field, 2013). However,
some are not necessarily to be met as multilevel models can deal with the caveats of these
assumptions.
The first classical assumption is that there should be a linear relationship between the
dependent variable WFPs and the independent variables. Most models are based on a linear
model, taking the form of Equation 3.1. By conducting a plot that estimates standardized
residuals against the predictor variable, the residuals should be centered on 0. The assumption
indicates that the dependent variable is in reality related to the independent variables in a
linear way, indicating that their relationship should display a straight line (Field, 2013). If a
model is nonlinear, the model is wrong and estimates cannot be interpreted. The plots in
Appendix 8 display that the models in this research are somewhat linear. It is also shown that
there are only a few outliers in the dataset that could potentially bias the results. However,
although the models are not purely linear, the deviation from linearity is not problematic.
Therefore, this assumption of linearity is met.
The second classical assumption uncovers that there should be an uncorrelated error
across observations. This indicates that the residuals of two observations should be
independent of each other. If this is not the case, serial correlation or intra-class correlation
could be a problem. To check for the presence of these biases, a Wooldridge test is used to
indicate whether there is serial correlation (Drukker, 2003). As can be seen in Appendix 9,
there is serial correlation in the dataset since the null hypothesis assuming that there is no
serial correlation in the errors is rejected. An even bigger concern of scholars that use panel
data is intra-class correlation. Due to the panel data structure, values of the dependent variable
are often similar within countries. This fact leads to positive intra-class correlation.
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Consequently, coefficients are potentially biased, resulting in downwardly biased standard
errors. Once again, there is an increased possibility of making a type 1 error, which leads to a
premature rejection of the null hypothesis. Although correlation should be reported,
multilevel models are able to deal with these problems as they are specifically designed to
allow for correlation between errors in different observations (Field, 2013). Therefore, the
assumption is not met, but it will not be a problem because of the model building approach
and additional robustness checks.
The third classical assumption that needs to be met is homoscedasticity. The
assumption indicates that the variance across all observations should be constant (Field,
2013). When the variance is unequal, there is heteroscedasticity and the assumption is
violated. Estimates can still be used, yet the results are not optimal. Optimal results can still
be accomplished by using weighted cases in a variance-covariance robustness check. In the
DWFP, there is heteroscedasticity in the error term, as observed in the result of the Breusch
Pagan statistic test for heteroscedasticity in Appendix 10. Although the estimated coefficients
stay the same regardless of this test, standard errors are larger, reducing the possibility of a
premature rejection of the null hypothesis. Therefore, heteroscedasticity-consistent robust
estimators of variance are used (Greene, 2012).
The fourth classic assumption is the assumption of normality. This assumption entails
that a distribution should have normally distributed residuals. When this is the case, one can
speak of <6 = (0, >?# ), indicating that the errors are normally distributed with a mean of zero
and a variance of >?# . In other words, the assumption demands that the “differences between
the model and the observed data are most frequently zero or close to zero, and that differences
much greater than zero happen only occasionally” (Field, 2013, p. 533). As shown in
Appendix 11, a standardized normal probability plot (P-P plot) is used to test this assumption.
The data points should be as close as possible to the least squares line. Although the results of
the P-P plot somewhat deviate from normality, there are no problems that are too problematic.
Therefore, this assumption of normality is met.
In addition to these four classical assumptions, a supplementary assumption on
multicollinearity is checked. This is important to test regarding the skewedness and number of
variables chosen in the DWFP. Although scholars do not agree on the level a Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) value to be considered too high, Field (2013) has provided a strong
demarcation of 10 which is used in this research. Once the VIF is 10 or higher, there is
multicollinearity and the assumption is violated. When this is the case, the results are biased.
As can be seen in Appendix 13, there is no VIF score that is above 10. Therefore, there is no
problem with multicollinearity in the analysis.
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Finally, the structure of the data allows for a final test to formally check whether a
random effects model is more appropriate than a fixed effects model. Therefore, a Hausman
test is conducted (Snijders & Berkhof, 2008). Although mixed effects models are used in this
research, fixed effect models are more used by scholars in general. Fixed effect models are
more robust compared to random effect models. The coefficients that are estimated in a fixed
effect model have a greater validity in general. However, the t-statistic is too low. Therefore,
it is harder to prove that the measured effect is significant. With random effect models, the tstatistic is higher as the models are more efficient. Also, with random effect models, one is
able to take into account variables that do not change over time, which is the case in this
research. Therefore, it seems to be more appropriate to use random effects than fixed effects.
With the Hausman test, it is possible to evaluate the consistency of a variable compared to
another less efficient but consistent variable (Greene, 2012). The errors of the individuals are
correlated with the variables. If the hypothesis of the Hausman test is rejected, a fixed effects
model should be used. As shown in Appendix 14, the probability of attaining the chi-square
statistic is smaller than 0.05, which indicates that the null hypothesis is not rejected.
Therefore, the difference in coefficients is not systematic, indicating that random effects
should be used. Now all relevant robustness checks have been conducted, the building of the
models is addressed.

3.6.

Building the Models

This section will discuss the models built to test the hypotheses of this research. First, the null
model is presented in which no variables are added. The multivariate models (m) are tested to
estimate the effect of multiple independent variables on WFPs. The models become more
complex as more independent variables enter the model. The multivariate models are deduced
from the hypotheses formulated in the theoretical framework.

3.6.1.

Null Models

Before adding variables to the models, seven null models are presented. First, the null model
of the complete WFPs variable is displayed. Then, there are is a null model for basic WFPs as
well as for advanced WFPs. Finally, except for the status and role policy areas, there is a null
model for each of the policy areas: health, employment, empowerment that looks like the
following:
Null Model
ln(Y) = β3 + ; + µ + ε
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The only policy area that has a different null model is status and role WFP. As a result of this
variable not being logged, the null model is:
Null Model
Y = β3 + ; + µ + ε

3.6.2.

Structural Models

As has been extensively deliberated in the theoretical framework, there are three types of
groups of variables affecting the level of WFPs in a country. The first group of determinants
contains socioeconomic variables and is tested in a structural model. This model includes the
gdp, gini, participation, political rights, and education. The models are estimated with
heteroscedasticity-consistent robust estimators of variance because it is expected that the
deviant cases bias the coefficients and the standard errors (Greene, 2012). The first model
testing the socioeconomic variables on the complete wfp variable is:
Model 1:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ ln(gdp) + β# ∗ gini + βK ∗ participation + βQ ∗ pol rights + βT ∗
ln(education) + ; + µ + ε
In model 1, WFP has been included in the model as one variable consisting of all parts of this
research. However, it is also interesting to examine whether certain independent variables of
the same kind of WFPs have a stronger or weaker effect. To really get into depth with WFPs
the variable is divided into basic and advanced WFPs. First, the basic wfp model:
Model 2:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ ln(gdp) + β# ∗ gini + βK ∗ participation + βQ ∗ pol rights + βT ∗
ln(education) + ; + µ + ε
Second, the advanced WFPs model is presented testing the same socioeconomic variables:
Model 3:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ ln(gdp) + β# ∗ gini + βK ∗ participation + βQ ∗ pol rights + βT ∗
ln(education) + ; + µ + ε
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What now will follow is the division of WFPs into policy areas. Only the employment and
status and role are tested since they make the most sense theoretically. First, the effect on
employment WFPs is tested:
Model 4:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ ln(gdp) + β# ∗ gini + βK ∗ participation + βQ ∗ pol rights + βT ∗
ln(education) + ; + µ + ε
Finally, the effect of socioeconomic variables on status and role WFPs is tested:
Model 5:
Y = β3 + β" ∗ ln(gdp) + β# ∗ gini + βK ∗ participation + βQ ∗ pol rights + βT ∗
ln(education) + ; + µ + ε

3.6.3.

Cultural Models

The second group of determinants contains cultural variables and is tested by a cultural
model. This model includes the gender inequality, maternal mortality, the fertility rate,
dominance of religion, and religion restrictions variables. Once again, the models are
estimated with heteroscedasticity-consistent robust estimators of variance (Greene, 2012).
The second model testing the cultural variables on the complete wfp variable is:
Model 6:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ gender inequality + β# ∗ ln(mortality) + βK ∗ ln(fertility) + βQ ∗
dominance + βT ∗ restrictions + ; + µ + ε
In model 6, WFP has been included in the model as one variable consisting of all parts of this
research. However, it is also interesting to examine whether certain independent variables of
the same kind of WFPs have a stronger or weaker effect. To really get into depth with WFPs
the variable is divided into basic and advanced WFPs. First, the basic wfp model:
Model 7:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ gender inequality + β# ∗ ln(mortality) + βK ∗ ln(fertility) + βQ ∗
dominance + βT ∗ restrictions + ; + µ + ε
Second, the advanced wfp model is presented including the same cultural variables:
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Model 8:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ gender inequality + β# ∗ ln(mortality) + βK ∗ ln(fertility) + βQ ∗
dominance + βT ∗ restrictions + ; + µ + ε
What now will follow is the division of WFPs into policy areas. Only the health and status
and role are tested since they make the most sense theoretically. First, the effect on health
policies is tested:
Model 9:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ gender inequality + β# ∗ ln(mortality) + βK ∗ ln(fertility) + βQ ∗
dominance + βT ∗ restrictions + ; + µ + ε
Finally, the effect of cultural variables on status and role wfp is tested:
Model 10:
Y = β3 + β" ∗ gender inequality + β# ∗ ln(mortality) + βK ∗ ln(fertility) + βQ ∗
dominance + βT ∗ restrictions + ; + µ + ε

3.6.4.

Rational Choice Models

The third group of determinants contains socioeconomic variables and is tested by a rational
choice model. This model includes representation, critical mass, and social democratic leftwing party. The models are estimated with heteroscedasticity-consistent robust estimators of
variance (Greene, 2012). The third model testing the institutional variables on the complete
wfp variable is:
Model 11:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ representation + β# ∗ social dem party + ; + µ + ε
In model 11, WFP has been included in the model as one variable consisting of all parts of
this research. However, it is also interesting to examine whether certain independent variables
of the same kind of WFPs have a stronger or weaker effect. To really get into depth with
WFPs the variable is divided into basic and advanced WFPs. First, the basic wfp model:
Model 12:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ representation + β# ∗ critical mass + βK ∗ social dem party + ; + µ +
ε
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Second, the advanced wfp model is presented including the same institutional variables:
Model 13:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ representation + β# ∗ critical mass + βK ∗ social dem party + ; + µ +
ε
What now will follow is the division of WFPs into policy areas. Only the empowerment and
status and role are tested since they make the most sense theoretically. First, the effect on
empowerment policies is tested:
Model 14:
ln(Y) = β3 + β" ∗ representation + β# ∗ critical mass + βK ∗ social dem party + ; + µ +
ε
Finally, the effect of institutional variables on status and role policies is tested:
Model 15:
Y = β3 + β" ∗ representation + β# ∗ critical mass + βK ∗ social dem party + ; + µ + ε
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4. Analysis
In this chapter, the hypotheses that are formulated in the theoretical framework are tested. As
discussed in Chapter 3, a panel data multilevel analysis is performed to indicate to what
extent socioeconomic, cultural, and institutional variables affect WFPs in a country. In this
chapter, a clear procedure is followed. First, an overview is given of the change of WFPs and
all its components over time. Second, all statistical tests that will accompany each model are
discussed. Third, the results and effects from the models are analyzed and the hypotheses
presented in the theoretical framework are tested. Finally, additional robustness checks are
examined.

4.1.

Change of Women-Friendly Policy over Time

Prior research has focused on the change of a specific WFP over time in one specific country,
or compared WFPs between a few countries. However, change over time has not been studied
empirically comparing multiple countries from both the developing and developed world.
Before turning to the analysis, the change of WFPs and all its components is mapped in order
to indicate how WFPs have changed (or stayed at a certain level over time), before testing
why in there are differences between countries in these changes. Since countries are nested in
regions, the 18 included areas are shown to have a clear overview. First, an overview of the
change of WFPs in the regions is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Change in Complete WFP over Time by Region
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This figure displays that WFPs are increasing between 1989 and 2010 in every region. A clear
pattern can be highlighted that there are substantive differences between regions in 1989, over
the course of 22 years, however (smaller) differences between regions persist in 2010 as well.
It is important to see that there is a steady increase in many developing regions. In contrast, in
developed regions, the rate of improvement of policy to take into account a gender
perspective is low since many policies did already take into account a gender perspective. A
remarkable finding is that Central and East Asian countries score better than Western Europe
and North America. Also, the developed region Oceania was expected to score higher on
complete WFPs over time. Furthermore, Southern European countries seem to have more
policies on women’s issues that include a gender perspective. These results seem to make the
analysis of why these differences are so substantive even more relevant. However, the change
over time of the components of WFPs is displayed, starting with basic WFPs in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Change in Basic WFP over Time by Region
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In this figure, the development of basic WFPs by region is graphed. Again, basic WFPs prove
to increase between 1989 and 2010 in almost every region. A clear pattern can be highlighted
that in most regions, basic WFPs were already at a substantive level in 1989 and are still there
in 2010. Nonetheless, basic WFPs in Central Africa, North Africa, Southern Africa, West
Africa and the Middle East were not present to a large extent during the start of the third wave
of democratization in 1989. While basic WFPs in these respective regions did not develop at a
remarkable rate, basic WFPs in Southern African countries underwent an enormous positive
transformation. In contrast, in developed regions, the rate of improvement of policy to take
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into account a gender perspective is low since many basic policies did already take into
account a gender perspective. Since most African regions and the Middle East rely on
traditional values, the figure seems to make the cultural analysis of why these differences are
so substantive even more relevant. In addition to basic WFPs, the change over time of
advanced WFPs is displayed in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Change in Advanced WFP over Time by Region
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In this figure, the development of advanced WFPs by region is presented. Again, advanced
WFPs prove to increase between 1989 and 2010. However, the development is in an irregular
and unstable manner. A clear pattern is missing in most regions as some years after the fall of
the Berlin Wall, there is a decrease in advanced WFPs. Nonetheless, in all regions, more
advanced policies that concern women’s issues turn out to have a gender perspective in 2010.
It is striking that the findings indicate policy in North American and Oceania countries to
have a substantive gender perspective to a lesser extent. In other developed regions, more
advanced policies take into account a gender perspective. However, advanced policies in
Central African countries match these countries. Since there are differences that go beyond
culture, the figure seems to make the analysis of why these differences are so substantive
even more relevant. In addition to advanced WFPs, the change over time of the four policy
areas of WFPs is displayed, starting with health WFPs in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Change in Health WFP over Time by Region
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In this figure, the development of health WFPs by region is presented. As a result of the log
transformation of the health policies variable, the graph might seem odd10. Health WFPs
increase between 1989 and 2010. However, the development is in an unstable manner. A clear
pattern is missing how to change develops over time; however, there is a clear difference
between developing and developed regions. It is striking that the findings indicate that health
policies in North American, Southern Europe, and Central Asia already had a high level of
health policies that included a gender perspective during the start of the third wave of
democratization. Although the level was already substantive, health policies still developed
into policies that normalized gender even further in the process. Since there are differences
that focus on culture, the figure seems to make the analysis of the cultural variables why these
differences are so substantive even more relevant. In addition to health WFPs, the change
over time of status and role WFPs is displayed in Figure 4.5.

10

When transformed into a logged variable, values between 0 and 1 turn to a negative value. For instance, when a
variable is coded as 0.5, the natural logarithm gives -0.693.
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Figure 4.5: Change in Status and Role WFP over Time by Region
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The regions present almost no change over time in status and role WFPs. As was argued in
the theoretical framework, change in the status and role of women is a slow process. Since the
regional differences cannot be pinpointed as socioeconomic, cultural or institutional, making
the analysis of why these differences are so substantive even more relevant. In addition to
status and role WFPs, the change over time of employment WFPs is displayed in Figure 4.6.
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In Figure 4.6, the development of employment WFPs by region is presented. Although the
change over time is not as persevering as was the case for status and role WFPs, employment
policies tend not to change too easily over time as well. There are clear differences between
regions since in Europe; employment policies seem to have adopted a gender perspective.
However, a remarkable result is that in both North American and Oceania countries, few
employment WFPs have included a gender perspective. Also, the Middle East and Southern
African countries have experienced a stable increase in policies that are women-friendly,
while countries with a similar structure and socioeconomic conditions have not changed much
over time. Since these differences go beyond the structure of a country within a region, the
figure seems to make the analysis of why these differences are so substantive even more
relevant. The change over time of the empowerment policy area is displayed in Figure 4.7 and
is the final policy area.
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Figure 4.7: Change in Empowerment WFP over Time by Region
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In this figure, the development of empowerment WFPs by region is presented. In addition to
the other policy areas, specifically empowerment policies that include a gender perspective
prove to increase between 1989 and 2010. However, the development is in an irregular and
unstable manner. A clear pattern is missing, but a striking indication is that in Central Asia
and East Asia, empowerment policies turn out to have included a gender perspective to an
even greater extent than in Western developed regions. On the other hand, in Central Africa,
the Middle East, and Oceania, the empowerment of women does not suit the ideal. Since the
differences might not only be the cause of institutional nature that can be explained by the
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rational choice paradigm, the figure seems to make the institutional analysis of why these
differences are so substantive even more relevant. This research will now turn to the analysis
of the part of the analysis to answer the research question why these differences have
occurred.

4.2.

Analyses

To further familiarize with the data before conducting any statistical test, it is important to
review the correlation between the dependent and independent variables, as displayed in
Appendix 15. Correlations between the complete WFP variable differ from correlations
between certain policy fields within the WFPs variable. Not only is WFP divided into
different policy areas, it can also be distinguished into basic WFPs and advanced WFPs.
The natural logarithm11 is taken for the dependent variable (and all its divided parts
except the status and role policy area) and for some independent variables for two reasons
(Field, 2013). First, some variables are skewed to the right, influencing correlations and
regressions. Taking the natural logarithm instead of the real values, the skew is reduced or
eliminated, improving the results. Second, some variables are better measured in ratios
compared to plain differences. For example, the GDP per capita is transformed into a natural
logarithm, substantively improving the characteristics (See Appendix 16).
Other statistical measures that are insightful are reported below each model. For
instance, the total observed cases (N) and the log likelihood are displayed (Log lik.). Next, the
degrees of freedom (DF) and the likelihood ratio test (Deviance) are displayed. Furthermore,
to reveal what particular variance each level contributes to the total variance, the intra-class
correlation12 is reported for the region level (IRC), country level (ICC), and year level (IYC).
Moreover, the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) test and Schwarz’s Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) test are given to check for information measures. The AIC test is an objective
way of deciding on a model that is most appropriate in terms of having enough complexity
and that it counts for additional variation in the dependent variable, but on the other hand does
not ‘over-fit’ the model (Akaike, 1998). Schwarz’s BIC attempts to resolve the problem of
overfitting the model by penalizing a high number of parameters in models (Schwarz, 1978).
Both AIC and BIC state that a lower value compared to the null model is preferred. Finally, a

11

To interpret the coefficients of logged variables correctly, one should note the difference between double logged
variables, in which dependent and independent variables are logged, and semi-logged models, in which only the
dependent variable is logged.
12
A correlation close to 0 means that the proportion of variance as a share of the total variance as of the grouping
of regions and countries are of little use. On the other hand, however, when the correlations (and especially the
IYC) are close to 1, no variance is to be explained at the year level, indicating that the variance over time is
insignificant.
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5% significance level is chosen. What now will follow are the null model and the theoretical
models. Moreover, the results are evaluated and discussed in order to indicate the implication
of the results and the link with the theory. Third, the hypotheses that were formulated in the
theoretical framework are tested to check whether the analyses are in line with the
expectations.

4.2.1.

Null Models

Before any variables are added to explain differences in WFPs between countries, the null
model should be taken into account. As can be seen in Table 4.1, the null models for the
dependent variable and its components are presented.
Table 4.1: Null Model for Complete WFP and Components
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------complete wfp
baswfp
advwfp
health statrole
employ
empower
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_cons
2.753***
2.300***
1.661*** 0.587*** 4.924***
1.411***
1.562***
(61.68)
(51.35)
(21.18)
(8.35)
(15.56)
(29.32)
(50.55)
sd(Region)
0.163***
0.136***
0.300*** 0.240*** 1.196
0.174*** 0.0841***
(-8.35)
(-6.89)
(-5.83)
(-5.51)
(0.86)
(-7.47)
(-6.78)
sd(Country)
0.204***
0.290***
0.306*** 0.361*** 1.296***
0.230***
0.223***
(-20.38)
(-16.06)
(-15.09) (-12.68)
(3.31)
(-18.60)
(-19.50)
sd(Year)
0.0533*** 0.0613*** 0.0646*** 0.237*** 0.145*** 0.0387*** 0.0434***
(-57.46)
(-45.49)
(-49.28) (-30.83) (-21.94)
(-40.57)
(-49.05)
sd(Residual) 0.0860***
0.143***
0.107*** 0.295*** 0.468***
0.117*** 0.0984***
(-146.35) (-118.18) (-131.64) (-72.01) (-46.26) (-130.87) (-139.57)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
2182
2182
2182
2182
2182
2182
2182
Log lik.
1799.1
791.1
1299.7
-890.8
-1786.1
1271.3
1590.6
DF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
IRC
0.3219
0.2158
0.3858
0.2118
0.3852
0.3109
0.1873
ICC
0.7249
0.6759
0.7793
0.5305
0.8026
0.7218
0.6841
IYC
0.8301
0.7731
0.8624
0.7396
0.8493
0.7910
0.7808
Akaike
-3588.3
-1572.2
-2589.5
1791.6
3582.2
-2532.6
-3171.1
Schwarz
-3559.8
-1543.8
-2561.1
1820.0
3610.7
-2504.2
-3142.7
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

All statistical measures displayed in Table 4.1 set the baseline for upcoming models when
independent variables are added to the models. In the following sections, the structural,
cultural and rational choice models are discussed.

4.2.2.

Structural Models

This section will present the results from the structural models. The results are analyzed and
discussed in light of the structural paradigm. Also, the implications for and the link with the
structural theory are discussed. Finally, the formulated hypotheses on the structural paradigm
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are tested in order to indicate whether the results of the models are in line with the theoretical
expectations. As can be seen in Table 4.2, five structural models are tested.
Table 4.2: Structural Models
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp
0.0621**
0.0514*
0.0883**
0.0301
0.0749
(3.07)
(2.18)
(3.20)
(1.51)
(1.03)
gini
-0.000429
0.00238
-0.00476
-0.00510
-0.00604
(-0.15)
(1.11)
(-0.63)
(-1.40)
(-0.49)
participation
0.00229
0.00233
0.00246
0.00189
-0.00159
(1.65)
(1.06)
(0.90)
(1.08)
(-0.18)
pol rights
0.0156
0.0276
-0.000139
0.0233
0.0819
(1.34)
(1.47)
(-0.01)
(1.54)
(1.16)
education
0.0690
0.0410
0.187*
0.0467
0.322
(1.29)
(0.66)
(2.22)
(1.04)
(1.95)
_cons
2.001***
1.514***
0.749*
1.113***
3.760**
(7.78)
(4.42)
(2.04)
(4.30)
(3.11)
sd(Region)
0.0833***
0.0701***
0.184***
0.140***
0.911
(-9.81)
(-14.14)
(-4.71)
(-7.03)
(-0.42)
sd(Country)
0.195***
0.268***
0.345***
0.225***
1.236*
(-8.60)
(-4.43)
(-7.37)
(-11.67)
(2.19)
sd(Year)
0.0327***
0.0528***
0.0103*
0.0305***
0.115***
(-7.74)
(-6.49)
(-2.10)
(-5.83)
(-5.18)
sd(Residual)
0.0843***
0.123***
0.108***
0.117***
0.446*
(-8.07)
(-5.51)
(-18.87)
(-8.90)
(-2.49)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
1768
1768
1768
1768
1768
Log lik.
1556.0
875.1
1171.9
1026.4
-1368.0
DF
5
5
5
5
5
Deviance
.
0.0000
.
.
0.0000
IRC
0.2107
0.1364
0.2843
0.2732
0.3364
ICC
0.7040
0.6579
0.8172
0.7122
0.7928
IYC
0.7867
0.7607
0.8332
0.7717
0.8353
Akaike
-3092.0
-1730.2
-2323.7
-2032.9
2756.0
Schwarz
-3037.2
-1675.5
-2269.0
-1978.1
2810.7
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

As can be seen in Table 4.2, all models have 1768 valid observations. The first model gives a
significant positive result (p<0.01) for the effect of economic development on complete
WFPs. In other words, a higher income per capita in a country increases the total number of
policies that are women-friendly. This result is a first indicator that substantiates hypothesis
1.1. When assessing the robustness of the result, the multilevel model is not better than the
null model according to the deviance test. In addition, according to the AIC and BIC tests, the
model is not more appropriate than the null model. With regard to the strength of the
relationship, the effect is relatively weak. Model 1 finds a remarkable result since it is not
able to give many insights in the determining factors of WFPs.
In addition to testing socioeconomic variables on the complete WFP variable, model
2 and 3 test the same variables on basic WFP and advanced WFP, respectively. Model 2
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produces a significant positive result (p<0.05) for economic development. Model 3 yields a
similar outcome to model 1 with a significant positive result (p<0.01). Contradictory to the
expectation, it turns out that economic development has a stronger impact on advanced WFP
than basic WFP. Therefore, hypothesis 1.2 is refuted.
When assessing the robustness of the results in model 2, the deviance test indicates
that the multilevel model is better than the null model. The deviance test, AIC and BIC tests
indicate that model 3 is more appropriate compared to the null model. With regard to the
strength of the relationship, it is argued that the effect of education on advanced WFP is
stronger than the effect of gdp on advanced WFP. This indicates that for advanced issues to
be implemented, it is more important that women are educated than that they live in an
economically well-developed country.
No further evidence is found for the expected effects of the distribution of resources
(hypotheses 1.3 and 1.4), women’s economic participation (hypothesis 1.5), and the political
rights in a country (hypothesis 1.6). These results indicate that the lion’s share of the
socioeconomic variables has no significant impact on WFPs. In other words, countries may
differ in other ways than on which the mentioned expectations were derived. However, these
hypotheses do not result in significantly different levels of complete, basic, advanced and
policy area specific policies that take into account a gender perspective.
Furthermore, hypothesis 1.7 predicted that a higher educational attainment for women
would lead to more policies affecting women to be women-friendly. This hypothesis is
partially supported by the finding in model 3. Although education has a significant impact
(p<0.05) on advanced WFPs, it did not produce a significant result for the complete WFP
variable, which was predicted in hypothesis 1.7.
In addition to testing socioeconomic variables on basic and advanced WFPs, model 4
and model 5 test the same variables on the specific policy areas of employment and status and
role. The findings show no evidence that supports the formulated hypotheses 1.8 and 1.9
expecting that the better developed the socioeconomic position of women in a country, the
more employment policies and status and role policies would be women-friendly,
respectively. Therefore, these two hypotheses are refuted.
The results are remarkable since contrary to the expectations; the structural models
are not able to explain differences between countries in employment and status and role
policies based on socioeconomic conditions. The findings indicate that, although economic
development and education of women matter for the advanced WFPs, none of the
socioeconomic variables affect the specific policy areas for which was expected that the
structural paradigm would prove its explanatory power.
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Given the results of the structural models, only the first three models are discussed as
they give significant results. Indicating the overall strength of the structural paradigm, the
results question the explanatory power since it depends on just the economic development and
the educational attainment of women. Advanced WFP is best explained by the differences in
socioeconomic position of women represented by gdp and education. However, this is
certainly not the case for basic and the complete WFP variables. Basic policies and all
policies that take into account a gender perspective are more likely to be present when the
income per capita in a country is higher. It does not matter for the level of complete WFPs
and all the components whether there is a more equal distribution of resources; more women
participate in the economy or have more political rights.
This analysis indicates that the thesis of structuralists partially holds based on the
results of economic development and education. The important assumptions of the structural
paradigm on the state, economy, and civil society are not entirely held in this research.
Especially the structure of the state does not prove to be important for explaining the
differences between countries in WFPs. The explanatory value of the structural paradigm is
primarily empowered by the economic structures within the state. A higher development of
the economy per capita proves to lead to more WFPs. Contradictory to the expectation; the
explanatory power of the economic structure is even greater when explaining the effect of
economic development on advanced WFPs. In other words, when an economic structure is
better organized and yields a higher income per capita, it will not only lead to more WFPs,
but especially more advanced WFPs.
What remains is that the explanatory power of the structural paradigm is weak and
primarily focused on the economic development of a country. This research has defined the
socioeconomic position of a woman to be thicker and broader than just the economic
development in a country. Therefore, the structural paradigm is not able to explain most of the
differences between countries and regions, as not all assumptions remain to be true. The (lack
of) contributions to the theory of WFPs are further emphasized in the discussion section of
chapter 5 of this research. In addition to structural models, persisted variances could be
explained by variables in cultural models. Therefore, the results for the cultural models are
presented in the next section.

4.2.3.

Cultural Models

In this section, the results of the cultural models are evaluated and discussed in light of the
cultural paradigm. Also, the implications for and the link with the cultural theory are
discussed. Finally, the formulated hypotheses on the cultural paradigm are tested in order to
indicate whether the results of the models are in line with the theoretical expectations.
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Table 4.3: Cultural Models
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m6
m7
m8
m9
m10
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------genderinequal
-0.918**
-0.953
-1.143***
-1.281*
-3.228
(-2.58)
(-1.77)
(-3.33)
(-1.96)
(-1.87)
mortality
0.0430
0.0808
-0.00369
-0.154
0.276
(0.66)
(0.88)
(-0.08)
(-1.66)
(0.73)
fertility
-0.134
-0.221*
-0.0459
-0.652**
-0.532
(-1.69)
(-2.10)
(-0.55)
(-2.83)
(-1.35)
dominance
-0.00721
-0.00737
0.00369
0.00580
-0.117
(-0.98)
(-0.91)
(0.50)
(0.59)
(-1.90)
restrictions
0.0143
0.0164
0.00368
-0.00427
0.00610
(1.19)
(1.58)
(0.19)
(-0.21)
(0.12)
_cons
3.166***
2.650***
2.231***
2.592***
6.656***
(36.12)
(32.82)
(14.94)
(9.23)
(11.19)
sd(Region)
0.0592***
0.0532***
0.198***
0.437***
0.610*
(-8.22)
(-3.89)
(-6.28)
(-3.57)
(-2.15)
sd(Country)
0.180***
0.270***
0.318***
0.432***
1.160
(-7.46)
(-4.32)
(-6.77)
(-7.60)
(1.36)
sd(Year)
0.0300***
0.0434***
0.0265***
0.125***
0.0757***
(-9.11)
(-6.19)
(-12.51)
(-12.02)
(-3.86)
sd(Residual)
0.0847***
0.143***
0.0963***
0.284***
0.466**
(-9.47)
(-7.07)
(-24.89)
(-10.52)
(-3.11)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
1814
1814
1814
1814
1814
Log lik.
1611.4
694.9
1360.9
-596.2
-1439.2
DF
5
5
5
5
5
Deviance
.
.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
IRC

0.1673

0.1044

0.3100

0.3419

0.2639

ICC

0.6759

0.6342

0.8078

0.6800

0.7657

IYC

0.7607

0.7194

0.8492

0.7778

0.7984

Akaike
-3202.8
-1369.7
-2701.9
1212.4
2898.4
Schwarz
-3147.7
-1314.7
-2646.8
1267.4
2953.4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

As can be seen in Table 4.3, all models have 1814 valid observations. Model 6 gives a
significant positive result (p<0.01) for the effect of gender inequality on complete WFPs. It
turns out that a higher gender inequality in a country decreases the number of policies that are
women-friendly. This result is a first indicator that is in line with hypothesis 2.1. When
assessing the robustness of the result, it turns out that the multilevel model is not better than
the null model according to the deviance test. In addition, according to the AIC and BIC tests,
the model is not more appropriate than the null model. With regard to the strength of the
relationship, the effect is relatively strong. Although the finding is in line with the
expectations derived from the literature, the strength of the relationship is remarkable. The
effect of gender inequality variable gives insights in its suppressing power on other variables
in the cultural model, as no further evidence is found for the other cultural factors.
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Furthermore, model 6 finds no evidence for the expectation that better health
conditions for women in a country would lead to more policies affect women to be womenfriendly (hypothesis 2.3) or that a less dominant impact of religion in a country would lead to
more WFP (hypothesis 2.6). Therefore, these two hypotheses are refuted.
In addition to testing cultural variables on the complete WFP variable, model 7 and 8
test the same variables on basic WFP and advanced WFP, respectively. The results are in line
with the hypotheses 2.2 and 2.4 that expected a negative relationship of gender inequality
(p<0.001) on advanced WFPs and a negative relationship of bad health conditions (p<0.05)
on basic WFPs, respectively. Therefore, the findings suggest that hypotheses 2.2 and 2.4 are
corroborated. When assessing the robustness of model 7, it turns out that the multilevel model
is not better than the null model according to the deviance test. In addition, according to the
AIC and BIC tests, the model is not more appropriate than the null model. However, with
regard to the robustness of model 8, both the deviance test and the criteria indicate that the
model is more appropriate than the null model. With regard to the strength of the relationships
in model 7 and 8, the effects are relatively strong. The effect of gender inequality on
advanced WFP is even stronger than on complete WFP variable. This indicates that for
advanced issues to be implemented, it is more important that the cultural attitude towards
gender roles is in line with the principles of equality between genders (Inglehart & Norris,
2003).
Besides testing cultural variables on basic and advanced WFPs, model 9 and model
10 test the same variables on the specific policy areas of health and status and role. The
findings indicate that the expectation that more traditional cultural circumstances for women
result in fewer health policies to be women-friendly (hypothesis 2.5) is partially supported.
Although in this model both gender inequality and the fertility rate prove to be determining
factors to explain differences between countries, ‘traditional health conditions’ are based on
two determinants out of five. However, since the effect of the fertility rate and, especially,
gender inequality is so strong, the effect of other variables might be suppressed. Therefore,
hypothesis 2.5 is corroborated. When assessing the robustness of the result, it turns out that
the multilevel model is more appropriate than the null model according to the deviance test,
AIC, and BIC. With regard to the strength of the relationship, the effects are remarkable since
cultural circumstances were – although through health conditions as a proxy – expected to
have an indirect effect on health policies that take into account a gender perspective (Inglehart
& Norris, 2003). However, the result is notable since the effect is so strong. It indicates that a
traditional culture has a great impact on policies that focus on women’s health issues.
In model 10, the effects of the cultural variables on the policies within the status and
role area are addressed. The results are remarkable since contrary to the expectations; this
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cultural model founds no evidence that cultural factors have an impact on the status and role
WFP. In other words, the differences between countries in status and role policies cannot be
explained based on cultural conditions. Therefore, hypothesis 2.7, expecting that traditional
cultural conditions would have a negative impact on status and role WFPs is refuted.
Indicating the overall strength of the cultural paradigm, the explanatory power is
greater than the structural paradigm since it depends on two strong variables. However, the
strong variables are also the weakness of the cultural paradigm, being dependent on just two
variables to prove its explanatory power. This analysis indicates that the thesis of culturalists
holds based on the results of gender inequality and health conditions represented by the
fertility rate. The important assumptions of the cultural paradigm on the identity, values,
rituals, and habits are not entirely held in this research. However, as much of these cultural
assumptions are indirectly included in the gender inequality measure accompanied by the
fertility rate, the cultural paradigm provides more substantive answers to the puzzle of the
differences between countries in complete WFPs, basic and advanced WFPs, and WFPs
concerned with women’s health issues. Another weakness of the cultural paradigm is that
these strong results for two variables are not followed by the religious conditions that were
expected to have a significant impact on WFP (hypothesis 2.6). When analyzing the results of
the effect of religion, it is striking that the dominance of religion and religion restrictions do
not matter for the level of WFP or one of its components. This means that one explanatory
factor that was expected to have a large explanatory factor does not explain differences
between countries considering WFP.
What remains is that the explanatory power of the cultural paradigm is strong yet
primarily focused on gender inequality and to a lesser extent on traditional health conditions.
Therefore, the cultural paradigm is able to explain most differences between countries, but a
great burden is placed on just two variables as all explanatory power is obtained from gender
inequality and fertility rate. The concept of gender inequality is particularly broad and
includes a wide spectrum of issues. Therefore, it must be said that this variable suppresses
explanatory value from other variables. The cultural paradigm has a strong explanatory power
in both gender inequality as well as practical issues like the health conditions of women in a
country. While it was expected that culture would, although indirect, have a severe impact on
the status and role of women in a country as well, the cultural paradigm does not deliver. The
contributions to the theory of WFPs are further emphasized in the discussion section of
chapter 5 of this research. In addition to cultural models, persisted variances could be
explained by variables in rational choice models. Therefore, the results for the cultural models
are presented in the next section.
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4.2.4.

Rational Choice Models

This section will present the results from the rational choice models. The results are analyzed
and discussed in light of the rational choice paradigm. Also, the implications for and the link
with the rational choice theory are discussed. Finally, the formulated hypotheses on the
rational choice paradigm are tested in order to indicate whether the results of the models are
in line with the theoretical expectations.
Table 4.4: Rational Choice Models
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m11
m12
m13
m14
m15
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------representation
0.00637***
0.00698*
0.00895***
0.00586***
0.0159*
(4.19)
(2.34)
(5.16)
(3.30)
(2.56)
critical mass
0.0296
0.0665
-0.0539
-0.0262
0.390
(0.59)
(0.87)
(-1.75)
(-1.43)
(0.97)
social dem party 0.00121
0.00215*
0.0000141
0.00116**
0.00640
(1.78)
(2.08)
(0.02)
(2.94)
(1.69)
_cons
2.641***
2.153***
1.555***
1.461***
4.533***
(39.80)
(22.73)
(17.23)
(26.72)
(11.28)
sd(Region)
0.154***
0.131***
0.286***
0.0845***
1.159
(-14.66)
(-12.41)
(-8.12)
(-13.69)
(1.00)
sd(Country)
0.188***
0.277***
0.294***
0.211***
1.257
(-8.64)
(-5.20)
(-10.95)
(-11.51)
(1.82)
sd(Year)
0.0311***
0.0410***
0.0358***
0.0284***
0.0968***
(-14.17)
(-7.46)
(-16.04)
(-8.06)
(-6.83)
sd(Residual)
0.0828***
0.138***
0.108***
0.0965***
0.452***
(-11.17)
(-8.00)
(-18.14)
(-13.03)
(-3.73)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
2118
2118
2118
2118
2118
Log lik.
1920.6
889.1
1352.7
1640.3
-1631.8
DF
3
3
3
3
3
Deviance
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
IRC

0.3378

0.2232

0.3951

0.2010

0.3910

ICC

0.7502

0.6951

0.8013

0.7029

0.8150

IYC

0.8184

0.7649

0.8508

0.7705

0.8475

Akaike
-3825.3
-1762.2
-2689.4
-3264.6
3279.6
Schwarz
-3780.0
-1716.9
-2644.1
-3219.3
3324.9
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Five rational choice models are tested as can be seen in Table 4.4, each of them having 2118
valid observations. Model 11 gives a significant positive result (p<0.001) for the effect of
representation on complete WFPs. It turns out that a higher representation of women in a
country increases the number of policies that are women-friendly. This result is a first
indicator that substantiates hypothesis 3.1. The results are in line with existing literature on
the relationship between both descriptive and substantive representation of women (Celis &
Childs, 2008; Cowell-Meyers & Langbein, 2009). However, since the evidence indicates that
the effect of the representation of women is the only significant result, the model provides no
evidence for the expectation that the stronger the position of social democratic left-wing
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parties, the more policies are women-friendly (hypothesis 3.3). Therefore, this hypothesis is
refuted. When assessing the robustness of the results in model 11, it turns out that the
multilevel model is more appropriate than the null model according to the AIC, BIC, and the
deviance test. With regard to the strength of the relationship, the effect seems relatively weak.
In addition to testing institutional variables on the complete WFP variable, model 12
and 13 test the same variables on basic WFP and advanced WFP, respectively. The findings
are in line with hypothesis 3.4 that expected a stronger positive effect (p<0.05) of social
democratic left-wing parties on basic WFPs compared to advanced WFPs. Compared to
hypothesis 3.2 it is interesting to see that for advanced WFP, social democratic left-wing
parties do not have an effect anymore, while the representation of women still has a positive
significant effect. This result is in line with the rational choice assumptions of self-interest,
meaning that for WFP to be implemented, both female representatives are important, but once
basic WFP are implemented and advanced WFP are advocated for, women can maximize
their outcome by voting for women representatives and not necessarily for social democratic
left-wing parties anymore. However, once women form a critical mass in a country, it does
not necessarily lead to more advanced WFPs as was formulated in hypothesis 3.2. Therefore,
this hypothesis is refuted.
With regard to the power of the effect of women’s representation on advanced WFPs
compared to its effect on basic WFPs and complete WFPs, no specific hypothesis was
formulated in the theoretical framework. Yet the effect of women representatives is stronger
(p<0.001) on advanced WFPs compared to basic and complete WFPs. Although this result
was not hypothesized, the expectation formulated in hypothesis 3.2 expected that having a
critical mass of women representatives in parliament are more likely to lead to more advanced
WFPs, goes in the same theoretical direction. Therefore, this remarkable finding indicated
that although ‘more female representatives’ does not necessarily equal a critical mass, the
assumption derived from the rational choice paradigm is still met in these findings: in order to
implement advanced WFPs, rational self-interested women have to be present and ‘act for
women’ (Caiazza, 2004; Willeford, 2016).
When assessing the robustness of model 12 and 13, it turns out that the multilevel
model is more appropriate than the null model according to the AIC, BIC and the deviance
test. With regard to the strength of the relationships in model 12 and 13, it is important to note
that the effect of women’s representation on basic WFPs triumphed the effect of social
democratic left-wing parties.
Besides testing institutional variables on basic and advanced WFPs, model 14 and
model 15 test the same variables on the specific policy areas of empowerment and status and
role. The findings in model 14 indicate that the expectation that a stronger institutional
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position for women results in more empowerment policies to be women-friendly (hypothesis
3.5) is supported. Especially when explaining empowerment policies, the rational choice
paradigm is effective since both women’s representation (p<0.001) and social democratic leftwing parties (p<0.01) contribute to the explanatory power of the rational choice paradigm
when explaining differences between countries in empowerment issues for women.
When assessing the robustness of model 14, it turns out that the multilevel model is
more appropriate than the null model according to the AIC, BIC and the deviance test. With
regard to the strength of the relationship, the effects are notably strong since in contrast with
the structural and cultural paradigm, the two most important institutional determinants of that
were derived from the rational choice paradigm prove to be useful for explaining differences
between countries.
In model 15, the effects of the cultural variables on the policies within the status and
role area are addressed. The results are partly in line with the expectation that a strong
institutional position of women leads to more status and role WFPs (hypothesis 3.6). Contrary
to the results for the empowerment WFPs, the explanatory power of this model is based on
just the representation of women. In other words, the differences between countries in status
and role policies cannot be explained based on differences in social democratic left-wing
parties. Therefore, hypothesis 3.6 is only partly corroborated since the institutional position is
only based on one determinant.
Given the results of the rational choice models, all models contribute to the
discussion on the explanatory power of the rational choice paradigm, as all models give
significant results. Representation of women has proven to be a strong positive factor that
increases WFP when the variable increases in all models. Also, social democratic left-wing
parties prove to be important for WFPs in a way that was expected. Therefore, when
indicating the overall strength of the rational choice paradigm, the explanatory power is
substantial and more meaningful than both the structural and the cultural paradigm. This
analysis indicates that the thesis of rational actors holds based on the results of institutional
factors like women’s representation and social democratic left-wing parties. Although the
‘institutional condition of women’ consists only out of two determinants, they both add to the
explanatory power of the rational choice paradigm. The important assumptions of the rational
choice paradigm on the rationality, self-interest, and strategic interaction are held in the
findings of this research. The rational choice paradigm is not only able to explain differences
between countries in a policy area of WFP that lies theoretically close to the specific
explanatory power of the rational choice assumptions, it is also able, in contrast with the
structural and cultural paradigm to explain differences on the status and role WFP.
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A minor point of critique on the effectiveness of the rational choice paradigm is that
no evidence is found for the impact of a critical mass on the dependent variable, disregarding
rational choice arguments that by forming a critical mass, political agendas are easier to
implement and women are less likely to be regarded as a minority, opening possibilities for
implementing advanced WFPs (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers, 2007; Grey, 2002). In theory,
this would have made the explanatory power even greater. Nonetheless, compared to the
cultural and the structural paradigm, the rational choice paradigm provides more substantive
answers to the puzzle of differences between countries in complete WFPs, basic and
advanced WFPs, and WFPs concerned with women’s status and role issues. The contributions
to the theory of WFPs are further emphasized in the discussion section of chapter 5 of this
research.

4.3.

Additional Robustness Checks

The results in the analysis section 4.2 present interesting findings. However, there are some
substantive problems with the Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies, as stated in section 3.5.1.
To overcome these problems as good as possible, an additional robustness check is
conducted. The additional findings of these tests will now be presented.
A five-year mean dependent variable was constructed to check for serial correlation.
An overview of the descriptive statistics of the dependent variable and independent variables
with a five-year mean are shown in Appendix 17. Also, updated null models after cropping
the data are displayed in Appendix 18. The structural, cultural, and rational choice models
with five-years mean version of the dependent variable and its components and all the
independent variables are run and the results are shown in Appendix 19, Appendix 20, and
Appendix 21, respectively. The evidence suggests that once a five-year mean is taken from
DWFP, socioeconomic, cultural, and institutional independent variables in structural, cultural,
and rational choice models produce more significant outcomes. The problem with serial
correlation was for a great part the result of the interpolation method that was used to fill in
missing values for some variables. Although aggregating the data affects the empirical results,
the results presented in Appendix 9 indicate that serial correlation in the data becomes less of
a problem.
It is puzzling whether the refuted (or corroborated) status of hypotheses is affected by
additional evidence. One of the most important limitations of this method is that it reduces the
number of cases so that only one quarter of the original data remains. Consequentially, the
power of the models is substantively decreased, questioning the assumption that taking a five-
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year mean would result in a better way of modeling. Also, although serial correlation is
decreased using this method, consecutive observations over time are still correlated13. As the
goal of the five-year mean method was to dissolve serial correlation – which it failed to do
entirely – and the power of the models is decreased by the reduction of cases, the hypotheses
are not affected by the results of these models. These are important checks to be open about in
terms of limitations and recommendations for further research. Yet, it is still important and
interesting to discuss the results and potential differences and comparisons between the
interpolated data and the five-years mean data. An elaborate explanation of the results of this
method is discussed in Appendix 22.

13

When, consecutive observations are correlated, observation A depends on observation A-1.
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5. Conclusion and Discussion
Taking into account a gender perspective improves policy and the societal, economic, and
political status and role of women in their day-to-day lives. This research proposed that WFPs
differ between countries and regions as a result of determining factors that are explained by
the structural, cultural, or rational choice paradigms. A three-level panel data multilevel
analysis was conducted to indicate which notable conditions explain differences in WFPs
between countries and regions. As Hernes (1987) constructed the concept of a womenfriendly state just before the third wave of democratization, WFPs can contribute to this ideal.
Especially after the third wave of democratization, WFPs as a concept has gained the
attention of many scholars interested in gender studies and comparative politics research.
However, some countries lead in implementing WFPs while in others, policy has not yet
adopted a substantive gender perspective after the third wave of democratization. Uncovering
this puzzle of variation embodied the relevance of this research. In the conclusion, the most
important implications are discussed with regard to the expectations formulated in
hypotheses. Furthermore, an answer is drawn on the research question and subquestions.
Also, theoretical and methodological contributions are discussed. Finally, recommendations
for further research are drawn logically from the limitations of this research.

5.1.

Research Questions and Discussion

Before answering the research questions, the most important findings are discussed. First,
answering the question how WFPs have changed over time is important before answering why
these policies have changed the way they do. In almost every country and region, policies
have taken more into account the gender perspective, however, there are large differences
over time. For example, while in the Netherlands, Belarus and Spain WFP have not changed
substantively over time, as the level was already high; countries like the Dominican Republic,
South Africa, and Turkey experienced significant increases in WFPs over time. Also, Eastern
European and Southern European countries as a whole included a gender perspective into
policy from the start of the third wave of democratization, while policy in Middle Eastern and
Southern African countries was not women-friendly in 1989. Moreover, some countries have
smoothly changed over time, while WFPs in other countries were implemented in a certain
year, resulting in irregular increases. The findings indicated that some factors had a
substantively greater impact on a specific policy area and other factors were better able to
explain basic WFPs than advanced WFPs or vice versa. Finally, for some determinants, no
evidence was found that would impact WFPs or results were indicated contrary to the
expectation derived from the structural, cultural, or rational choice paradigm.
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Starting with the answering of the subquestions followed by the main research
question, this research proceeds. The first subquestion addressing the explanatory power of
the structural paradigm was:
To what extent can the effect of socioeconomic factors on WFP differences between countries
from 1989 until 2010 be explained by the structural paradigm?
The most important socioeconomic factor that was able to explain the differences between
countries is the economic development of a country. The economic structure of a country
influences WFPs in a consistent way and is in line with prior research (Galobardes, 2006;
Lahelma et al., 2002). However, the disadvantage of the structural paradigm is that the
explanatory power places a burden on the economic development, as education is the only
other significant variable having an impact on basic WFPs factors. What is also striking is
that employment policies which, based on the theoretical framework, are not affected by
socioeconomic conditions in a country. It must be said that not all models are robust, possibly
biasing the results. After robustness checks were conducted, although the findings were more
robust, there were still methodological limitations.
For the explanatory power of the structural paradigm, the few significant results mean
that the combined interests of formal organizations and class relations might be able to put
constraints on individual freedom and behavior. However, it cannot explain most of the
differences and why in some countries policies are women-friendly while in others they are
not. State institutions have only impact on WFP when able to explain the increase in
economic development, which is in line with prior research (Katznelson, 1997). Educational
organizations prove to matter for advanced WFPs, implicating that the more women enroll in
a educational institution, advanced policies are more likely to include a gender perspective,
which was already found by Reynolds (1999). Therefore, these results are not remarkable as
they reconfirm prior research. Consequentially, a small part of the structural paradigm is
suitable for explaining the differences in WFP by socioeconomic differences. The structural
paradigm is not a strong paradigm to explain WFPs. Second, the subquestion addressing the
explanatory power of the cultural paradigm was:
To what extent can the effect of cultural factors on WFP differences between countries from
1989 until 2010 be explained by the cultural paradigm?
The most important cultural predictor that was able to explain the differences between
countries is the inequality between women and men in a country. Although it is hard to
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compare the strength of the relationships, the impact of gender inequality is remarkably high.
Gender inequality is a broad variable that includes multiple cultural aspects of a country. The
power of gender inequality is so strong that it suppressed significant results from other
variables. The cultural paradigm is backed by the traditional values in a country leading to
harmful health conditions for women. A traditional culture is embedded in these health
conditions in a country. Especially for basic WFPs, it is striking that health conditions are
more important than gender inequality. On the other hand, for advanced WFPs, gender
inequality is more important. This result is explained by the fact that in countries in which
advanced policies are including a gender perspective, it is more likely that basic policies
already include a gender perspective.
The obvious gaps in explaining the differences in WFPs between countries and
regions left behind by the structural paradigm are partly filled by the cultural paradigm. As
social organization of public opinion, beliefs and the attitude towards the role and status of
women in society are all included in the indirect measure of gender inequality; the cultural
paradigm has greater explanatory power than the structural paradigm. As identity directs
individual actions, power between genders determines favorable health conditions and other
WFPs. On the other hand, the cultural paradigm includes the assumption of linking identity to
political action, meaning that gender inequality hinders the reorientation of a society towards
policies including a gender perspective (Reynolds, 1999). When women identify as a minority
group, it strengthens their desire to improve their position in society. Moreover, an
assumption of culture is that norms and habits affect the health conditions of women in
countries.
The results indicate that the cultural paradigm is able to explain the differences
between countries and cultures as health conditions and gender inequality matter for WFPs
and almost every component. These results are in line with prior research (Bawah et al., 1999;
Tolbert & Steuernagel, 2001). The cultural paradigm is especially powerful when explaining
factors that are harming the transformation of a traditional culture into a women-friendly
culture. Two disadvantages of the cultural paradigm are that no evidence is found for the
impact of religion on WFPs or its components and the impact on the status and role WFPs. As
the expectation was that religion would be one of the greatest determinants of WFPs, it is a
striking result for this research since it is a result that is not in line with prior research
(Inglehart & Norris, 2003). Yet it also means that the explanatory power of the cultural
paradigm is only based on two variables. The final subquestion addresses the explanatory
power of the rational choice paradigm:
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To what extent can the effect of institutional factors on WFP differences between countries
from 1989 until 2010 be explained by the rational choice paradigm?
The last subresearch question addresses the institutional factors explained by the rational
choice paradigm. As mentioned before in the theoretical framework, rational choice is one of
the leading paradigms in comparative political science. Based on rationality, strategic
interaction and the self-interest, the rational choice paradigm definitely explains most of the
differences in WFPs through the accompanied institutional variables. Not only are the
representation of women and social democratic left-wing parties important aspects to observe
differences between countries in WFP, when women represent women’s interests in
parliament, it has a significant impact on every component of WFPs which is in line with
prior research (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers, 2007; Campbell, Childs, & Lovenduski, 2010;
Sawer, 2012). Also, evidence was found for the expectation that social democratic left-wing
parties have a greater positive impact on basic WFPs compared to advanced WFP. This result
builds on prior research on the impact of left-wing parties on WFPs (Koning, 2009; Sawer,
2012) since now a global perspective is used instead of a case study. Also, representation of
women has a greater positive impact on advanced WFP compared to basic WFP as women
are self-interested and are not limited by other constricting political agendas.
The rational choice paradigm is eminently suited to explain these results. In principle,
social democratic left-wing parties will advocate for equality policies that will serve basic
women’s issues. As these basic WFPs are easier to implement, social democratic left-wing
parties and the elected women serve their own constituencies by doing so. However, when
advocating for advanced WFPs that are harder to implement, female representatives find
themselves substantively representing for these advanced issues without or to a lesser extent
with the support of social democratic left-wing parties. Since social democratic left-wing
parties will generate collective outcomes that serve their own interest, advanced WFPs might
be in conflict with other interests they have, which was already found for developed countries
(Koning, 2009). In contrast, women representatives will advocate for all types of policies that
include a gender perspective as they directly serve their constituency by doing so. Therefore,
as the rational choice paradigm assumes, political regimes and politicians try to maximize
their power by calculating the input that will result in the most optimal output. The rational
choice models are once again based on just two variables, as the critical mass variable does
not produce any significant result. The expectation for the effect of the critical mass can,
therefore, not be explained by the rational choice paradigm. However, collective action may
occur from critical actions of individual women representatives instead of a critical mass
(Miguel, 2012).
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Still, compared to the structural and cultural paradigm, the rational choice paradigm
gives more appropriate models with significant results and is precise and robust in their
explanation of differences between countries in WFPs and their components. Therefore, the
effect of institutional factors on WFP differences between countries from 1989 until 2010 are
explained to a substantive level by the rational choice paradigm. Based on the findings for the
specific hypotheses on structural, cultural and rational choice hypotheses, applied to different
groups of variables, an answer is provided to the main research question that is addressed in
this research:
What explains cross-national differences between countries in WFP between 1989 and 2010?
It is important to point out the specific explanations derived from the structural, cultural and
rational choice paradigms for the differences between countries in WFPs. The differences
between countries and regions are a diverse mixture of structural, cultural and rational choice
paradigms. Although the rational choice paradigm is best able to explain the differences
between countries and regions, the structural and cultural paradigm may not be neglected. In
fact, the cultural and to a lesser extent the structural paradigms are able to lay bare a
framework of explanations in addition to the rational choice paradigm. It is in the best interest
of women to act as rational actors and to implement policies to take into account the gender
perspective. However, the cultural and structural context might lead to suboptimal results.
Therefore, cultural aspects of a traditional society, like the attitude towards gender equality
and practical issues like health conditions, are hindering women to act as rational actors. Also,
the structure leads to rational agents, like social democratic left-wing parties, not choosing the
gender perspective in policy. Therefore, it becomes clear that a thick version of the rational
choice theory that includes elements of the structural and cultural approach proves to be best
able to explain WFPs.
The overall distinction that can be made is between developing, having fewer WFPs,
and developed countries, having more WFPs. However, factors that play the most vital role
for policies to adopt a gender perspective on crucial issues for women are economic
development, education, gender inequality, health conditions, women representatives and
social democratic left-wing parties. Recommendations for countries to shape the context in
which WFPs could be implemented (or obstructed) depend to a great extent to institutional
conditions, and to a lesser extent to cultural and socioeconomic conditions of a country.
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5.2.

Academic Contributions

In this section, the conclusions from this research are set in another perspective to indicate
what both theoretical and methodological contributions are to academic research. First,
theoretical contributions are discussed, followed by methodological contributions.

5.2.1.

Theory

Structural, cultural and rational choice paradigms have produced helpful guidelines for
studying WFPs. By taking the paradigms together in one study, one can compare differences
between countries over multiple aspects at the same time. Therefore, this study is the first to
work with an integrated structure in which multiple paradigms are combined. The theoretical
framework in this research was based on assumptions of research paradigms and case studies
from all over the world in order to make a global theoretical framework. In addition, the
dependent variable was divided into multiple parts and the analysis was extended with
insights in the differences within the complete WFP variable to elaborate the answer on the
theoretical questions. The main theoretical contribution that this research has to offer is the
systematic global theoretical framework from which hypotheses are distilled. Expectations are
tested that go further than developed countries on which most of the literature is primarily
focused. Additionally, although the rational choice paradigm offers most explanations for
differences between countries in WFPs, structural and cultural differences bring reasonable
additional explanations too. Therefore, this research reconfirms earlier findings that rational
choice is not all there is in social science, yet it is still a solid foundation to base explanations
on in a study (Lichbach, 2003).
Although the explanations for the full theoretical models are somewhat modest,
differences become clear when zooming into different components of WFPs. For basic WFPs,
it is key to have social democratic left-wing parties rooting for WFPs and a low fertility rate.
Nonetheless, once the basics are taken care of, advanced WFPs will come about when women
are in power, gender inequality is low, and women form a part of the representative
interactions and can form their own strategy to search for an equilibrium including the gender
perspective.
With both the theoretical combination of paradigms and its discussion presented in
the theoretical framework, existing literature on comparative politics and gender studies is
supplemented by a richer debate on how to understand global trends in the explanations for
the differences between countries in WFPs. Also, by bridging the gap between the developing
and the developed countries, this research contributes to the literature that used to be focused
on either one of the two. Moreover, the analysis indicates that the expectations derived from
the rational choice perspective and to a lesser extent the cultural and structural approaches are
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able to clarify differences between countries and changes over time. For the more general
study of the subjects that lie on the academic border of comparative politics and gender
studies, this research indicates that a theoretical framework with the paradigms as presented is
able to explain differences between countries in WFPs. Therefore, it is the hope that future
research will take into account the findings of the analysis for different points in time and that
large-N studies will integrate this global theoretical framework.

5.2.2.

Methodology

In addition to theoretical contributions, this research also offers methodological contributions.
The current research on WFPs missed a global perspective and consisted primarily out of indepth case study analyses. Although conclusions were profound and substantive for certain
cases (Celis, 2006; Miguel, 2012; Sawer, 2012; Wang, 2013), socioeconomic, cultural and
institutional conditions differ cross-sectional and over time. Consequently, prior research was
based on ‘anecdotal’ evidence from primarily developed countries and not able to make
worldwide comparisons between countries and regions over time.
This research has turned to a large-N quantitative panel data multilevel analysis on
100 countries over 22 years. A unique comprehensive dataset was constructed and coding
procedures are documented in Appendix 1 for the sole purpose of this research. The insight
gained from this dataset is that it is possible to compare countries even on such a contested
concept as a WFP. However, missing data was a real problem for the analysis, in particular,
because data was interpolated. It turned out to have additional advantages as missing data is
filled in allowing for more degrees of freedom and more advanced techniques to apply a panel
data mixed multiple level approach to test the data from the Dataset on Women-friendly
Policies. Nevertheless, the results should be interpreted with respective caution as the
drawbacks limit the explanatory power.
By accumulating the policies creating the dependent variable, a new way of
measuring is used to be able to compare countries over time. Although this method is used
within countries in case studies (See (Caiazza, 2004)), it has never been examined on a global
level. However, scholars are advised to only use this method in future research when a strong
theoretical foundation linking the accumulated policies is present, giving variables the same
(or a different) weight. Constructing an index offers important insights in research for using
this kind of measurement to compare between countries. Scholars using datasets on gender
perspectives troubled by missing data are recommended to include this insight into their
process when deciding on what method to use.
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5.3.

Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research

Although this research offers many advantages compared to other studies, it is not without
any limitations. The limitations and the logical consequences of recommendations for further
research will now be discussed.
On a methodological note, this research falls short to identify solutions for the
problem of serial correlation resulting in potential biased coefficients. Even when a five-year
mean dataset is tested with the same hypotheses, this approach fails to meet the second classic
assumption. Obviously, interpolating data worsens this problem as the observation in some
year depends on the observation of the previous year. Also, aggregating all variables into
five-year period averages reduces the number of cases and the serial correlation, which has a
great effect on the empirical results. However, serial correlation is still a problem and the
power of the models substantively decreases. Therefore, further research should take into
account this problem and use a lagged variable (Beck & Katz, 1996). In this way, the fiveyear mean could yield significant results and truly dissolve serial correlation.
Second, there is room to continue this research to further improve the measurement of
independent variables. For instance, other than measuring the power of social democratic leftwing parties by calculating the share of seats in parliament, the strength of social democratic
left-wing parties variable is hard to validate. The DWFP is constructed with the sole purpose
of this research and did not stand the test of multiple experts looking into the data. However,
all decisions taken that might by arbitrary or controversial are noted in the codebook (See
Appendix 1) to make the coding process as transparent as possible. However, further research
could think about other ways to include the power of social democratic left-wing parties in
order to explain the difference between the effect of this variable on basic and advanced
WFPs. A few options are studying committee membership, bill introduction, and
parliamentary discourses by political parties founded on making legislation based on
egalitarian values.
On a theoretical note, the analysis of this research stops at a crucial moment in time
because of methodological limitations. After 2010, processes of globalization have become
more salient. Therefore, explanations for differences between countries might have taken a
different direction from 2010 on, which is not included in this research. Future research that is
concerned with explaining differences between countries and regions in WFP should not
primarily focus on old cleavages but also include more salient tensions for women as a result
of globalization. When globalization and new cleavages are taken into account, the effects of
the determinants included in this research might be placed in a new perspective. Due to
globalization, factors like religious dominance and employment issues might be less
interesting while factors like education and political rights might play a greater role.
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Moreover, a puzzling result is that for WFPs concerning status and role issues, having
no explanation from the structural or cultural paradigm but only from a rational choice
perspective. It indicates that for differences between countries on status and role women’s
issues that have adopted a gender perspective, it is not clear how these differences unfold. The
failure to explain differences in the status and role policy area might be the result of
misinterpreting cultural differences between countries. As the cultural paradigm assumes that
symbolic anthropology is hard to transform into variables that are quantifiable. Therefore, the
validation of the power of the cultural paradigm might be underestimated. Further research on
status and role policies should focus on finding explanations for what additional factors
matter for the status and role of women and find more in-depth ways to measure attitudes
towards women in society in the cultural context.
Finally, this research included quotas as a WFP. However, as quotas are controversial
concepts, they could exploit women by reinforcing the stereotypes and linking women to
typical social issues (Miguel, 2012). Moreover, while quotas are widely used in developing
countries, in developed countries they are not always mandatory (or needed). Therefore,
further research should focus on matters like to what extent gender quotas influence the
differences in empowerment between WFPs in developing and developed countries.
Consequentially, findings for developing countries might be biased and policy in Northern
European countries might be underestimated.
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Appendixes
Appendix 1: Codebook

This codebook is dedicated to the coding procedures, limitations and data description. The DWFP dataset is
created to examine what explains cross-national differences between countries in women-friendly policies
between 1989 and 2010. In order to uphold the accuracy and timeliness of the data, data was taken from sources
that are as close as possible to the coded subject. Since language and time limitations did not allow for including
only primary sources, most of the data is from secondary sources. Documents and datasets were examined in the
English language. To be sure, the reliability and consistency of the data across countries are reviewed to be able to
compare countries over time.
By transforming a piece of information into a quantitative value, data is coded, are understood and tested.
With as many countries and over 40 variables included, there are limitations for the results of this thesis. For some
variables, data was not available for every year. Yet, some methodological measures are taken to have a value for
as many countries as possible. Furthermore, this dataset is based on data on the macro-level. Differences between
individuals within countries are not taken into account. In addition, the existence of women-friendly policies is
coded and not the way of implementation or the quality of enforcement. The dependent variable in this dataset is
constructed as a collection of multiple datasets. The women-friendly policy index is the overall score of a country
in a particular year regarding the women-friendliness of policies.
The women-friendly policy index can be split up in four parts, each of them focusing on a particular
aspect of legislation and policies concerning women’s interests: health, status and role, employment, and
empowerment. The first group measures policies regarding the health of women. Four variables are included
namely: Trafficking, Domestic violence, Family planning, and Abortion. The second group measures policies
regarding the status and role of women. Seven variables are included namely: Surviving spouse inheritance,
Children inheritance, Property regime types, Ownership rights for unmarried women, Ownership rights for
married women, Joint titling of property, and Head of family. The third group measures policies regarding the
employment of women. Six variables are included namely: Paid job, Sign contract, Leave length, Leave wage,
Breastfeed at work, and facilitation of breastfeeding. The last group measures policies regarding the
empowerment of women. Seven variables are included namely: Guaranteed equality, Discrimination, Customary
law, Religious law, Quota type, Legal proceeding, and Bank account.
Additionally, the women-friendly policy index can be divided into basic and advanced women-friendly
policies. Basic women-friendly policies include: Domestic Violence, Family Planning, Unmarried, Married,
Spouse Inheritance, Children Inheritance, Head of Family, Paid Job, Sign Contract, Equality, Discrimination,
Legal Proceeding, and Bank Account. Advanced women-friendly policies include: Trafficking, Abortion,
Property Regime, Joint Titling, Leave Length, Leave Wage, Breastfeed Work, Facilitate Breastfeed, Customary
Law, Religious Law, and Quota Type.
The nature of the independent variables used in this thesis is socioeconomic, cultural, or institutional.
These variables are used to explain the differences between women-friendly policies across countries over time.

Variable Name (Variable
Name in Dataset)
Country (country)

Variable Values

Variable Description and Additional Notes

Ranging from 1 to 100.

Name of the country. Countries included are: 1= Algeria, 2= Angola, 3= Argentina, 4= Australia,
5= Austria, 6= Bangladesh, 7= Belarus, 8= Belgium, 9= Benin, 10= Bolivia, 11= Botswana, 12=
Brazil, 13= Bulgaria, 14= Burkina Faso, 15= Cambodia, 16= Cameroon, 17= Central African
Republic, 18= Chile, 19= China, 20= Colombia, 21= Democratic Republic of Congo, 22= Costa
Rica, 23= Cote D’Ivoire, 24= Dominican Republic, 25= Egypt, 26= Ethiopia, 27= Fiji, 28=
France, 29= Gabon, 30= Georgia, 31= Germany, 32= Ghana, 33= Guatemala, 34= Honduras, 35=
Hungary, 36= India, 37= Indonesia, 38= Iran, 39= Italy, 40= Jamaica, 41= Japan, 42= Jordan, 43=
Kazakhstan, 44= Kenya, 45= Korea, Republic, 46= Kyrgyzstan, 47= Laos, 48= Lesotho, 49=
Liberia, 50= Madagascar, 51= Malawi, 52= Malaysia, 53= Mali, 54= Mauritania, 55= Mexico,
56= Mongolia, 57= Morocco, 58= Mozambique, 59= Namibia, 60= Nepal, 61= Netherlands, 62=
Nicaragua, 63= Niger, 64= Nigeria, 65= Norway, 66= Pakistan, 67= Papua New Guinea, 68=
Paraguay, 69= Peru, 70= Philippines, 71= Portugal, 72= Russia, 73= Rwanda, 74= Senegal, 75=
Sierra Leone, 76= Singapore, 77= South Africa, 78= Spain, 79= Sri Lanka, 80= Sudan, 81=
Swaziland, 82= Sweden, 83= Switzerland, 84= Syria, 85= Tajikistan, 86= Tanzania, 87=
Thailand, 88= Togo, 89= Tunisia, 90= Turkey, 91= Uganda, 92= Ukraine, 93= United Kingdom,
94= United States, 95= Uzbekistan, 96= Venezuela, 97= Vietnam, 98= Yemen, 99= Zambia, and
100= Zimbabwe.

Year (year)

Ranging from 1989 to
2010.
Ranging from 1 to 18.

Region number (region)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND COMPONENTS
Women-Friendly Policy
Ranging from 0 to 24.
(complete wfp)
0= No policy is womenfriendly.

Number of the region. 1= Central Africa, 2= East Africa. 3= North Africa, 4= Southern Africa, 5=
West Africa, 6= Caribbean, 7= Central America, 8= North America, 9= South America, 10= East
Asia, 11= Central Asia, 12= Middle East, 13= South Asia, 14= South East Asia, 15= Oceania, 16=
Eastern Europe, 17= Southern Europe, 18= Western Europe. Regional and sub-regional groupings
of countries are based on the list of geographical terms and codes used in the HURICDOCS
thesaurus of Bibliographic Standard Formats, slightly modified for practical reasons.
Health + Status and Role + Employment + Empowerment.

24= All policies are
women-friendly.
. = Missing.
Basic Women-Friendly Policy Ranging from 0 to 13.
(basic wfp)
0= No basic policy is
women-friendly.
13= All basic policies are
women-friendly.
. = Missing.
Advanced Women-Friendly
Ranging from 0 to 11.
Policy (advanced wfp)
0= No advanced policy is
women-friendly.
13= All advanced policies
are women-friendly.
. = Missing
Policies regarding Health of
Ranging from 0 to 4.
women (health policies)
0= No policy regarding
Health of women is
women-friendly.
4= All policies regarding
Health of women are
women-friendly.
. = Missing.
Is there constitutional revision, 0= No.
legislation, or regulation to
1= Yes.
outlaw trafficking of women
. = Missing.
of all ages? (trafficking)
Is there constitutional revision, 0= No.
legislation, or regulation to
1= Yes.
outlaw domestic
. = Missing.
violence/intimate partner
violence? (domestic violence)

Domestic violence + Family planning + Unmarried + Married + Spouse inheritance + Children
inheritance + Head of family + Paid job + Sign contract + Equality + Discrimination + Legal
proceeding + Bank account.

Trafficking + Abortion + Property regime + Joint titling + Leave length + Leave wage +
Breastfeed at work + Facilitate breastfeed + Customary law + Religious law + Quota type.

Trafficking + Domestic violence + Family planning + Abortion.

Signed into law in the constitution, legislation, or regulation (UN Women, 2018).

Signed into law in the constitution, legislation, or regulation (UN Women, 2018).
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Type of government support
for reproductive health and
family planning (family
planning)

0= No support.
0.5= Indirect support.
1= Direct support.
. = Missing.

Legal grounds on which
abortion is permitted
(abortion)

No legal grounds= 0.
1/7 legal grounds= 0.143.
2/7 legal grounds= 0.286.
3/7 legal grounds= 0.429.
4/7 legal grounds= 0.571.
5/7 legal grounds= 0.714.
6/7 legal grounds= 0.857.
7/7 legal grounds= 1.
. = Missing.
Ranging from 0 to 7.
0= No policy regarding
the Status and Role of
women is womenfriendly.
7= All policies regarding
the Status and Role of
women are womenfriendly.
. = Missing.
0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Policies regarding Status and
Role of women (status role
policies)

Do female and male surviving
spouses have equal inheritance
rights over immoveable
property? (spouse inheritance)

“No support” means that the Government allows the private sector to provide family planning
services without giving it any material support. “Indirect support” implies that the Government
does not provide family planning services through government outlets, but instead supports the
private sector, including non-governmental organizations, in providing those services. “Direct
support” implies that family planning services are provided through government-run facilities or
outlets. Assuming that policies are not adjusted in years where data is not available (United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, & Statistics Division, 2015).
0= Not permitted. 1. To save a woman’s life. 2. To preserve a woman’s physical health. 3. To
preserve a woman’s mental health. 4. In case of rape or incest. 5. Because of foetal impairment. 6.
For economic or social reasons. 7. On request. Legal grounds indicate legal provisions under
which the government permits induced abortion in the country. When states or districts within a
country have different legislation and legal grounds for abortion, the status with the most
comprehensive legal ground is chosen (United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, & Statistics Division, 2015).

Spouse inheritance + Children inheritance + Property regime + Unmarried + Married + Joint
titling + Head of family.

This question examines whether both spouses have equal rank and rights in inheriting immoveable
assets in the absence of a will. For the purpose of this question, assume that the deceased spouse
left no children or any other heirs, other than the surviving spouse (Women, Business and the
Law, 2018).
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Do sons and daughters have
equal inheritance rights over
immoveable property from
their parents? (children
inheritance)
Type of marital property
regime (property regime)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

This question examines whether there are gender-based differences in the rules of intestate
succession (that is, in the absence of a written will) for immoveable property from parents to
children. Where there are gender based differences for immoveable property, the answer is “no”
(Women, Business and the Law, 2018).

0= Other or Separation of
property.
0.33= Deferred full or
partial community of
property.
0.67= Partial community
of property.
1= Full community of
property.
. = Missing.

Do unmarried men and
unmarried women have equal
ownership rights over
immoveable property?
(unmarried)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Have married women equal
property rights regarding
immoveables? (married)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Other or Separation of property= All assets and income acquired by the spouses both before they
marry and during the marriage remain the separate property of the acquiring spouse. At the time of
divorce or the death of one of the spouses, each spouse retains ownership of all assets and income
brought to the marriage or acquired during marriage by that person and any value that has accrued
to that property. Deferred full or partial community of property= The rules of full or partial
community of property apply at the time the marriage is dissolved; until then, separation of
property applies. Partial community of property= Assets acquired before marriage are regarded as
the separate property of the acquiring spouse, and assets and income acquired after marriage, with
a few exceptions specified by law, are regarded as joint property of the couple. This regime also
applies to cases where assets acquired before marriage and assets acquired during marriage are
regarded as the separate property of the acquiring spouse but the accrued value of the property
acquired by any of the spouses is considered joint property. At the time of dissolution of the
marriage by divorce or death, the joint property or its accrued value is divided equally between the
spouses. Full community of property= All assets and income whether brought into the marriage
and acquired during the marriage, with a few exceptions specified by law, become the joint
property of the couple. If the marriage is dissolved, all joint property is divided equally between
the spouses (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
This question is designed to determine whether there are gender-based differences over
immoveable property rights for unmarried men and unmarried women. Ownership rights as used
here include the ability to manage, control, administer, access, encumber, receive, dispose of and
transfer immovable property. The answer “No” applies when there are any differences in the
treatment of immoveable property based on gender for unmarried individuals (Women, Business
and the Law, 2018).
This question is designed to determine whether there are gender-based differences over
immoveable property rights for married men and married women. Ownership rights as used here
include the ability to manage, control, administer, access, encumber, receive, dispose of and
transfer immovable property. The answer to this question is based on whether husbands and
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Is there joint titling default for
married couples? (joint titling)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Can an adult married woman
legally be designated as “head
of household” or “head of
family” in the same way as an
adult married man? (head of
family)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

wives married under the default property regime have equal ownership rights over immoveable
property. The answer “no” applies when there are any differences in the treatment of
immoveable property based on gender, and broken down by marital status for married
individuals; e.g., if husbands are granted administrative control over immoveable marital
property and can dispose of it without requiring the wife’s consent the answer is “no”. If
Husband is Head of Household and has the rights to administer immoveable marital property, but
in Marital Property regime is Separation of Property then there is no Inequality (ie married men
and married women have equal ownership rights over immoveable property). If Husband is Head
of Household and has the rights to administer immoveable marital property, but Marital Property
Regime is Partial or Full Community property, then there is an inequality, (ie married men and
married women do not have equal ownership rights over immoveable property) This is the case
even if the wife has the ability to stop the husband from conducting specified major transactions.
(This is so, because he has the ability to initiate transactions, and she has the ability to stop
transactions, but not to affirmatively initiate them) (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
If joint titling exists for married couples, is it the default for marital property? It is assumed that
the marriage took place under the default marital property regime; if there is no default marital
property regime, the most commonly used formal marital property regime is used. The answer is
“yes” if joint titling is mandatory or it is presumed for marital property under the default marital
property regime; e.g., marital assets belong to both spouses as the default provision under the
marital property regime, unless the spouses opt out; (Therefore the answer is yes if the marital
property regime is partial community or full community). The answer is “no” if joint titling exists,
but is not the presumed or default position; (Therefore the answer is no if the marital property
regime is separation of property or deferred full or partial community of property). The answer is
missing where joint marital property does not exist and separation of property is the default
marital property regime (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
The answer is “yes” if there are no explicit restriction on married women becoming “head of
household” or “head of family”, and the Constitution recognized gender equality or
nondiscrimination; the answer is also “yes” if there is no indication that the “head of household”
or “head of family” is a legal designation in the economy, where the constitution recognized
gender equality or nondiscrimination, or where family law recognizes equality among spouses
within marriage. The answer is “no” if there is an explicit restriction on married women becoming
“head of household” or “head of family”; e.g. a provision stating that only husbands can be “head
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of household” or “head of family”, or that the husband “leads the family” (Women, Business and
the Law, 2018).
Policies regarding
Employment of women
(employ policies)

Does an adult married woman
legally need permission from
her husband in order to get or
keep a job or pursue a trade or
profession; or can a husband
legally stop his wife from
working?
(paid job)

Are there any legal provisions
that prevent an adult married
woman from signing any type
of contract in the same way
that an adult married man
would? (sign contract)

Ranging from 0 to 6.
0= No policy regarding
the Employment of
women is womenfriendly.
6= All policies regarding
the Employment of
women are womenfriendly.
. = Missing.
0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Paid job + Sign contract + Leave length + Leave wage + Breastfeed at work + Facilitate
breastfeed.

The answer is “yes” if husbands can prevent their wives from getting or keeping a job or from
pursuing a trade or profession; the answer is also “yes” if permission or additional documentation
is required for married women to get a job, or if a married man can go to court to get his wife’s
employer to fire her from her job or profession. The answer is “no” if “no permission is needed
for a married woman to get a job or practice a trade or profession; the answer is also “no” if there
is a nondiscrimination or equality provision in the constitution or gender equality act, and no
restriction in the family or civil law regarding a married women’s ability to work; the answer is
also “no” if married women and married men have the same rights in marriage and there is no
restriction in the family or civil law regarding a married women’s ability to work. If there is a
general provision that the wife needs her husband’s permission to pursue any juridical acts (e.g.
Democratic Republic of Congo) than the answer is YES (i.e. she cannot pursue a trade or
profession in the same way as a man because she lacks capacity to sign an employment contract
or register a business) (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
The answer is “yes” if married women have limited legal capacity to enter into contracts or if they
need the signature, consent or permission of their husbands in order to legally bind themselves;
this question does not concern restrictions on married women signing contracts specifically
related to marital property governed under the default marital property regime; these are cover
under the Using Property indicator. The answer is also “yes” if married women who have separate
assets can open bank accounts independently, but married women who do not have separate assets
or separate professions need their husbands’ permissions (or the bank is obliged to inform their
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Length of the paid maternity
leave for mothers of infants
(leave length)

Maximum wage replacement
rate of the paid maternity
leave for mothers of infants
(leave wage)

Type of right for women
guaranteed to breaks for
breastfeeding at work upon
their return to work after
childbirth (breastfeed at work)

Type of working condition
guaranteed to mothers that
support and facilitate paid
breastfeed breaks at work for
at least 6 months (facilitate

husbands). See e.g. previous versions of the French Civil Code. The answer is “no” if full legal
capacity is obtained upon the age of majority and there are no restrictions on married women
signing legally binding contracts. If is a general provision that the wife needs her husband’s
permission to pursue any juridical acts (e.g. Democratic Republic of Congo) than the answer is
yes (because she lacks the capacity to sign a contract) (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
0= No paid leave.
Paid leave for mothers includes both paid maternity leave, which is leave reserved for mothers of
0.25= Less than 14 weeks. infants, and paid parental leave, which is leave available to either parent. Leave is reported
0.5= 14 - 25.9 weeks.
available in weeks without distinguishing between prenatal and postnatal portions of leave. Leave
0.75= 26 - 51.9 weeks.
is reported available under normal conditions, excluding extended leave periods under
1= 52 weeks or more.
extraordinary circumstances such as childbirth complications (ILO, 2018).
. = Missing.
0= No paid leave.
Paid leave for mothers includes both paid maternity leave, which is leave reserved for mothers of
0.25= Flat rate or adjusted infants, and paid parental leave, which is leave available to either parent. In cases where wage
flat rate.
replacement rates vary during leave, the maximum rate shows the highest level of wage
0.5= 25% - 65%.
replacement available over the course of the leave. A flat rate means all mothers receive the same
0.75= 66% - 84%.
amount while taking paid leave, regardless of previous salary. One country, China, uses an
1= 85% - 100%.
adjusted flat rate. The flat rate is set at the level of the average wage of the company (ILO, 2018).
. = Missing.
0: No guarantee.
Breastfeeding breaks are commonly guaranteed for a set length of time determined either by a
0.33: Until infant is 1 –
number of months after returning to work or by a child’s age. For comparability, we show the
5.9 months old (paid or
length as the child’s age. If legislation specifies a length of time permitted to breastfeed after the
unpaid).
mother returns to work and the mother is also entitled to paid maternal leave, the age shown is the
0.67: Unpaid until infant
sum of post-birth paid maternal leave and the breastfeeding break entitlement. For example, if a
is at least 6 months old.
mother is entitled to 3 months of post-birth paid maternity leave and 4 months of breastfeeding
1: Paid until infant is at
breaks once she returns to work (7 months total), we show that she is entitled to breastfeeding
least 6 months old.
breaks until the child is 6-11.9 months old (ILO, 2018).
. = Missing.
0: No guarantee.
Paid leave for mothers includes both paid maternity leave, which is leave reserved for mothers of
0.5: Only one option
infants, and paid parental leave, which is leave for either parent of an infant, that can be taken by
(Maternal leave or
the women. “No, guarantee” means that women are not entitled to at least six months of paid
breastfeeding breaks).
maternal leave or paid breastfeeding breaks at work. Women may be entitled to shorter periods of
1: Leave and breaks.
paid maternal leave or paid breastfeeding breaks, but these are too short to support the WHO
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breastfeed)

Policies regarding the
empowerment of women
(empower policies)

Does the Constitution
guarantee all citizens equality
before the law? (equality)

Is there a non-discrimination
clause covering gender or sex
in the Constitution?
(discrimination)
Is customary law a valid
source of law under the
Constitution? (customary law)

Ranging from 0 to 7.
0= No policy regarding
the Empowerment of
women is womenfriendly.
7= All policies regarding
the Empowerment of
women are womenfriendly.
. = Missing.
0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.
0= Yes.
1= No.
. = Missing.

recommendation of at least 6 months of exclusive breastfeeding. “Only one option (Maternal leave
or breastfeeding breaks)” means that women are only guaranteed either paid maternal leave or
paid breastfeeding breaks at work for at least six months. “Leave and breaks” means that women
are guaranteed paid maternal leave for at least 6 months and paid breastfeeding breaks for at least
6 months. This allows women who choose to return to work before the duration of their maternal
leave entitlement expires to continue breastfeeding their infant (ILO, 2018).
Equality + Discrimination + Customary law + Religious law + Quota type + Legal proceeding +
Bank account.

The answer is “Yes” if there is an equal protection provision, or a general equality provision in the
constitution, and where the provision is generally applicable to “all citizens” and does not specify
women as a protected category. The answer is “No” if there is no equal protection provision or
general equality provision in the constitution. An exclusion based on customary law does not
trigger a “No” answer for this question (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
The answer is “yes” if the constitution explicitly includes gender or sex as protected categories for
nondiscrimination. The answer is “no” if there is no nondiscrimination provision, or if there is a
nondiscrimination provision that does not include gender or sex as protected categories (Women,
Business and the Law, 2018).
The answer is “yes” if the constitution explicitly recognizes customary law; the answer is also
“yes” if the constitution makes reference to methods by which customary law will be brought in
line with constitutional principles, or by which customary law is to be determined, or to
requirements that customary chiefs be consulted prior to enactment of legislation. Also “yes” if the
constitution derives its authority from customary – law. The answer is “no” in the absence of
explicit constitutional recognition of customary source or system of law. This question does not
include customary contractual terms or other forms of implied usage (Women, Business and the
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Is religious law a valid source
of law under the Constitution?
(religious law)

0= Yes.
1= No.
. = Missing.

Gender quota type (quota
type)

0= No gender quota.
0.33= Seats.
0.67= Candidate.
1= Both.
. = Missing.
0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

Do adult married women need
permission from their
husbands in order to initiate
legal proceedings in court in
civil cases? (legal proceeding)
Can an adult married woman
legally open a bank account in
the same way that an adult
married man can? (bank
account)

0= No.
1= Yes.
. = Missing.

INDEPENDENT SOCIOECONOMIC VARIABLES
Economic development per
Values are equal to or
capita (gdp)
greater than 0.
. = Missing.
Distribution of resources
Ranging from 0 to 1.
(gini)
0= Total equality.
1= Total inequality.
. = Missing.
Economic participation rate of Ranging from 0 to 100.
women as a percentage of
0= No women participates

Law, 2018).
The answer is “yes” if the Constitution explicitly recognizes religious law. The answer is also
“yes” if the Constitution recognizes religious systems of law or religious sources of law. Also
“yes” if the Constitution derives its authority from religious law. The answer is “no” in the
absence of explicit constitutional recognition of religious source or system of law (Women,
Business and the Law, 2018).
‘Seats’ denotes a national quota that reserves a certain percentage of seats in the legislature for
women. ‘Candidate’ denotes a national gender quota that requires all parties to field a certain
percentage of female candidates or nominees. ‘Both’ denotes hybrid quotas that use a mix of both
types. Coded only for country-years where a quota was present (Hughes, Paxton, Clayton, &
Zetterberg, 2017)PM.
“Yes” if married women are restricted from entering into legal proceedings. “No” if no restriction
exists. If there is a general provision that the wife needs her husband’s permission to pursue any
juridical acts (e.g. Democratic Republic of Congo) than the answer is yes (because she lacks the
capacity to sign a contract) (Women, Business and the Law, 2018).
“Yes” if there are no restrictions on married women opening bank accounts. “No” if there are
specific provisions limiting the ability of married women to open bank accounts. If there is a
general provision that the wife needs her husband’s permission to pursue any juridical acts (e.g.
Democratic Republic of Congo) than the answer is NO (i.e. she cannot open a bank account in the
same way as a man because she lacks the capacity to do so) (Women, Business and the Law,
2018).
GDP/capita (current US$) (World Bank, 2018b).

The Gini is 0 if everyone had the same income. The Gini is 1 if a single person has all the income.
Income after taxes and transfers, adjusted for difference in household size. The data is a
combination of multiple datasets constructed by Frederick Solt (2017).
Labor force participation rate is the proportion of the population ages 15 and older that is
economically active: all people who supply labor for the production of goods and services during a
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total women population aged
15+ (participation)

Protection of Political Rights
(pol rights)

Average years of total
schooling (education)

in the economy.
100= All women
participate in the
economy.
. = Missing.
Ranging from 1 to 7.
7= All PR protected.
6= Most PR protected.
5= More PR protected
than restricted.
4= PR protected and
restricted.
3= More PR restricted
than protected.
2= Most PR restricted.
1= No PR protected.
. = Missing.

Values are equal to or
greater than 0.
. = Missing.
INDEPENDENT CULTURAL VARIABLES
Gender Inequality Index
0= Total gender equality.
(gender inequality)
1= Total gender
inequality.
. = Missing.

specified period (ILO, 2018).

Political rights (PR) are based on the following measures: electoral process, political pluralism and
participation, and functioning of government. Countries and territories with a rating of 1 enjoy a
wide range of political rights, including free and fair elections. Candidates who are elected
actually rule, political parties are competitive, the opposition plays an important role and enjoys
real power, and the interests of minority groups are well represented in politics and government.
Countries and territories with a rating of 2 have slightly weaker political rights than those with a
rating of 1 because of such factors as political corruption, limits on the functioning of political
parties and opposition groups, and flawed electoral processes. Countries and territories with a
rating of 3, 4, or 5 either moderately protect almost all political rights or strongly protect some
political rights while neglecting others. The same factors that undermine freedom in countries with
a rating of 2 may also weaken political rights in those with a rating of 3, 4, or 5, but to a greater
extent at each successive rating. Countries and territories with a rating of 6 have very restricted
political rights. They are ruled by authoritarian regimes, often with leaders or parties that
originally took power by force and have been in office for decades. They may hold tightly
controlled elections and grant a few political rights, such as some representation or autonomy for
minority groups. Countries and territories with a rating of 7 have few or no political rights because
of severe government oppression, sometimes in combination with civil war. While some are
draconian police states, others may lack an authoritative and functioning central government and
suffer from extreme violence or rule by regional warlords (Norris, 2009).
Average years of total schooling. 1989=1985. Missing countries (8): Angola, Belarus, Burkina
Faso, Ethiopia, Georgia, Madagascar, Nigeria, and Uzbekistan (Barro & Lee, 2013).

The Gender Inequality Index generally ranges from 0-1, with higher numbers signifying more
inequality (IMF, 2016).
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Maternal mortality ratio
(mortality)

Values are equal to or
greater than 0.
. = Missing.
Values are greater than 0.
. = Missing.

Maternal mortality ratio. Modeled estimate, per 100000 live births (World Bank, 2018c).

Dominance of religion
(dominance)

Ranges from 0 to 51.
0= No religious
legislation.
51= All legislation is
religious.
. = Missing.

Religious restrictions by the
government in daily life
(restrictions)

0= No restrictions.
1= Unequal benefits.
2= Practical limitations.
3= Legal limitations.
4= Some religions illegal.
5= All religions illegal.
. = Missing.

This category refers to laws or government policies, which legislate or otherwise support aspects
of religion. This includes diverse laws and policies including the direct legislation of religious
precepts, funding religion, religious monopolies on aspects of policy or law, and giving clergy and
religious institution official powers or influence. Round 1 of RAS included 33 types of laws.
Round 2 includes 51. Many of the additional variables are laws or policies, which have been
identified as important. In some cases, including restrictions on women, blasphemy laws, religious
education, funding issues, and religious courts, the new variables provide more detail on topics
that were coded in round one. The variables are combined to create a measure of religious
legislation (The Religion and State Project, 2018).
Religious restrictions by the government in daily life. “No restrictions” means that no (other)
religions are illegal and there are no significant restrictions on minority religions. “Unequal
benefits” means that no religions are illegal and no limitations are placed on them. However, some
religions have benefits not given to others due to some form of official recognition or status not
given to all religions. “Practical limitations” means that no religions are illegal. However, some or
all (other) religions have practical limitations placed upon them. “Legal limitations” means no
religions are illegal. However, some or all (other than the state) religions have legal limitations
placed upon them. “Some religions illegal” means that some (other) religions or atheism are
illegal. “All religions illegal” means that all (other) religions are illegal (The Religion and State
Project, 2018).

Fertility rate (fertility)

Fertility rate. Total births per woman (World Bank, 2018a).

INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONALIST VARIABLES
Representation of women
(representation)

Ranging from 0 to 100%.
0= No seats are taken by
women.
100= All seats are taken
by women.
. = Missing.

Percentage of seats for women in (the lower house of) parliament (Inter-Parliamentary Union,
2016).
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Critical mass (critical mass)

Strength of social democratic
left-wing party (social dem
party)

0= No critical mass.
1= Critical mass.
. = Missing.
Ranging from 0 to 100%.
0= No seats are taken by
Social democratic leftwing party.
100= All seats are taken
by Social democratic leftwing party.
. = Missing.

Percentage of seats for women is equal to or greater than 30%. (Inter-Parliamentary Union, 2016:
own calculations).
Number of seats of the largest social democratic left-wing party in parliament for the measured
election (BroadLeft, 2006). Coalitions are not taken into account, only political parties. The share
of seats does not change every year due to countries not having elections every year. Therefore,
the share of seats assigned during the most recent election to the largest social democratic leftwing political party is used for every year until a more recent election is held. Notes: 1) A social
democratic left-wing party should be based on equalitarian values. For instance, the U.S.
Democratic Party is not coded as a social democratic left-wing party. 2) Coalitions are not taken
into account; the social democratic left-wing party is counted as such, like for example in Italy and
Chile. 3) When there is no social democratic left-wing party, the party that is ideologically very
close to a social democratic left-wing party is taken into account, For instance, the Parti Socialiste
in Belgium or the Awami League in Bangladesh. 4) Communist, anarchist and other radical leftwing parties were not coded as social democratic left-wing parties as they try to overthrow the
political system as a whole, making equalitarian policies a lesser priority. Therefore, their
objective does not follow the line of equalitarian values in which WFPs can be implemented.
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Appendix 2: List of Countries Included

1. Algeria

26. Ethiopia

51. Malawi

76. Singapore

2. Angola

27. Fiji

52. Malaysia

77. South Africa

3. Argentina

28. France

53. Mali

78. Spain

4. Australia

29. Gabon

54. Mauritania

79. Sri Lanka

5. Austria

30. Georgia

55. Mexico

80. Sudan

6. Bangladesh

31. Germany

56. Mongolia

81. Swaziland

7. Belarus

32. Ghana

57. Morocco

82. Sweden

8. Belgium

33. Guatemala

58. Mozambique

83. Switzerland

9. Benin

34. Honduras

59. Namibia

84. Syria

10. Bolivia

35. Hungary

60. Nepal

85. Tajikistan

11. Botswana

36. India

61. Netherlands

86. Tanzania

12. Brazil

37. Indonesia

62. Nicaragua

87. Thailand

13. Bulgaria

38. Iran

63. Niger

88. Togo

14. Burkina Faso

39. Italy

64. Nigeria

89. Tunisia

15. Cambodia

40. Jamaica

65. Norway

90. Turkey

16. Cameroon

41. Japan

66. Pakistan

91. Uganda

17. Central African Republic

42. Jordan

67. Papua New Guinea

92. Ukraine

18. Chile

43. Kazakhstan

68. Paraguay

93. United Kingdom

19. China

44. Kenya

69. Peru

94. United States

20. Colombia

45. Korea, Republic of

70. Philippines

95. Uzbekistan

21. Democratic Republic of Congo

46. Kyrgyzstan

71. Portugal

96. Venezuela

22. Costa Rica

47. Laos

72. Russia

97. Vietnam

23. Cote D’Ivoire

48. Lesotho

73. Rwanda

98. Yemen

24. Dominican Republic

49. Liberia

74. Senegal

99. Zambia

25. Egypt

50. Madagascar

75. Sierra Leone

100. Zimbabwe

Appendix 3: Geographical Position of Included Countries

Appendix 4: Boxplots of WFPs by Country

Women-Friendly Policies, natural logarithm (ln)
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Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies
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Bolivia

Botswana
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Appendix 5: Change in WFPs over Time by Country

Year
Graphs by Country
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies
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Appendix 6: List of Social Democratic Left-Wing Parties by Country
Country

Social Democratic Left-Wing

Country (continued)

Party

Social Democratic Left-Wing
Party (continued)

Algeria

National Liberation Front

Malawi

Alliance for Democracy

Angola

People’s Movement for the

Malaysia

Democratic Action Plan

Liberation of Angola
Argentina

Justicialist Party

Mali

Alliance for Democracy in Mali

Australia

Labour Party

Mauritania

Action for Change/People's
Progressive Alliance

Austria

Social Democratic Party of

Mexico

Austria
Bangladesh

Bangladesh Awami League

Party for the Democratic
Revolution

Mongolia

Mongolian People’s
Revolutionary Party

Belarus

Republican Party of Labour and

Morocco

Justice
Belgium

Socialist Party

Socialist Union of Popular
Forces

Mozambique

Mozambique Liberation Front
(FRELIMO)

Benin

Social Democratic Party

Namibia

SWAPO Party

Bolivia

Movement Toward Socialism

Nepal

Nepali Congress Party

Botswana

Botswana National Front

Netherlands

Labour Party

Brazil

Workers’ Party

Nicaragua

Sandinista National Liberation
Front

Bulgaria

Bulgarian Socialist Party

Niger

Democratic and Social
Convention

Burkina Faso

Congress for Democracy and

Nigeria

Social Democratic Party

Progress
Cambodia

Cambodian People’s Party

Norway

Labour Party

Cameroon

Social Democratic Front

Pakistan

Awami National Party

Central African

National Convergence “Kwa Na

Papua New Guinea

People’s Labour Party

Republic

Kwa”

Chile

Concertation of Parties for

Paraguay

Revolutionary Febrerista Party

Peru

American Popular Revolutionary

Democracy
China

No SDLW Party

Alliance
Colombia

Colombian Liberal Party

Philippines

No SDLW Party

Congo, Democratic

Movement for the Liberation of

Portugal

Socialist Party

Republic of

the Congo

Costa Rica

National Liberation Party

Russia

Yabloko

Cote D’Ivoire

Ivorian Popular Front

Rwanda

Social Democratic Party

Dominican

Dominican Liberation Party

Senegal

Sopi

Egypt

Egyptian Front

Sierra Leone

All People’s Congress

Ethiopia

Ethiopian People's

Singapore

Worker’s Party

Republic

Revolutionary Democratic Front
Fiji

Fiji Labour Party

South Africa

African National Congress

France

Socialist Party

Spain

Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party

Gabon

National Woodcutter’s Rally/

Sri Lanka

United People’s Freedom

Rally for Gabon
Georgia

Georgia Labour Party/ Georgian

Alliance
Sudan

No SDLW Party

Swaziland

No SDLW Party

Dream/
Germany

Social Democratic Party of
Germany

Ghana

National Democratic Congres

Sweden

Swedish Social Democratic Party

Guatemala

National Advancement Party

Switzerland

Social Democratic Party of
Switzerland

Honduras

Innovation and Unity Party

Syria

National Progressive Front

Hungary

Hungarian Socialist Party

Tajikistan

People’s Democratic Party of
Tajikistan

India

Indian national Congress

Tanzania

Party of the Revolution

Indonesia

No SDLW Party

Thailand

No SDLW Party

Iran

No SDLW Party

Togo

No SDLW Party

Italy

Italian Democratic Socialist

Tunisia

Democratic Constitutional Rally

Party
Jamaica

People’s National Party

Turkey

Republican People’s Party

Japan

Social Democratic Party

Uganda

Uganda People’s Congress

Jordan

Jordan Democratic People’s

Ukraine

Socialist Party of Ukraine

Party
Kazakhstan

No SDLW Party

United Kingdom

Labour Party

Kenya

National Rainbow Coalition

United States

No SDLW Party

Korea, Republic of

Uri Party

Uzbekistan

Justice Social Democratic Party
(Adolat)

Kyrgyzstan

Social Democratic Party

Venezuela

Movement 5th Republic

Laos

No SDLW Party

Vietnam

No SDLW Party

Lesotho

Lesotho Workers Party

Yemen

Yemeni Socialist Party

Liberia

Liberian People’s Party

Zambia

Movement for Multi-Party
Democracy

Madagascar

Renewal of the Social
Democratic Party

Zimbabwe

Movement for Democratic
Change
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Appendix 7: Missing Values
Variable
|pre-miss
Total
%
method post-miss
%
------------------------------------------------------------------------country |
0
2,200
0.00
0 0.00
year |
0
2,200
0.00
0 0.00
region |
0
2,200
0.00
0 0.00
complete wfp |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
basic wfp |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
advanced wfp |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
health policies |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
trafficking |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
domestic violence |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
family planning |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
abortion |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
status role policies |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
spouse inheritance |
132
2,200
6.00
nearest
18 0.82
children inheritance |
131
2,200
6.00
nearest
18 0.82
property regime |
180
2,200
8.18
nearest
18 0.82
unmarried |
105
2,200
4.77
nearest
18 0.82
married |
133
2,200
6.05
nearest
18 0.82
joint titling |
68
2,200
1.00
nearest
18 0.82
head of family |
60
2,200
3.09
nearest
18 0.82
employ policies |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
paid job |
58
2,200
2.63
nearest
18 0.82
sign contract |
58
2,200
2.63
nearest
18 0.82
leave length |
622
2,200 28.27
nearest
18 0.82
leave wage |
631
2,200 28.68
nearest
18 0.82
breastfeed at work |
624
2,200 28.36
nearest
18 0.82
facilitate breastfeed |
643
2,200 29.23
nearest
18 0.82
empower policies |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
equality |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
discrimination |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
customary law |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
religious law |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
quota type |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
legal proceeding |
56
2,200
2.54
nearest
18 0.82
bank account |
58
2,200
2.64
nearest
18 0.82
gdp |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
gini |
210
2,200
9.55
210 9.55
participation |
100
2,200
4.55
100 4.55
pol rights |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
education |
1644
2,200 74.73 interpolat
176 8.00
gender inequality |
390
2,200 17.73 interpolat
385 17.50
mortality |
100
2,200
4.55
100 4.55
fertility |
18
2,200
0.82
18 0.82
dominance |
207
2,200
9.41
nearest
18 0.82
restrictions |
207
2,200
9.41
nearest
18 0.82
representation |
38
2,200
1.73
nearest
37 1.68
critical mass |
38
2,200
3.59
nearest
37 1.68
social dem party |
63
2,200
2.86
nearest
63 2.86
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies
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Appendix 8: Linearity Checks (Residuals-Versus-Predictor Plots)
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Appendix 9: Testing for Serial Correlation (Wooldridge Test)

Wooldridge Test

Interpolated data

Five-years mean data

Model 1 (Complete WFP)

F(1,90)= 613.354

F(1,88)= 335.403

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

F(1,90)= 3883.950

F(1,88)= 145.557

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

F(1,90)= 944.984

F(1,88)= 257.153

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 4 (Employment

F(1,90)= 148.886

F(1,88)= 156.702

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 2 (Basic WFP)
Model 3 (Advanced WFP)

Model 5 (Status and Role F(1,90)= 317882.672

F(1,88)= 357.038

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 6 (Complete WFP)

F(1,91) = 1050.843

F(1,91)= 116.577

Prob > F = 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

F(1,91)= 16031.323

F(1,91)= 56.028

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

F(1,91)= 3098.744

F(1,91)= 162.608

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

F(1,91)= 257.214

F(1,91)= 190.453

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 7 (Basic WFP)
Model 8 (Advanced WFP)
Model 9 (Health WFP)

Model 10 (Status and Role F(1,91)= 98872.547

F(1,91)= 415.664

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 11 (Complete

F(1,99)= 1286.312

F(1,99)= 208.766

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 12 (Basic WFP)

F(1,99)= 15023.215

F(1,99)= 46.542

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 13 (Advanced

F(1,99)= 1693.045

F(1,99)= 206.653

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 14 (Employment

F(1,90)= 3393.818

F(1,99)= 105.953

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Model 15 (Status and Role

F(1,99)= 285538.250

F(1,99)= 351.026

WFP)

Prob>F= 0.0000

Prob>F= 0.0000

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies

Appendix 10: Testing for Heteroscedasticity (Breusch Pagan)

Breusch-Pagan/Cook-

Interpolated data

Five-years mean data

chi2(1) = 269.99

chi2(1) = 55.66

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

chi2(1) = 1075.10

chi2(1) = 215.33

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

chi2(1) = 13.22

chi2(1) = 2.32

Prob > chi2 = 0.0003

Prob > chi2 = 0.1274

Model 4 (Employment

chi2(1) = 69.35

chi2(1) = 13.29

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0003

Model 5 (Status and Role

chi2(1) = 17.68

chi2(1) = 5.35

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0208

Model 6 (Complete WFP)

chi2(1) = 67.05

chi2(1) = 15.55

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0001

chi2(1) = 355.86

chi2(1) = 84.25

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

chi2(1) = 28.70

chi2(1) = 5.29

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0214

chi2(1) = 38.10

chi2(1) = 8.96

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0028

Model 10 (Status and Role

chi2(1) = 17.53

chi2(1) = 4.06

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0438

Model 11 (Complete

chi2(1) = 241.36

chi2(1) = 70.81

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Model 12 (Basic WFP)

chi2(1) = 588.87

chi2(1) = 188.70

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Model 13 (Advanced

chi2(1) = 75.10

chi2(1) = 19.89

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Model 14 (Employment

chi2(1) = 394.22

chi2(1) = 115.24

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Model 15 (Status and Role

chi2(1) = 61.94

chi2(1) = 15.86

WFP)

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Prob > chi2 = 0.0001

Weisberg test for
Heterskedasticity
Model 1 (Complete WFP)
Model 2 (Basic WFP)
Model 3 (Advanced WFP)

Model 7 (Basic WFP)
Model 8 (Advanced WFP)
Model 9 (Health WFP)

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies
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Appendix 11: P-P plot (Interpolated Data)
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Appendix 12: P-P plot (Five-Years Mean)
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Appendix 13: Testing for Multicollinearity (VIF Score)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Independent
|
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7
m8
m9
m10
m11
m12
m13
m14
m15
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp | 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13
gini | 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22
participation | 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
pol rights | 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61
education | 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03
gender inequality |
7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55
mortality |
8.55 8.55 8.55 8.55 8.55
fertility |
5.77 5.77 5.77 5.77 5.77
dominance |
1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49
restrictions |
1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29
representation |
1.06 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11
critical mass |
2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03
social dem party |
1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mean VIF
| 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 1.06 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies

Appendix 14: Hausman Test
-------------------Coefficients--------------------------------------------Interpolated
|
fe
re
Difference
St. Err.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp |
.0597287
.0461277
.013601
.0021215
gini |
.0008658
.0009088
-.000043
.0007238
participation |
-.0010576
.0002357
-.0012933
.0004671
pol rights |
.012868
.0118482
.0010198
.0006219
education |
-.0531026
-.032935
-.0201676
.0086068
gender inequality |
-.5005419
-.4518348
-.0487071
.0174071
mortality |
.0546289
.055399
-.0007701
.0073103
fertility |
-.1923331
-.1900132
-.0023199
.0067484
dominance |
-.0086157
-.007879
-.0007367
.002155
restrictions |
.0070651
.0088609
-.0017958
.003818
representation |
.001489
.0018268
-.0003378
.0001418
critical mass |
.1005246
.0905483
.0099764
.0018217
social dem party |
.0014864
.0014873
-8.15e-07
.0000314
---------------------------------------------------------------------------chi2(13) = 126.45 Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Coefficients--------------------------------------------Five-years mean
|
fe
re
Difference
St. Err.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp |
.063339
.0181049
.0452341
.0080208
gini |
-.0002527
-.0000959
-.0001568
.00186
participation |
-.0021875
.000829
-.0030165
.0011884
pol rights |
.021195
.0154248
.0057702
.0029767
education |
-.0655649
-.0126549
-.05291
.0200101
gender inequality |
-.6545447
-.4198501
-.2346946
.078206
mortality |
.0723388
.0392173
.0331216
.0180457
fertility |
-.1454062
-.1690405
.0236343
.0191778
dominance |
-.0111026
-.0070238
-.0040788
.0054296
restrictions |
.0103708
.0127349
-.0023641
.0119794
representation |
.0024429
.0037761
-.0013332
.0006128
critical mass |
.0840435
.0459651
.0380783
.0062491
social dem party |
.0018163
.0016907
.0001256
.0001537
---------------------------------------------------------------------------chi2(13) = 60.46 Prob>chi2 =
0.0000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies

Appendix 15: Complete, Policy Area, and Level WFP Correlation Matrix
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Socioeconomic
| complete wfp basic wfp advanced wfp health policies status role policies employ policies empower policies
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp |
0.3837
0.2665
0.3463
0.4774
0.3369
0.1885
0.1763
gini |
-0.2326
-0.1230
-0.2880
-0.1599
-0.0224
-0.3112
-0.2545
participation |
0.2646
0.2049
0.1849
-0.0098
0.3902
0.0685
0.1412
pol rights |
0.4070
0.3661
0.2671
0.3455
0.3740
0.2001
0.2398
education |
0.5041
0.4120
0.3430
0.4880
0.5200
0.2424
0.2362
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cultural
| complete wfp basic wfp advanced wfp health policies status role policies employ policies empower policies
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gender inequality |
-0.5685
-0.4155
-0.4759
-0.5415
-0.4961
-0.3530
-0.3225
mortality |
-0.4950
-0.3671
-0.4198
-0.5141
-0.4029
-0.3304
-0.2795
fertility |
-0.5463
-0.3910
-0.4803
-0.4961
-0.4542
-0.3972
-0.3499
dominanance |
-0.3316
-0.2009
-0.3179
-0.0902
-0.4717
-0.0834
-0.2182
restrictions |
-0.1774
-0.1368
-0.1626
-0.1478
-0.2450
0.0072
-0.1099
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Institutional
| complete wfp basic wfp advanced wfp health policies status role policies employ policies empower policies
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------representation |
0.3884
0.2717
0.3616
0.3216
0.3486
0.2119
0.2550
critical mass |
0.2298
0.1433
0.2333
0.2157
0.1865
0.1847
0.1403
social dem party |
0.1835
0.1649
0.1304
0.1258
0.0732
0.1582
0.2038
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies

Appendix 16: Distribution of Variables
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Appendix 17: Summary Statistics of Dependent Variable (Five-Years Mean)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dependent variable and components
-----------------------------------------------------------------------complete wfp |
590
2.729761
.2834169
1.31453
3.1394
basic wfp |
590
2.271837
.3631242
0
2.564949
advanced wfp |
590
1.657745
.4311524 .3314597
2.33602
health policies |
590
.5571539
.578915 -1.944911
1.386294
status role policies |
590
4.785902
1.826191
0
7
employ policies |
590
1.401903
.3112175 -.2876821
1.791759
empower policies |
590
1.548514
.2599523
0
1.89762
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Independent variables
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Socioeconomic
|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-----------------------------------------------------------------------gdp |
590
7.511578
1.602342
4.576337
11.38248
gini |
529
39.91688
8.452323
22.2
60.7
participation |
500
51.76789
17.64103
10.01392
87.64581
pol rights |
590
4.192458
2.045453
1
7
education |
545
1.510109
.8030616 -1.987268
2.598235
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Cultural
|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-----------------------------------------------------------------------gender inequality |
443
.4708761
.1957282
.0416792
.8221578
mortality |
500
4.739867
1.638646
1.386294
7.953479
fertility |
590
1.167651
.5318667
.1321067
2.107895
dominance |
590
8.178559
6.426039
0
33
restrictions |
590
1.900678
1.379587
0
4
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Institutional
|
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-----------------------------------------------------------------------representation |
582
13.06135
9.799732
0
56.3
critical mass |
582
.0814433
.2634982
0
1
social dem party |
579
26.82231
26.77994
0
100
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies
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Appendix 18: Null Models for WFP and Components (Five-Years Mean)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------complete wfp
basic wfp
advanced wfp health policies status role policies employ policies empower policies
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_cons
2.755***
2.299***
1.669***
0.597***
4.922***
1.412***
1.563***
(62.09)
(51.52)
(21.40)
(8.76)
(15.57)
(29.33)
(51.17)
sd(Region)
0.161***
0.133***
0.297***
0.206***
1.193
0.172***
0.0820***
(-8.24)
(-6.71)
(-5.84)
(-4.74)
(0.85)
(-7.41)
(-6.56)
sd(Country)
0.198***
0.282***
0.298***
0.336***
1.279**
0.228***
0.215***
(-20.17)
(-15.83)
(-15.13)
(-12.35)
(3.08)
(-18.08)
(-19.37)
sd(Year)
0.0662***
0.0768***
0.0782***
0.287***
0.178***
0.0461***
0.0527***
(-28.07)
(-22.85)
(-24.07)
(-13.87)
(-11.46)
(-21.51)
(-25.20)
sd(Residual)
0.0895***
0.152***
0.113***
0.298***
0.488***
0.120***
0.103***
(-69.50)
(-55.31)
(-62.20)
(-34.59)
(-21.17)
(-62.45)
(-66.30)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
590
590
590
590
590
590
590
Log lik.
344.8
78.31
191.7
-316.4
-638.0
222.3
298.9
DF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Deviance
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
IRC
0.3128
0.2066
0.3778
0.1828
0.3802
0.3038
0.1811
ICC
0.6975
0.6446
0.7568
0.4809
0.7878
0.7066
0.6561
IYC
0.8261
0.7639
0.8563
0.7356
0.8445
0.7880
0.7725
Akaike
-679.7
-146.6
-373.4
642.8
1286.1
-434.6
-587.7
Schwarz
-657.8
-124.7
-351.5
664.7
1308.0
-412.7
-565.8
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Appendix 19: Structural Models (Five-Years Mean)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gdp
0.0479*
0.0302
0.0912**
0.0164
0.0353
(2.54)
(1.69)
(3.03)
(0.98)
(0.40)
gini
-0.00271
-0.000543
-0.00583
-0.00491
-0.00493
(-1.46)
(-0.23)
(-0.89)
(-1.62)
(-0.62)
participation
0.00402**
0.00328
0.00480
0.00302*
0.0136
(3.02)
(1.79)
(1.76)
(2.03)
(1.63)
pol rights
0.0186
0.0321
0.00485
0.0222
0.129
(1.39)
(1.65)
(0.37)
(1.51)
(1.51)
education
0.0589
0.0644
0.133
0.0211
0.347
(1.21)
(1.13)
(1.78)
(0.75)
(1.85)
_cons
2.124***
1.692***
0.722*
1.203***
3.018**
(13.24)
(11.23)
(2.14)
(8.90)
(2.71)
sd(Region)
0.0868***
0.0651***
0.194***
0.151***
0.804
(-11.38)
(-10.56)
(-4.82)
(-7.17)
(-0.90)
sd(Country)
0.171***
0.245***
0.316***
0.202***
1.118
(-10.63)
(-4.91)
(-7.64)
(-13.02)
(1.39)
sd(Year)
0.0393***
0.0593***
4.47e-08
0.0457***
0.147***
(-7.22)
(-5.99)
(-0.21)
(-6.01)
(-4.57)
sd(Residual)
0.0829***
0.119***
0.109***
0.113***
0.451*
(-8.56)
(-5.93)
(-20.61)
(-9.00)
(-2.49)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
429
429
429
429
429
Log lik.
288.8
135.8
163.6
169.4
-447.2
DF
5
5
5
5
5
Deviance
.
0.0000
.
.
0.0000
IRC
0.2284
0.1333
0.3132
0.2951
0.3190
ICC
0.6784
0.6349
0.8234
0.6899
0.7627
IYC
0.7818
0.7563
0.8240
0.7792
0.8210
Akaike
-557.6
-251.5
-307.2
-318.7
914.4
Schwarz
-517.0
-210.9
-266.6
-278.1
955.0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Appendix 20: Cultural Models (Five-Years Mean)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m6
m7
m8
m9
m10
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gender inequality -0.981**
-0.924
-1.310***
-1.190**
-3.268
(-2.94)
(-1.91)
(-3.33)
(-2.87)
(-1.85)
mortality
0.0552
0.0754
0.0269
0.0126
0.243
(1.12)
(1.07)
(0.57)
(0.20)
(0.74)
fertility
-0.124*
-0.194*
-0.0791
-0.279
-0.551
(-1.97)
(-2.46)
(-0.93)
(-1.53)
(-1.74)
dominance
-0.00752**
-0.00499
-0.00311
0.000400
-0.109***
(-3.02)
(-1.91)
(-0.64)
(0.07)
(-3.51)
restrictions
0.0142
0.0147
0.00675
-0.00339
0.0224
(1.21)
(1.18)
(0.41)
(-0.15)
(0.35)
_cons
3.136***
2.617***
2.260***
1.456***
6.744***
(42.03)
(30.91)
(16.10)
(9.05)
(13.01)
sd(Region)
0.0552***
0.0329
0.179***
0.0471
0.562
(-6.92)
(-1.27)
(-5.84)
(-0.90)
(-1.88)
sd(Country)
0.172***
0.252***
0.302***
0.304***
1.146
(-8.16)
(-4.54)
(-7.25)
(-12.07)
(1.30)
sd(Year)
0.0354***
0.0508***
0.0321***
0.196***
0.0823***
(-8.61)
(-6.16)
(-10.51)
(-11.70)
(-3.97)
sd(Residual)
0.0814***
0.137***
0.0988***
0.279***
0.456**
(-9.93)
(-7.27)
(-21.83)
(-10.08)
(-3.19)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
443
443
443
443
443
Log lik.
313.6
102.5
197.4
-195.4
-451.2
DF
5
5
5
5
5
Deviance
.
0.0000
0.0440
0.0000
0.0000
IRC
0.1605
0.0696
0.2925
0.0570
0.2502
ICC
0.6605
0.6027
0.7861
0.4250
0.7604
IYC
0.7634
0.7102
0.8385
0.6623
0.7970
Akaike
-607.1
-185.1
-374.8
410.8
922.3
Schwarz
-566.2
-144.2
-333.8
451.8
963.3
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Appendix 21: Rational Choice Models (Five-Years Mean)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m11
m12
m13
m14
m15
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------representation
0.00876***
0.00931**
0.0119***
0.00706**
0.0244**
(4.30)
(2.64)
(7.16)
(3.28)
(2.64)
critical mass
-0.0148
0.0265
-0.114***
-0.0541
0.239
(-0.45)
(0.45)
(-3.85)
(-1.59)
(0.70)
social dem party 0.00134
0.00235*
0.000160
0.00122*
0.00621
(1.86)
(2.01)
(0.24)
(2.54)
(1.36)
_cons
2.610***
2.116***
1.524***
1.445***
4.430***
(36.88)
(20.07)
(16.89)
(24.36)
(10.50)
sd(Region)
0.147***
0.125***
0.279***
0.0819***
1.135
(-14.46)
(-12.26)
(-8.12)
(-13.87)
(0.87)
sd(Country)
0.181***
0.269***
0.282***
0.202***
1.238
(-9.15)
(-5.43)
(-11.37)
(-12.96)
(1.67)
sd(Year)
0.0312***
0.0455***
0.0300***
0.0306***
0.106***
(-10.27)
(-6.84)
(-11.88)
(-7.49)
(-6.31)
sd(Residual)
0.0848***
0.145***
0.113***
0.101***
0.463***
(-12.19)
(-7.94)
(-17.18)
(-12.51)
(-3.85)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N
574
574
574
574
574
Log lik.
400.9
118.7
228.9
320.3
-584.2
DF
3
3
3
3
3
Deviance
0.0000
0.0000
0.0440
0.0000
0.0000
IRC
0.3311
0.2139
0.3963
0.1971
0.3858
ICC
0.7387
0.6741
0.7969
0.6833
0.8066
IYC
0.8090
0.7519
0.8395
0.7569
0.8426
Akaike
-785.9
-221.3
-441.8
-624.6
1184.4
Schwarz
-751.0
-186.5
-407.0
-589.8
1219.2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t statistics in parentheses
Source: Dataset on Women-Friendly Policies (DWFP)
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Appendix 22: Discussion on Robustness Check

In this discussion, the additional robustness check on serial correlation is discussed. It turns
out that the models have more significant results, and serial correlation is less of a problem.
This indicates that once the five-year mean is taken from DWFP, socioeconomic, cultural,
and institutional independent variables in structural, cultural, and rational choice models
produce more robust outcomes. However, it substantively decreases the power of the models.
Also, serial correlation is still a problem. Therefore, it is puzzling whether the refuted (or
corroborated) status of hypotheses is affected by additional evidence. As the goal of the fiveyear mean method was to dissolve serial correlation, which it failed to do and the power of
the models is decreased by the reduction of cases, the hypotheses are not affected by the
results of these models. Yet, it is important and interesting to discuss these results and
potential differences and comparisons with the interpolated data.
The findings for the structural models are displayed in Appendix 19. It turns out that
economic development still has a significant positive impact on complete WFPs (p<0.05) and
advanced WFPs (p<0.01). In addition to economic development explaining differences
between countries in WFPs and advanced WFPs, economic participation of women has a
significant positive relationship with complete WFPs (p<0.01) and with employment WFPs
(p<0.05). Especially this last finding is interesting since it is in line with the literature, while
in the interpolated dataset, no evidence was found for this relationship. In addition, no further
evidence is found that the level of educational attainment affects differences between
countries in WFPs or one of its components. When assessing the difference between the
interpolated data and the five-year mean data, nothing changes for the models regarding the
(in)appropriateness according to the AIC, BIC and deviance test. Since the structural
paradigm is presents slightly more convincing evidence for the models, yet it is unable to
explain differences between basic WFPs, status and role WFPs, the overall explanatory power
of the structural model is still small.
The findings for the cultural models are displayed in Appendix 20. It turns out that
gender inequality still has a significant negative impact on complete WFPs (p<0.01) and
advanced WFPs (p<0.001). However, in contrast with the findings from of the interpolated
data, the new findings also show that more inequality between women and men leads to fewer
health policies to take into account a gender perspective (p<0.01) that is in line with the
expectation. In addition to gender inequality explaining differences between countries in
complete WFPs, advanced WFPs, and health WFPs, the health condition of women
represented by the fertility rate (p<0.05), and dominance of religion (p<0.01) negatively
impact complete WFPs. Especially this last finding is interesting since it is in line with the
literature, while in the interpolated dataset, no evidence was found for these relationships.

Therefore, the explanatory power of the cultural paradigm is substantively upgraded as a
result of the findings on complete WFPs. However, it is puzzling whether the refuted status of
the hypotheses on health policies (H2.3) and religious dominance (H2.6) should be changed
because, as a result of aggregating the data, the power of the models is substantively reduced
as well. Moreover, once again evidence is found that health conditions represented by the
fertility rate have a significant negative impact on basic WFPs compared to advanced WFPs,
which is in line with hypothesis 2.4. In model 10, the effect of cultural determinants on
policies concerned with the status and role of women are addressed. Contradictory to the
findings of the interpolated data, the analysis on the five-years mean data finds that a more
traditional culture leads to fewer status and role policies to be women-friendly (H2.7).
However, the result is only based on the dominance of religion (p<0.001), while a traditional
culture was defined as a broader spectrum of conditions. No further evidence is found on the
other determinants. Therefore, although this result is interesting, the refuted status of the
hypothesis 2.7 remains unchanged. When assessing the difference between the interpolated
data and the five-year mean data, except for model 6, nothing changes for the models
regarding the (in)appropriateness according to the AIC, BIC and deviance test. For model 6,
the mentioned tests conclude that it is a more appropriate model than the null model. Also, the
significance and the strength of the results have improved substantively. Also, gender
inequality still being a strong predictor, this variable does not suppress the results of other
variables in the model anymore. On the other hand, it should be noted that a dramatic
reduction in the amount of valid cases has lowered the explanatory power of the models.
Therefore, in order to improve the results to overcome problems of serial correlation, new
problems arise. Since the cultural paradigm is presents more convincing evidence for the
models, the explanatory power proves to be based on a more diverse set of determinants.
Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge the limitations in the data and the models when
aggregating the data into five-year mean periods.
The findings for the rational choice models are displayed in Appendix 21. Evidence is
found that representation of women has a significant positive impact on complete WFPs
(p<0.001), basic WFPs (p<0.01), advanced WFPs (p<0.001), empowerment WFPs (p<0.01),
and status and role WFPs (p<0.01). Representation of women proves to be a stable factor of
explaining differences between countries in complete WFPs and all its components. This
means that for the status and role of women in the long term, more women representatives are
needed to implement those policies concerned with these specific issues. In models 12 and 14,
the same evidence is found as for the models tested with interpolated data models in the
impact of social democratic left-wing parties. It turns out that stronger social democratic leftwing parties have a significant positive impact on basic WFPs (p<0.05) and empowerment
WFPs (p<0.05). Finally, in contrast with the expectation (H3.2), critical mass has a significant
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negative impact on advanced WFPs (p<0.001). Although the findings indicate that basic
WFPs are not changed when a parliament has a critical mass of women, it was certainly not
expected that a critical mass of women would lead to fewer advanced WFPs. Therefore, this
result is remarkable. While prior research reminded scholars on gender and identity that
women could fall for the rational choice trap that once they form a critical mass, they are still
a victim of policy priorities, only administrating issues that are closely linked with the
stereotype image of women (Miguel, 2012). It is also interesting that this result is found for
the effect of a critical mass on advanced WFPs, indicating that policies that are harder to
implemented since they ask for a more dramatic change in the attitudes towards gender roles
are found to have the effect in the opposite way as was expected. When assessing the
difference between the interpolated data and the five-year mean data, nothing changes for the
models regarding the (in)appropriateness according to the AIC, BIC and deviance test: all
tested models are more appropriate than the null models. Also, representation of women still
being a stable predictor in all models, this variable is accompanied with social democratic
left-wing parties and the critical mass dummy in other models, although not all results were
expected. Since the rational choice paradigm is presents more convincing evidence for the
models, the explanatory power proves to be based on a more diverse set of determinants.
Once again, it is important to acknowledge the limitations in the data and the models
when aggregating the data into five-year mean periods. These results should be read with a
side note. It was expected that more results turn out to be significant, as taking the five-year
mean of the data has reduced the number of cases over time. Therefore, the significance of
these results is of lesser interest to the analysis. On the other hand, the solving of the problem
of serial correlation might be interesting to discuss. As the linear interpolation of the data
caused the data to be serial correlated, taking a five-year mean is a better way of reducing the
serial correlation. Nevertheless, serial correlation remains a problem as can be seen in
Appendix 9, but the problem is less problematic in the aggregated dataset.
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